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SERVICE AREA INTO CUEST

WINC IN MICHICAN RESID ENC E

General view, conservatory roof at extreme left

O·

Q

Plot plan of original house

Plan of wing after remodeling

ASIDE FROM hi problem of converting a former
service area into a guest wing, topped by a half-story conservatory, A rchitect Dow's chief worry on this alteration
job for Dr. Harry Tow ley at Ann Arbor, seems to have
been the Michigan Slate Bui lding Commi sion. "For

some ridiculou rea on (the Commis ion) holds ceiling
height hall be eight feet on the main floor, seven feet
six inches on the upper floor. For various reasons, I
wanted to lower the main floor ceiling to seven feet six
inches but ... many trips to Ann Arbor were not sue-
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FRANTZ AND SPENCE,
Architects

A L D E N B. D 0 W ,

Associate
Designer and Architect on Addition

New Wing from Courtyard

Entrance Detail

Old Living Room

Street Facade

cessful." So p lagued was Architect Dow by "the fuss
and bother" that he got Detroit's Paul Honore to do
a series of plaques commemorating the incident. They
now grace the entrance.
The addition constitute an interesting solution to a

one- tory plan which could expand only horizontally
and, because of its proximity to a main highway, only
on the garden front. The conservatory over the garage
is handled in a fashion which reflects Mr. Dow's tudy
under Frank Lloyd \Vright.
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FRESH-WATER POOL PROVIDES NUCLEUS FOR NOVEL BELGIAN RESOR T

Photos by P. Diete11s

General view from promenade level

GOVAERTS AND VAN VAERENBERGH
Architects

DESIG1 ED primarily
to stabi lize a new quarter of Westende, a Belgian resort on the North
Sea, the main feature of
"Lac-aux-Dames," is a
fresh-water pool around
which a re grouped cafe
with dance floor, bars,
and play and sunbathing
areas. Having a large
frontage directly on the
promenade to start with,
and a ground level somePoolside Bar
what below it, the Brussels architects, Govaerts
and Van Vaerenbergh, hit upon an unusual solution.
Main feature of the establishment, the pool-with diving
towers, spectators' galleries, terraces, etc.-is on the
promenade level; restaurant, dressing rooms. and sun-

bathing are one flight down and protected from prevailing winds.
The pool takes its shape from the necessity for combining ease and safety for children and non-swimmers
with deep water for swimming and diving. At its shallow end is a fountain out of which pours water from a
nearby spring. At its deep end, and on the lower level,
the semi-circular cafe looks directly into the pool, separated from it only by a bank of double windows.
Novel feature of the cafe is its provision for subdivision
into smaller units. Heavy double curtains, sliding on permanent tracks in the ceiling, make possible its division
into four private dining rooms without rearranging furniture, ill umination, etc. Bars on both levels-at the
pool ide above, in the cafe below-provide adequately
for liquid refreshment.
'·Lac-aux-Dames" has a structural frame of reinforced
concrete and walls of local brick; all exterior surfaces
are covered with white cement stucco.
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General view of Pool from shallow end

Plan at Upper or Pool Level

Cafe with Pool windows in background

Plan at Lower or Cafe Level

Cafe with dividing curtains in place
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KNOXVILLE ' S OSSOLI CLUB BUILDINC

HOUSES MANY FUNCTIONS

BA RBER and McM UR RY,
Architects

Entrance Front
Pliotos by R. W. Tebbs
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Main Floor

THE PROBLEM of adequately hou ing the varied
activitie of a women's club have seldom been more effectively solved than in this building for the Ossoli lub,
Knoxville, Tennessee, by the home town firm of Barber
and McMurry. Balancing a limited budget on the one
hand against an ambitious program of activities on the
other, the architects have achieved a compact and economical plan whose chief feature i its multiple u e of
pace. Aside from office, library, and kitchen, whose
functions are necessari ly fixed, the remainder of the clubhouse serves many functions. The auditorium may be

Entrance to Auditorium

used for lectures, play , movies, and cleared of its chairs,
dancing and exhibits; the clas rooms may be u eel singly
or together; food may be served in any part of the building; toilets are adequate for capacity crowds.
The bui lding, designed in the informal Colonial idiom
for which the firm is well known, is of local handmade
brick with slate roof. Knotty white pine with acou tical
plaster was u ed in the auditorium, painted paneling in
the lobby, knotty pine paneling in the library, plaster
elsewhere. The building is located in one of the city's
finest residential areas.
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LONDON

OPENS

A

NEW

REFRESHMENT

BAR

TECTON,
Architects

Corner of Cloakroom

General view, Park front
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Plan and Section
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Corner of Bar

SINCE THIS refreshment bar is only one element of the proposed reconstruction of the North Gate of London's Regent Park, Tecton desired that
the bar should be "a light and informal" subsidiary to the finished whole. To
this encl, Tecton changed the roof from the flat slab first callee! for to the
present curvilinear form. (For earlier examples of Tecton's courage in such
problems see RECORD, February 1935, page 107). The larger crowds \Yhich
come to the Zoo ha ye been taken into account in the planning; the bar
has been made as long as possible, returnee! in a curve at one encl in order to
increase the length of the counter; the service space has been made sufficiently
large to handle the preparation and storage of food for serYing a large number·
of people. Easily recognizable symbols have been used to indicate at which
part of the counter different refreshments can be obtained. Since this refreshment bar is open in the summer only to deal with the increased number of
Yisitors during that season, no indoor accommodation for eating has been provided, although the overhanging roof provides shelter from rain.
The main roof is built of reinforced concrete and supported on 4-in. steel
colunm=-. It has been finished with \Yaterproofing and aluminum paint. The
building itself is constructed in reel brickwork to harmonize \Yith the adjacent
buildings.
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FACED with the necessity of "working where he lived,"
Royce McCandliss, Portland advertising man and architectural fan, recently completed this combined office and
apartment. On a 25' x 80' interior lot located in a closein residential area, Mr. McCandliss planned a 5-room
structure in which there would be a minimum of conflict between business and household affairs. Although
sharing a common entrance, the problem has been adequately solved; the living quarters are on a different
level from the office and are ranged across the back
overlooking a little courtyard; bedrooms on the second
floor have the large protected roof of the living room.
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FOUR INTERIORS FROM THE PARIS FAIR
I:\ FUR?\ITCRE. as in \\·rm1en's clothes, the modern
exposition finds immediate reflection; no other phase of
building design rests so much on current "style" and
"fashion." The great fairs of the past two decades have
exerted a profound influence on modern design and the
one just closing in Paris is no exception. Most noticeable trend there was the reappearance of handicrafts,
eYen in items "·hose general design springs from industrial experience.

FROM SWEDEN CAME THIS LIVING ROOM FOR A
country house. White walls and ceiling form a background
for a hand-woven yellow carpet, a royal blue corduroy
couch and two arm chairs-one in green, the other in
white.

ENIGMATICALLY LABELED "LIVING- ROOM FOR
Airplane Constructor," this room from Poland boasts an
armchair upholstered in lambskins atop a deep-piled handwoven rug. Both table and chair show that mixture of
"modern" and "handicraft" ~o common abroad.

BEDROOM FOR A WEEK-END HOUSE BY THE POLISH
Boqulowski and Denko. Walls are of natural light wood
with rope instead of battens. The woven rattan bed rests
on rough-hewn stones, the Wagnerian touch being further repeated in the fireplace.

MOST FORMAL WAS THE LIVING ROOM FROM THE
Polish Pavilion. Here three walls are of dead white, the
fourth finished in dark wood. A white rug covers not only
the floor but even the couch, while the radio cabinet is
of natural wood with an engraved design of white.
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TREMOR-PROOF

BRICK

California Evolves
New Reinforced Masonry

WITH REINFORCING STEEL AND KEY BRICK SET IN THE CONCRETE
footing (left) the brickwork begins, outside course being always kept higher
(right) than center and inside. Note accurate spacing and alignment of reinforcing steel.

CALIFOR IA'S laws on earthquake
resistant bui ldings, imposing new requirement on structural design, gave
ri e to the systems of construction used
in Los Angeles' Vermont A venue
School. Reinforced brick, no longer new
in it elf, is used in a new construction
method which gives maximum r igidity
and meets state eismic law · for lateral
resistance. The e laws demand that, in
addition to all requirements for gravity
loads, the structure mu t be able to resist 10 per cent of the e load applied to
the building laterally in any direction.
All elements function
WALL
of reinforced brick maonry, and Aoors and rnof of reinforced
concrete, this tructure embodies a combination which obtain the maximum
advantage of each material. Internal
and external wall , and Aoor and roof
labs as well , are designed as a frame
which will resist horizontal forces from
any direction by the transfer of these
forces to the ground. Longitudinal
wall are so designed as to become vertical beam for transver e horizontal
fo rces; Aoor lab , de igned as horizontal girder , carry accumulated forces
to transver e wall s which, functioning
a vertical cantilevers, transfer lateral
forces to the ground. In relatively few
cases did the stresses reach these values:
direct compression, 175 lbs. per sq. in.;
combined direct and bending stress, 292
lbs. pe1· sq. in.; shear, 37 lbs. per sq. in.;
bond, 68 lbs. per sq. in. Otherwise,
tres es generally were low because all
wall were designed to resist lateral
forces and upport gravity loads. The
wall a a whole, with an effective thickne of 13" for its entire height, functions as a continuous frame, capable of
resisting either tensile or compressive
stress, since the fu ll depth is made available _for beam action by placing principal
continuous steel near the top and bottom of both spandrcl b~ams and piers.
WTTII

CONDITION AT INTERSECTION OF WALLS-BETWEEN FLOORS (LEFT)
and at floor level (right). Note monolithic character of floor beams, floor slab ,
and vertical reinforcing; note also that outside brick course replaces wooden
forms in pouring. All concrete is vibrated in pouring, assuring perfect grouting.

DETAIL OF TYPICAL SPANDREL WALL AND LINTEL CONSTRUCTION.
Brickwork laid directly on wood form (left), with headers clipped to increase
bond, results in this reinforced brick lintel (right) after forms are removed .
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FOR THIS NEW TREMOR-PROOF
system it was first of all necessary to
design the reinforcing; from this came
the three specially-designed brick units
(left). To insure effective bonding, a
mortar of bedjoint consistency was
used only for laying up outer withes;
the center withe was shoved into a
grout of flowing consistency.
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NEW BUILDINC EMPLOYS STEEL IN

NOVEL ROOF CONSTRUCTION

I~CREASIKGL Y
important 1s the
solution of problems in wide span construction, which have called forth the
enJ!ution of Ile\\' systems ior such
buildings as airplane hangar,;, railroad
stations, stores, industrial and expm;ition buildings. At Germany's ":;urpri,;e"
Dti:;seldori Exposition, 1he Hall oi
Siderurgy exemplifies an unu:.;ual arc
construction which elimmates intermediate supports, and give,; a greater
u:.;ahle area. E:.;pecially important to Gcrrnanv is the fact that this rncHk of contruction is peculiarly bomh-n.·,;istant.
in that damage would be limited in area.
The static equilibrium oi the \vholc
building, hy rc;1.son of the ah,;cnce of
principal carrying members, \\·ould not
be t11bcttled by explosion of a ,;hell. In
addition to this protection, a fireproof
coating has hcen applied to the interior
roof surface.

The roof svstem consists of steel
plates suitably .stiffened, which not only
strengthen the whole, but act as a
waterproof ca:.;ing. These elements form
six arcs of triangular section, each with
two patellae (knee-caps), one of which
is mobile to allcrn· for expansion of the
arc. Each inl!ividual arch is a truss oi
\\·hich the corrugated exterior covering
is an integral structural part. Stiffening i, attained hy means of lightweight
vertical steel lattices which extend from
the arcs to horizontal tic beams. Of
the (,..f() ton,; of steel required for the
entire hall, 600 tons \\·ere used on the
roof itself. The spandrcl of the arch
has small-area I-beams, fixed in the
foundations, and fa,;tcned at the top in
such a way as to permit expansion of
the roof due to ternperatnre and load
variation,;.

Since the building is of a temporary
nature. the problem of thrusts on the
t\YO l'nd walls has not been worked out
as ior a permanent structure. Steel, becau'l' oi its homogeneity and i:.;otropy.
\\·hich make it equally re:.;istant in all
directions. is the most suitable material
for con,;truction of large spans \\·ithout
intermediate supports. In Yiew of Germany's crsat::: policy, thl' fact that it,;
steel comes from the H.uhr is oi more
than passing importance.

ACHIEVING A SPAN OF 250 FEET BY MEANS OF A NEW STEEL ARCH
which is a structural unit in itself. this building is literally all roof. Although
important in the photograph, the horizontal members are actually mere tie rods
designed to stiffen the building against those air raids which all Nazis confidently expect.

INGENIOUS DESIGNERS HAVE EVEN GIVEN THE ROOF MEMBRANE
itself a structural significance, first by making it of steel, then by corrugating
the steel. A fire-extinguishing paint covers the interior surface.
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Babylon Also frowned
on Building Failure

EARLY EXAMPLE OF THE DIVISION
of labor is this 16-sided community
church at Richmond , Vermont. Built
in 1813 by 17 cooperative individuals,
the 16-sided plan was hit upon as a
means of dividing the work equally;
t he 17th built the cupola.

More Lessons Drawn
From N. Y. Apartment Collapse
REPER CUSSION
of la t year 's
a pa rtment-house coll apse in New York
in which 18 workmen di ed (RECORD, A ug ust 1936; page 80) have not yet died
down . As ide from the legal acti on
which r e ulted in conviction of a rchitect, builde r-owner and on, maso nry
contractor, exam iner, and building plan
in pector, other a nd more genera l conclu ion a re being drawn from the
tragedy. Writing in a recent E 11 gi11eering News-Reco rd, E . E. Seelye point
out that physica l fa ilure of such tructure spring fro m more basic econom ic
relationships.
·'It is evident that this type of building requires a relatively large amount
of good-class eng ineering. Yet what
kin d of technical a ttenti on can be expected when the owner employs an
a rchitect to furnish both a rchitectural
and eng ineerin g services fo r a fee of
around $1 ,200 on a $300,000 structure?
" What about supervision ? The a rchitec t i onl y a ked to v isit the job occa ionally. There is no structura l eng ineer of record. There is often no quali fi ed superintendent other than a repreentati ve of the owner and he is inter ested only in driving the job to a point
whe1·e the vital bui lding loan pay ments
sta rt."

S OCI AL CON TROL of pri vate contruction i not a new a ome of its
opponent would have it appear, according to H . J. Glaubitz, of Baldwin, N . Y.
Citing the building code of Hammurabi .
K ing of Babylon around 2000 B.C., a
recorded on the eight-foo t column now
in the Lo uvre, l\Ir. Gla ubitz quote :
Par. 228 : "If a contractor builds a
house fo r a man, thi man shall give the
contractor two hekels of ilver per er
[ unit of weig ht] a recom pense."
P ar . 229: " If a contractor builds a
house fo r a man and doe not make it
strong enoug h, a nd the house which he
built collap es, a nd cau e the death of
the house owner, then the contracto1·
hall be put to death ."
Par . 230 : " If it causes the death of
the on of the owner, then the on of
the contractor hall be put to death ."
P a r. 231 : "If it causes the death of
a lave of the owner, then he ( the contractor ) hall g ive the owner a slave of
equal value."
Par . 232: "If it destroys proper ty,
he ( the contractor ) shall replace wha t
ha been destroyed, and becau e he did
not bui ld the house stron g enough and it
collapsed, he sha ll rebuild the hou e a t
hi s own expen e."
Par. 233: "If a contracto r builds a
house fo r a man and docs not build it
o that it stand ordinary wear and
tear, and a wall colla p e , then he hall
reinfo1·ce the wa ll at hi s expen e."

FHLBB Plan Incorporates
Small House Designer
A NATIO -WIDE P R OG R A:M "to
ass ure mall home builder a sound inYe tment and eliminate shoddy construction, with its inherent wa te and lo of
proper ty va lues," wa recentl y announced by the Fede ra l H ome Loan Bank
Board . T he progra m. to be kn own as
the "Federal H ome Building Ser vice
P lan," ac tually represents an exten ion
of it work dm·ing the past two yea rs
when, through the HOLC' fi eld fo rce of
a rchitects, appra i er , and technician . .
it directed the 1·econditioning of 450,000
homes . From thi experience, FHLBB
lea rned "the full extent of poor material.
and flim sy con truction in the low-cost
field" and fo und "alarming ev idence of
a return to carelc planning and jerrybuilding ."
low it offer a '·coord inated" plan whe reby the 3,900 thri ft and
home- fin ancing in stitutions in the Bank
System would fo r m the nucleus fo r a
tandardi zed " packaged" sen •ice to the
home seeker. T hi ~ ser Yice would include:
ound fin ancing counsel ; the
largest loan and mos t liberal terms con-

i tent with hi re ource and credit;
competent a rchitectural a id in designing
hi home; a structure suitabl e to hi s
fa mil y needs, ite and neighborhood;
election of a qualified contractor; specifi cation of proper materials and a check
on those materials; supervision of constru cti on ; a Federal erti fica te of Registrati on, stating that hi s home ha been
bui lt under the Plan, thereby strengthening inve tment ecuri ty and resale
Yalue.
A lready endorsed by A. I. A. directo rs,
the P lan will include a group of architec t · in each town, who will fu rni h a
standardi zed a rchitectu ral ser vice fo r a
mini mum fee.

Finds New Type Construction
Only 2.So/o Cheaper
A
ER T IN G that the economie · of
.. fi re-protected" con tructi on over .. fi reproofed" were g reatl y exaggerated, I-I.
I. Feldman, New Yo rk architect, last
mo nth announced a erie of analy e
to prove hi s point. H is a rg ument fe ll
into two parts: (a) that " fir e-protec ted"
con truction implied Jes econom ical
planning, resulting in ( b) increa ed
con truction cost in cer tain trades. i\Ir.
F eldman pointed out that in matter of
egress, size and li g hting of public ha ll ,
number of rooms per tai r way, exit
a rrangement , ''fi re-protected" con truction ra i eel many new problems in
term of pl anning. A nd thi , he decla red, led to changes in cost (when
broken down by trade ) , but not necessari ly red11 clions in total co t. Using
a 9-stor y apa r tment house on a
100' x 100' plot a a typical example,
M r. Feldman' analy is showed only a
2. 5 o sav ing fo 1· "fi re-protected" over
.. fi reproofed" constructi on :
Percen t
FIR EPR OOFED
of Cost
Excavation and fo und ation . . . .. .
3.0
Structural steel . . ... ... .. .... ... .
10.0
Concrete and cement ... .. . . . . .. . .
6.0
Masonry . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .
14.0
Carpentry, lumber and sleepers .. . . .
4.5
Plastering ... .. ......... . .... . . . .
7.0
Electric .. ....... . ...... . .... .. . .
4.0
Total .. . ... .. . . .......... .. ... .
All other trades not affected .. . . . • .
Total

48.5
SI .S
100.0

Fl RE-P RO TECTED
Excavatio n a nd foun d atio n . . . . .. . . .
Structural stee l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Concrete an d cement . . .. . ... . .....
Masonry ...... . . . . . ..... . .......
Carpentry and stud di ng .. ... . . . . . .
Plast ering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.7S
8.2S
4.SO
11 .00
6.00
I0.00
3.SO

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A ll other trades not affected.. .....

46.00
SI .SO

Total

..... ....................

97 .50
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Cherry Trees to Stay
Commission Rules
OPPOSITION to the proposed location of the Jefferson :\Iemorial in
Washington's Tidal Basin won a partial victory when the i\[emorial Commi sion in structed Architect J ohn Ru ell Pope, shortly before his death, to
revise hi s plan fo r the memorial so
that the cherry trees could be pared.
Center of the bigge t controversy in
year (sec 1rnco1w, June 1937; page 24)
the ori gina l plan called fo r the removal
of some 2,000 of the cherry tree, so
dear to the Capita l' tourist . And indications a re that the Tidal Ba in site
will meet still further opposition. A lthough the Congress a ljourned without
having passed Representative Treadway's bill to pr hibit any change in the
pre ent layo ut of the Basin, it a lso failed
to make the necessary approp ri ation of
$500,000 for preli minary work. Discu sion of othe1· ite goe on apace in the
Capital, with the TVaslti11gton Post concluding that, " unle s it be hung from
balloons," location of the Memorial in
the city prope1· is out of the que tion.

F.D.R. Vetoes
$500,000 Granite Memoriat
A LITTLE-K~OW
bill appropriating $500,000 for a g ranite memorial to
the late \Vill Rogers, after pa sing both
house of Congre s, was recently vetoed
by President Roo evelt. In tead of a
g ranite monum nt in lare morc, Oklahoma, to the cowboy philo opher , the
President propo eel a " li ving memorial"
of some social value. Ile suggested that
a fund for children-perhaps crippled
children-would be far more a ppropriate. And typical of the growing public interest in such "architectural" matters was the comment of the press.
Said the New Yorll Post, complimenttand: "It is
ing the President on hi
time omebody put a stop to the granite
laurel leaf and crollwork boy ."

Canberra's Designer
Dead in India
WALTER BURLEY GRIFFIN, planner of
ustralia's capital, Canberra,
died recently in India. After practicing in Chicago for a number of years,
Mr. Griffin moved to Australia in 1913
to take charge of laying out and constructing Canberra. (RECORD, July 1933,
pp. 55-56; ug ust 1932, p. 25.)
Political complications cau ed him to
. ever con nections with that city in 1920
and enter private practice in Sydney.

LAST OF HIS GREAT MONUMENTAL BUILDINGS, JOHN RUSSELL POPE
lived to see foundations begun on his Mellon-financed National Museum in the
nation's capital.

Death of J. R. Pope
Marks End of an Era
DE IG:\l'ER of more monumenta l
tructures than any other ingle Ameriew York
can, J ohn Rus ell Pope,
architect, di ed recently a t the age of 63
in ew York. With hi s death, an architectu ral career almost un matched in this
country came to an encl. Beginning his
practice in 1900 after a Beaux-Arts
education here a nd abroad, Mr. Pope
rose to fame on tha t wave of "civic
con ciousne s" which, beginning with
the 1893 World's Fair, pl aced a clas ic
fa<;ade on the va t majority of American public buildings. For over a third
of a century, Mr. Pope's office held the
Among his many important build ing s we re
the Scottish Rite Temple, National A rchives
Building and DAR Hall in Wa shington;
Roosevelt Memorial, additions to Fri ck and
Metropolitan Mu seums in New York; and
the British Museum in London.

lead in th e field of memorial and monumental building. Always a firm cla sicist, hi s work reta ined a characteristic
a nd unchanging premi se- "a belief m
both the rightness and practicability of
perpetuating in
me1·ica the ideals of
the ancient world." On the basis of
this approach to a rchitecture, Mr.
Pope received a long Ii t of lavi h commissions which continued up to his
death. Hi s A merican Battle Monument at Montfau<;on, France, was dedicated only last Augu t, while hortly
before hi s addition to the Tate Gallery
in London had been opened. In thi
country, construction on his $9,000,000
Mellon Mu eum was r ecently begun in
B'J a strang e coincidence , both architect
and donor of t hi s Mus eu m died within 24
hours of one another; octoge na rian Andrew
Mellon had died on Long Isla nd the preceding day. Th e Museum is de signed to
house the $50,000,000 "tax-free" Mellon
collectio n of art.

Wa hington. But controversy, raging
around his Thoma Jefferson Memorial,
indica ted a changing attitude on the
part of both architect and layman to
Mr. Pope's concept of public building
design.
Long famous for its internal organ-

ization, the office of J ohn Rus · ell Pope
will continue in the hands of "men who
were entirely sympathetic to the broad
principles on which his conceptions
were based," according to a statement
issued after Mr. Pope's death. "It is
considered fortunate that Mr. Pope elected as his aides in the development
of his many projects uch a ble men a
Mr. Otto R. Eggers and Mr. Daniel
Paul Higgins, who are o well equipped
to follow the leadership, principles of
design, and ideals with which they were
imbued during their thirty years of
a sociation with ]\fr. Pope."

Architect's "Lethargy"
Criticized by British Journal
THE WIDE ING circle of di cu sion
over employer-employee relaitonships in
the architectural profe ion is leading to
an increa ingly harp examination of the
profess ion itself. ( RECOR D, September
1937, p. 37.) And the (Engli h) Architect's J 011r11al now carries this examinati on a step further. Faced with an e sentially similar but more mature ituation-a majority of R I B A members
are a lready employee architect -the
Th is d iffer ence of compo sit io n between
R.l.B.A. and A.I.A. is largely due to differences in legal requirements for practice in the two countries.

I 011rnal says: "Architect of a ll kinds
are likely to remain inextricably intermingled as they have been in the past.
... It would seem probable that a general increase in income can only be
gained for alaried men when it is
gained for all architects."
Better conditions in the future, says
the I 011r11al, will come only by "pressure
being ap plied to public and private firm
to improve conditions of salar ied architects, and by all architects modifying
their rugged individuali m sufficiently to
allow them to form larger partner hips
in which each man is a specialist in
ome part of architectural practice. To
bring these things about it i not only
salaried a rchitect who will have to
abandon letliargy."
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PW A's 51 projects will be increased fourfold in the next 3 years

U. S. CETS FIRST PERMANENT HOUSINC AUTHORITY
EATL Y halved in almost all respects,
the Wagner-Steagall Housing Bill on
ugust 21 became the "United States
Housing Act of 1937." Roughly handled by a Congress so intent on "going
home" that half of its work remained
undone, Senator Wagner's bill nevertheless survived. And its passage in
any form, points out the Housing Legislation Information Office, "proves conclusively that housing has finally become a national issue. The Bill would
never have weathered a disorganized
Congress ... if the proponents of lowrent hou ing throughout the country
had not been articulate in favor of a
permanent housing program."
The Act at long last places the
United States among those nations
which recognize their responsibility for
housing the lower income groups. It
establishe a permanent U. S. Housing
A uthority whose goal is a long-range
program of Federal aid to state and
local housing agencies. Aid will come
Largely as a result of PWA's " demonstration projects," 30 states now have housing
legislotion which will enable them to benefit
from the Act; similar legislation is pending
in most of the other states.

in three forms: loan s, annual subsidies,
or capital grants. A lthough all three
forms are hedged by many limitations,
there seems little doubt that housing
activity, with $500,000,000 avai lable in
the next three years, will reach a new
high. Moreover, the relation of individual architect or developer to the new
U. S. Housing Authority will be quite
unlike that of its highly-centralized
predecessor, PWA's Housing Division, since initiative will now lie with
the local bodies. Under the terms of
the Act, the Authority can neither
initiate nor bui ld new project .

Cost per room too low
HOWEVER, supporters of the original
Bill have pointed to many weaknesses
in the Act. Perhaps because it represented four times the total expenditure
of PWA's 51 projects, the halved
appropriation (cut from $1,000,000,000
to $500,000,000) was lamented by none
save the Bill's most devoted sponsors
and by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, which thought even the latter
figure far too large. But the Act's limitations on the cost per room drew fire

Amendments by a group of Southern Con gressmen at one point reduced this maximum to $1 ,000 per room. As finally passed,
this limit was raised to $1,250, exclusive of
land and non-dwelling facilities for cities
of 500,000 or over.

from many sources. Said the New York
Tinies: "Experience has shown that
adequate housing cannot now be built
in most (northern) cities for a low as
$1,000 per room. Some experts say that
they could not even duplicate present
slums for that amount. . . . Insistence
on this limit would pervert the very object of good housing." And A. F. of
L's William Green, whi le hailing the
ct as "the only thing of importance
to organized labor" accomplished by the
Congress, also fe lt "the limit on cost
per room was much too low." Meanwhile PW A spokesmen pointed to their
experience which shows that housing with a 60-year expectancy can
scarcely be built for less than $1,600 per
room .
Slum cleorance vs. housing

problem of initial cost per room
was, of course, clo ely tied up with
those of maintenance and amortization. PW A's Housi ng Division maintained that "to provide dwellings at
rentals which fami li es of incomes rangTHIS

ing down from $1,100 annually can pay,
they must be built to last at least 60
years." Since $ 1,000-per-room construction is not so permanent as that, rental
subsidies were necessary if low income
groups were to be reached. The Act
was finally amended to provide a $20,000,000-a-year subsidy for 3 years, but
not before PW A officials were able
to point out that better construction
lowered maintenance costs, meant
longer life and, consequently, less need
of subsidy.
The new U. S. Housing Authority
will be harassed, as was its predecessor,
the PW A Housing Division, by a
slum-clearance clause which has no essential relation to housing. Said the
New Yark Times on this point: "This
measure modifies only slightly the foolish Senate provision requiring compulsory demolition or closing of units
substantially equal in number to the
new units erected. Obviously, the proposed Housing A uthority should have
power at least to defer demolition
wherever a shortage of hou es available
for lower income families is threatened."
It is assumed that control of the 51
projects of the Houston Division, now
complete or nearing completion in the
U. S. and its territories, will be transferred to the new Authority.

Need of Rent Subsidy
Seen in St. Louis
CLASSIC illustration of the necessity
of subsidy in public housing for low
income groups is seen in the dilemma
of St. Louis' Neighborhood Gardens.
Announcing a 10% rent rise in the
PW A-financed, WP A-built project,
Manager J. A. Wolf called it "a
failure" and asserted "there is no such
thing in the United States as low-rent
housing." Forced to rai e rents to
meet amortization charges on a $640,000 PWA loan, Mr. Wolf called attention of the St. Louis Housing Association to the fact that even under
previous rentals, Neighborhood Gardens did not reach the slum-dwellers it
Completed in 1935, Neighborhood Gardens
is a $742 ,000 project of 252 units. Jointly
financed by PWA and $102,000 worth of
private capitol, the rents were originally
scaled from $18 to $38 per month.

displaced. On the contrary, it has been
largely filled with white-collar and professional groups from other neighborhoods, to the disappointment of the
project's directors, who found that unemployment and wage cuts made it impossible for the former tenants to move
in. "It is apparent," said Mr. Wolf,
"that enterprises like Neighborhood
Gardens cannot be carried on unless
there is Federal subsidy."
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New York Tries
Novel Housing Aids
"IK THE F ..\ CE of some of the wildest disorder seen in recent years," New
York City's Board of Estimate recently
established a revolving fund of $500,000
for the rehabilitation of slum tenements.
The opposition-charged Ly Mayor La
Guardia with representing "the owners
of filthy, insanitary, tlrc-trap tenements,
who arc exploiting the people \1·ho have
to Ii ve in them"-was unable to prevent
the resolution's passage, first step under the :\lurrav-l'helps Prior Lien
Passed by last wi~ter's Legislature, MurrayPhelps Bill gives New York municipalities
the right to make all necessary repairs on
tenements now violating multiple dwelling
act, and to collect all such expenditures as
a prior lien after taxes and water charges.

Bill. The rernh·ing fund \1·ill enable
the Tenement House Department to begin immediately limited repairs on "oldlaw" buildings-fire-retarding construction, necessary safety, sanitary facilitil''·
etc. Although on a small scale at present, its sponsors expect a steady increase
in this novel form of housing aid.

New Housing Forms
for New Housing Needs
RECEKTLY announced by a Detroit
firm is a chain of small standardized
hoteb, which will be erected on main
higlrn ays from coast to coast. Caterin"' onlv to the tourist trade the first of
th~se highway hotels is about to be constructed in northern Ohio. Eventually
there will be one hotel every forty or
fiftv mile,;. For easv identification they
will be of uniform ciesign and capacity.
Properly insulated. heated. and ventilated, and of stone construction, each
building will contain sixteen guest
woms, with connecting bath,; and
showers. Garages will be attached to
main buildings. A manager \1·ill occupy
an apartment in each unit.

LIVES WHEN A
nineteenth-century tenement in Staten Island,
N. Y., recently dropped from sight. Foundations sapped by a "lost" creek, the converted
factory collapsed while police and firemen w~re
attempting to rescue the tenants, trapped by
rising flood waters. Site of the tenement, which
was literally ground to dust and (right) one of
the victims being extricated from the wreckage.
l'quipment-kitchen cabineh, bed. and
dinette table-minimizes space require111ent.
Both models have goocl-sized
bathrooms, with water and plumbing
facilities for connection with city water
pressure systen1'. The units are designed for possible combination of two
or three trailers into a house of five
rooms.

Air Conditioning Cain
Raises New Issues
.\I AN\' AN American city 1s today
"viewing with alarm" the expanding
use oi air conditioning equipment-an
expansion so rapid, according to a recent :;urvey of the Department of Commerce. that many cities are reporting
their water ancl sewerage systems as
being already taxed "to full capacity."
700,000,000,000 gallons of water annually

Close on the heels of this announcement comes that of a prefabricated
house-on-wheels, manufactured by Covered \\'agon, Inc. Offered as a possible
solution of the housing problem, the
trailer cottage comes in two models,
both designed for permanent living, but
equipped for mobility as \1·ell. Built-in

would be required to run the existing air
conditioning equipment of the country on
a 24-hour, 12-month basis, according to
estimates by Carrier and G. E.; this is almost half the amount used by all U. S. cities
of I 00,000 or over in 1936.

Typical of the way in which important
technical developments have their repercussions in economic and legislative
structures, this one has caught the average municipality completely unprepared. Many cities have felt the drain

(sen-re enough in many casl'' tu justi f1·
limiting ordinances of one sort or another), but very little actual data have
been accumulated, according to the
Commerce report.
The report urges each community "to
make a complete census oi air conditioning equipment, showing installed
horsepower, tonnage of refrigeration.
gallonage of water required, and method
of disposal of waste water." Only on
the basis of such data can adequate provisions be planned .
\\'hi le the magazine Steel notes an
increase in horsepower used from 168,880 in 1932 to 432,796 in 1936 and confidently expects the "demand to force
cities to provide more capacity for
water and sewerage facilities," the
monthly Power warns that the problem
is not so simple. The efficiency of the
air conditioner must be increased: "\\le
cannot continue to remove only a few
thermal units per pound of water. Air
conclitioners must eventually turn to
cooling towers or other methods of dissipating heat with a minimum of water
waste." Otherwise, manufacturers may
find themselves faced with such regulations covering the use of air conditioners as that introduced in Chicago,
whose sewerage facilities are limited.
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THE CAMPUS
Air Conditioning
Coes to College

EQUIPPED WITH COLUMNS AND DOME, THIS NEW BUILDING WAS
recently begun to house M.l.T.'s School of Architecture; Welles Bosworth, '89,
is the designer.
Changing in Response
to New Demands
TH.\T educational itl:ititutions arc feeling acutely the need for men trained in
,;pccial ficlcls became apparent la't
month when ,;choob tl11 rmglrnut the
country opened \Yith curricula rlcsigncd
to meet the present trend toward specialization. ~ot ne\Y. hut increasingly
widespread. is the trend tm,·ard a larger
period of training-a trend ,,·hich. \Yhile
making for better-traine<l gracluate,;-certainly makes for fcwe1· of them.
\Yith the firm belief that ,,·hat the
world needs is well-trainee! architects
prepared to meet the problems of creating buildings for present-day living·,
Texas A. & ;,r.\ department of architecture has depai-ted from the old time
dra\\·ing-oi-onkrs in:;truction. 1b most
radical change comes in the elernentary
courses.
\\"here traclitional architectural instruction starts the ,;tudent on a
Yocahulary of architectural forms ckrived from lfr;toric example often unconnected with the student\ background, Texas .\. & :-I.\ Ekmentan
Design allm,-s him to handle chara~
teristic types oi material,;. learn their
limitations and possibilities. From this
point the cotir,;e proceed,; to \\·ork in
arts ancl rrafts and inn·stigation of
buikling t\·pes and requirements. . \s
t'arly as po,;sible in the curriculum the
student \Hites his m\·n program and designs a building-usually a lmu,;e, the
builcling type \1·ith \Yhich he i,; most
familiar. lli,; \\·ork-pnigram. ,;ketch
and model-is rlone on a non-competitiYe ba:'i,;. as the school ieeb that thi'
help.; to increa,;e each stuclent's irnli,-iclual potentiality. Competition is introducer! at the enrl oi the second Year.
Tnterrnecliate ancl arh·ancecl cottr'e~ myoh-e the clesign of lmildings a.-; for an

actual client. \\'ith co11,ultatio11.;, \\'orking dr;rn·ings. ancl blue prinh. Coordination of design and engineering is empha,;izecl by designing structural sy'tems for current design problern,;.
,\long this sarne line i-; the l_'nil'l·r,;ity
of California's combination cmir,;e in
dc:-;ign, engineering. and \\.1>rking dra\\·-

ings. \\'hich begins \\'ith the tir:;t hali
oi the senior yeaL

Yak's graduate scll<Jol plans to meet
the needs of men \Yith professional degrees, perhaps with office experience.
\\·ho \\·ant to rlo laboratory \\·ork in
modern prohlerns u,;ing morlern materials. \\'ith a mini111um of fixL'd requirements, the clcpartment is prepared
to gi,·e each student an imJi,·idualh
plannecl program along line.; of hi-,
111ajor interest.
Coincident ,,·ith curriculmn changes

i:; increased intcTest in city planning
and housing.
1'1-e,·iouslv announced
( REt·o1rn. July 1937: pag·e 35) \\TIT
I lan·anL and :\I.LT.\ cour,;es in thes<'
,;uhjects. \\'hen Columbia open et! last
111onth. its clepartment oi architecture
offerecl four m·11· courses in planni1w
ancl housing unrln regular iacult,· member.; arnl an imposing group of ~-isiting
critic-; and lecturer-;.
.\nmn_g· th'''"
'pecialisb are Marion· S. ( 'autk'"
landscape architect: c· h;;rl·:s S .. \sche-r.
treasurer. ;\merican Society ni Planning Officials: Ralph Ebei-lin. C. E.:
and .\braham ( ;olclfrlrl. 111anagcr, La\'anlmrg I Jomes. Faculty members frorn
other rlepartrnents oi ( 'olumhia \\ill abo
part1c1patl" in pres<'nting thc Ill'\\'
cour,;c·,-. :\ot only ar,_. therl' lectures in
planning ancl housing· theory. city pla1111ing l'ngineerin_g· am! ~cclmi'lue. hut also
cle,;ig11 problems in hr· using-. subrli ,-isi()Jl
layout. and urban. ,;ulmrhan. am! regional planning.

1\LTHOC<;ll all large manuiactun:r-;
of air conditioning equipment han· 10111,·
maintained employee training schoob
in atmn,;phen· control. ( ;eneral Electric
i-; the llrst to offer cour-;es in that lield
to out-;ickrs a.; \\Tll a,; employees. :\ O\\'
it i-; aug·nienting its edu:ational program with cllttrses open to graduates of
collegl',;. teclmical ,;chool,, and high
schook The new prog'.alll will be
mirkcd out by the con1pa11_,·\ di,;tributors in the field. in thc belief that the
clistrilmtor organization offers \vider
practical experience and greater possibilitie-; ior employment of students in
the ficlcl of atmo:qJherc control.
Cognizant also of the need for ,;killer!
air conditioning engineers i,; The Trane
Cornpany of La Crosse. \\'1,;. A selecll'rl group of grarluate engineers recently began a six-month cour,;c ,,-hich includes \\·ork in the company iactory. and
im:tallation \\·ork ,,·ith contractors 111
the territory near La Crosse.
l_'ntil nm'" lHJ\\'l'HT. no om' in:;titlltion ha.; been \\'holly dc\·oted to the
:;turh· of so specializer! a :cuhject as air
conditioning. Recenth· opened in Los
. \ngell's, the Thermo :\ ir ( "onrlitioning
Institute, Inc., combines in its \\·ellrounderl curriculum an intensive 'turly
of the theory and principles of atmosphere control with practical training in
the Jn:;titutc's Shops. l'ra•.-tically e\-cry
type oi apparatus for comrncrcial and
clome,;tic system-; is used ior student
instruction, ,,-ith special emphasis on installations for oltice builrlings. hotels.
theater,;, trains. and ,;hip,;. The cour'l'
cm·er,; training in problems 11f heat. ih
mea,;un·ment. tran-;mis,;ion and insulation, use of instrnrnents. heating systems
of all type,;, p-;ychromctric prnpertic-;
of air, absm·ption anrl adsorption n·irige?·ation, cooling loads. air cleaning
rk,·in·.;. control sYste111s. ekctricit,·. etr.
.\t the Institute;, head i,; Dr. -F. <;.
Baende1·. long associated \\'Ith the teaching oi air conditioning and related suhjech.

Students

in

Thermo's New Plant
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Cermans Prefer
"Degenerate" Art

HOUSED IN THIS VICTORIAN CASTLE, MOHOLY-NAGY'S NEW BAUHAUS
will offer the latest in industrial design.

TWO NEW SCHOOLS OF INDUSTRIAL
Moholy-Nagy, Cropius,
in New Chicago School
IX 2\TARSHALL FIELD'S palatial
( 'hicagn 111an,;ion there \\·ill open October
an art ,;c hnol, calkd The ~ L'W Bauhau:-; by ,;pecial pennis,;ion of Dr. \\'alter
( ;ropius, foumkr of the I )es,;au Bauhaus \Yhich \Ya,; clo,;ed by :\' azi ordn
in 1<J33. The >Jew Bauhaus is to embody the principles and traditions of
the first Bauhaus-an integration of
art. science. and technics. . \t its head
i,; La,;o;lo :\Toholy-Xagy, painter, sculptor and phntngrapher. one-time associate of Crnpius ancl hi,; chief aicle at the

,rn

Too like castles are New York skyscrapers,
said Moholy-Nagy as he passed through
rhat city sn route to his new duties. "Why
not open them up half or two-thirds of the
way up, using glass and steel to make open
spaces twc or three stories high for terraces and restaurants?

Bauhaus. BelieYing that "there arc too
manv narrow-minded specialists, too
man~- arfr;ts without practical knowlec\g~ of technique," director :\foholyXagy hopes to den·lop a new type oi
designer, conscioii,; of his own creati\-e
power, unafraid of Ill'\\- facts, equipped
\Yith the right method of approach for
independent ,\·ork.
During the first year. students will
spend most oi their time in worbhop,;
learning materiab, metals, leather. \mod
and plastics. Cour:-;e,; in science. mathe111atic:s, economics. anatomy, and comparative histcwy oi art complement shop\\·ork and dra\Ying.
Tn acklition the
curriculum
inclmks
supplementary
courses in biotcchnique ( SYstem of con,;crnus
inn·ntinns),
psychoteclmiquc
1 ahility testing),
psychology. music,
poetry aml clrama. photography. sports,
yi:-;its to new buildings. mnseum,;, etc.
. \ t the beginning of the second year the
.;tudent enters 011L' ni the ,;pecializecl

DESICN OPEN

\nirkshops. The full course takes four
years, at the encl of \Yhich the snccessful
student recei\·cs his Bauhaus diploma.
For an extra t\\'n years of \HJJ"k in
architecture, the architect's degree is
;l\\·arcled.

Design Laboratory at FAECT
R EC E X T L Y
0 R <; .-\ :\ I Z E D
is
F, \ E( 'T's I )epartment c>f I rn lnstrial De'ign, a continuation and expansion of the
former
\\'!'.-\
Design
Laboratory.
( 'ourses in iour fields of indnstrial design
are offered-Product. Textile, Display
and Interior Design. The curricnlnm in
each is such as to gin' a broad technical
and cultural backgronncl. The l'rncluct
Design program is planned to giYc a
mirking knowledge oi all technical factors pertaining to properties oi materials and meth()(ls of mass production.
Textile Design includes a thorough
study of fabric design and construction.
Display Design takes up problems oi
lettering technique, typography, layont.
;uh·ertising design, reproclnction design.
packaging, three-dimensional nnit di,;plays, and design of large scale exhihitions nf a more architectural nature.
The Interior Design course stre,;ses the
difference bet,Yeen superficial decoration
and rational design, and includes technical courses on building construction,
structure of materials, lighting, furnitnre con,;truction, and enlor theorie,;.
I )e,;i;~-11 Laboratory faculty memher.s
include Samncl (;arshclis, cnn-;ultant on
ekctrical, mechanical and chemical design and cle,·clopmcnt inr sc\·eral large·
cmporations anrl Yarious ho-;pitals. instructor in l ndustrial Science: c\1£011'
c;olclschmidt, proiessor of Political
Economy in a number of foreign institntions. instructor in Social Science:
J ac:qucs F. LeYy, industrial and product
dc·,;igner, in-;tructor in Prodnct Design .

"i)E(;]·~:\El{c\TE" art, lHJ\\ 011 exhibition in :\Iunich, is more than three ti1m·s
a,; popular a,; the exhibition of ( ;nman
or "regenerate" art in the sa111c city ..\ttendccl not only hy iorl'ign tourist>. hut
hy ( ;nman art studcnh. till' exhibit is
pres11111ahly the la,;t of its kind, ior
111oclnn art has been prnscribed hy IIitln. and example,; of it arc 11tl\\· being
tlll'mn1 out oi all < ;crman 11111sc·u111s.
The "degenerate" art exhibit \\·a,; opc11L·d
in 111idsun1111cr as a horrihk contrast to
the elaborate expc,,;iti"n of :\azi ;u·t in
the Xatinnal Socialist regime\ 111onu111cntal art tempk. The latter \\'as arranged \\·ith the idea of \\'iping out any
remaining
nncntaintics
fro111
the
"healthy national scnti111ents" oi Cc1·man 111incls. Selections for the national
exhibition \\ere 111ack ln- the Reich's
Xumhn One Critic, the Chancellor hi111self. \\·ho is rep"rtecl to he one "f the
lwaYiest purcha,;er,; of "regencrall'" art.

Librarian Decries
"Snobbish" Books
''S:\OB c\l'l'Ec\L" rather than gl'nuine
scholarship, determines the publication
oi architectural hook,;, ,;ays Talbot
Hamlin, librarian of ( 'olun1hia l'nin·rsity\ . \ \·ery Library. in hi:; annual report. .\-; a ruk, hl' declare,;, littll'
scholarly \\'ork on the historical side "f
architecture i,; puhli:;lwcL except \\·hen
heayily subsidized, and te\\- hooks on
contemporary architecture appear today.
This, according to the report, is clue to
the cessation of re,;earch caused by con~
dition:;-financial in mo:;t co11ntril's, cultural in Germany, where the Xazi censorship permits only an ''. \ n·an" point
oi Yie\\' tmYard archill'ctun·.

RECENT EXCAVATIONS IN LONdon brought the light of day to this
magnificent mosaic floor, fragment of
some Roman gentleman's villa of preChristian vintage.
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PRODUCT

Th e ob jective here is to provid e t he building designer with information on new
equipment and materials while it is news, on
products in the laboratory stage or just
emerging from it, not after they are on the
market.

Automatic dishwasher perfected
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A DISHWASHING machine which automatically contrnls the temperature of
the wash water and of the rinse water,
and the length of time of both wash
and rinse processes, has been developed
by officers of the U. S. Army Medical
Corps. Designed by Majors Wesley C.
Cox and A. P. Hitchens, the machine
consists of a standard stock, single tank
model equipped with automatic thermostatic control on the steam injector
(A) with accessories for automatic
control of the washing process. The
latter include electric thermostat installed in the wash tank ( B), magnetic
motor switch ( C), operating switch on
the wash handle (D), control box (E),
containing time cycle control operating
switch and solenoid, pilot light (F),
and temperature gauges for wash water
0), and rise water (H). Since the
rinse water line (J) delivers water from
the house hot-water line at a temperature too low for efficient sterilization
it was necessary to raise the tempera~
ture to 180° at 40 lbs. pressure. By installing a regulating valve ( G) on the
rinse water supply line, steam-mixed
with water of the hot-water line-is delivered to the machine at the proper
temperature.
Once set at the desired temperature
(range is 120°F.-190°F.) the auto-"
matic thermostatic control (A) and
thermostat ( B) can be ealed to prevent unauthorized adjustment, thus
guaranteeing optimum time and temperature for the washing process, even
when operated by un killed attendants.
A predetermined temperature fo1· which
controls are set must be reached before

Dishwashing

Co es

Scientific

Swiveled stoker unit

the wash process goes into action. Coincident with this acti vation, doors of
the machine lock and do not open until
the time cycle for the process is completed. The machine automatically stops
if wash water drops below the predetermined temperature. Rinse water
controls are manually operated on the
present machine. but automatic conh'ols
have been developed and are to be installed shortly.

By means of [ron Fireman's new
wiveled worm-feed toker unit, coal
bins can now be located anywhere in
front of the furnace within a 180-degree
arc. Fuel is fed through the swiveled

New luminescent paint

worm conduit. This unit is optional

A NEW luminescent paint, Conti-glo,
glows when exposed in darkness to
Black Light (harmless filtered ultraviolet) but is of normal appearance in
ordinary light. By using this product
and regular oil paints, artists can make
"dual" paintings, with two different
scenes on one canva . Available in
tubes, Conti-glo can be mixed and
blended with arti ts' oil paints. It is of
special interest for stage design, says
the manufacturer, as scenery and dimensions can be made to change completely
by switching from Mazda to Black
Light.
Conti11e11tal Lithograph Corporation,
Cleveland, Oh-io.

equipment on fall Coal-Flow models.
The Iron Fire111a11 i\llam1fact1tring Co111pa113•, Celevland, Ohio.
Adjustable venting

COMPLETELY adju table steam venting
control is provided by a visual adjustment on the new line of Warco Air and
Vacuum Valves recently introduced by
W. A. Russell and Company. An adjustable cap on top of the valve vents
. the correct amount of steam. Directly
below this cap is a positive locknut
which allows the correct setting to be
fastened in place and prevents tampering or accidental change. This new
product is aid to offer the advantages
of completely "stepless" control over the
forme1· type of limited venting "ports."
fV. A. Russell and Company, Grand
Central Ter111i11al B11ildi11g N.Y.C.

Flexible electrical distribution

cl

FLEXlllLE and mobile, Uni versa! Type
Trol-E-Duct con ists essentially of section lengths of formed steel duct which
enclose copper bus bars partially
wrapped in insulating material. Inserted
in a narrow continuous slot extending
along one ide of tl1e duct are movable
current-carrying trolleys and stationary
twistout plugs to which lights, tools, and
appliances can be wi red. Weight supports also can be inserted in the duct to
support lamp fixtures, portable tools, and
miscellaneous equipment.
With the use of coupling , elbows, end
caps, hangers and various other fittings,
the duct section can be as embled and
installed as a compact, continuous and
flexible distribution system. Additional
outlets to meet increased light and
power demands can be tapped off by inserting a trolley or twistout plug in a
duct run.
Bull Dog Electric P ro ducts C ompa11y,
7610 Jos. Carnpan Avenue, Detroit.
Mfrh.

Combination light and exhaust fan

A co~rJJINATIOl'I lighting fixture and exhaust fan, Vent-o-lite, for kitchen installation, is manufactured by Central
Queens Lighting Fixture Corporation.
Smoke and odors are drawn through
the fixture louvers by the fan and forced
outside the building through an 8" x 6"
duct. Fan housing and ducts are buried
in the ceiling between beams. A specially designed oversized motor unit
drives the 10" semi-pressure type fan.
The light fixture has prismatic glass
panels set in a chromium frame. Vento-lite comes in two sizes: 11" x 11" for
central installation; 10" x 12" for intallation over sink, range, or between
kitchen cabinets.
Central Queens Lighting Fixture C orporation, 168-29 Jamaica Ave1iue Jamaica, N. Y.
'
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PORT VENTING POSSIBLE
large port venting has been the objective of heating engineers for a long time. Until now it has not
been realized simply because it could not be
applied to ordinary air valve design. • large port
venting has been made possible by the Automatic
Modulator (patented). This device provides maximum port opening only at very low pressures.
Beyond approximately 2 ounces it automatically
reduces port area to prevent short circuiting the
steam, water hammer, etc. • At the start of each
heating cycle, every radiator on the system is wide
open for very rapid venting. Thus when vapor is
generated it has immediate access to the radiators
from which the air has been vented. All radiators
heat up evenly and quickly. • This is essential for
automatic heat and is very desirable on any one
1\\\1,...- .

pipe steam job, new or old. •

The Automatic

Modulator is an element of the No. 300 Multiport.
These valves used with No. 861 Hurivents comprise
the Ideal Fast-Venting System.

1. Automatic Modulator In mid-position.
2. Adjustment Slide Valve.
3. Adjustment Arm.
4. Venting channel when pressure is
normal.
5. Venting channel below pressures of

approximately 2 oz.
6. Slide valve undercut venting passage.

DETROIT · LUBRICATOR (oMPANY
5900 TRUMBULL AVENUE

•

DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S. A.

2>~

ef

AMERICAN RADIATOR & STANDARD SANITARY CORPORATION
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
General
Arc \ Velding Nianual and Operator.
Training Course. By II" . 1. Chaffee.
The Hobart Brothers Co., Troy, Ohio.
Basic Specification fo r Tile \\ ork,
Third Edition,
o. K-300, 1937. The
Tile Ma1111factnrers' Associat ion, I11 c.,
19 //'. 44 Street, New York Cit31.
Code of Standard Practice and Specification for Placing Reinforcing. C 011crete Rei11forci11g Steel lll stitute, 20 1
North Wells Street, Chicago, Ill.
Report on Progre s of The \Vorks Program . IVorks Progress Ad111i 11ist raito11,
TT'aslti11gto11, D. C .

Air Conditioning and Heating
.Ai r Conditioning Engineering D ata
Sheets. TVestinghouse Elec tric and
J!amifacturing Conipany, 246 E. Fourth
Street, Ma11sfield, Ohio.
Central Sy tern A ir Conditioners by
Fai rbank Morse. Illus trated descriptious of various types of air con ditioning units, f1111ctio11s and specificatio11 s.
Fairba11ks, ,iJorse a11d Compa11y, 900
So . TVabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
For Low Co t Automatic Heat. Bulletin
No. 364. Detroit Stoker Compa11y, Ge11eral ll! otors Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
The Gorton System of Equalizing
S team a nd Vapor Systems for Automatic Heating. Gorton Heating C orporation, Cranford, N. !.
Robinson Chimney Pot . Catalog of
si:::es and prices. Robi11so11 Cla·y Product
Compa11'y, Akro11 , Ohio.
\Vhen Your Dream Hou e Come True.
Illustrated description of hol/ ow steel
floor s·ystem. H. H. Robertson Comf'a11·y, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Structural Materials and Parts
Forest Conservation in the \\ estern
Pines. 1/I estern Pi11e Associatioll, Yeon
Building, Portland, Ore.
Plywood Stre eel ove rin gs ove r Ri o-id
Timber Frame at Great Lake Exposition. By C. Merrill Barber. l11cl11des
photographs a11d detail drawi11gs. Douglas Fir Plywood Associatio11, Tacoma,
Wash.

l loba rt U pjohn, F. A . I. A., announce
that Walter A. Taylor, A. I. A., ha
become an associa te of the firm.
Goldner and Goldner, A rchitects, have
moved to 14 Vv e t 40 treet, Tew York,
N. Y.

L. A . De J ardi ns, architect. ha resumed practice a t 101 Colorado Aven ue,
Trinidad, Colorado.
Gleeson and M ulroon y, arch itect , a nnounce the removal of their offices to
Fox Building. 161 2 Market Street,
P hiladelphi a, Pa.
Kenneth M. Murchison, in a sociation
with Jame W. O'Connor, 1 now
ew
located at 162 Ea t 37 treet,
York City.
H. R . Lenker, regi tered architect, announces removal of hi s offices from 25
N. Duke Street to
chmidt Bldg.,
Center Square, York, Pa.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
"THE R E LATIO N of Health and
Hygiene to Housing" i the subj ect of
a sympos ium to be conducted in
ew
York City on October 8 by the Ameri ociation' Comcan Public Health
mittee on the H ygiene of Housing.
Papers to be pre en ted at the symposium by mem be1·s of the Committee
include the following:
H o11si11 g and Health, R. H. Britten,
.•. Public H ealth Service.
Co11st ru ctio11 }.fethods, R. L. Davison,
] . B. Pierce Foundation.
Sa11itarj' E11gi11eeri11g, H. A. \\ hitaker ,
Minnesota tate Department of Health.
Tow11 Pla1111i11g. Professor James Ford,
Harvard U niversity .
Safe t~ 1 i11 th e Home, ;.r. G. Lloyd, U. S.
Bureau of Standards.
Lighti11g, J ames E. Ive, fo rmerl y of
U.•. P ublic Health Service.
1ir Co11ditio11i11g, Profe or C. E. A.
Win low, Yale
ni versity (Cha irman
of Comm ittee).
The ympos ium will be held at 9 :30
a.m. in the North Ballroom of the New
Yorker IIotel.

CHANCE OF ADDRESS

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Th e RECORD publish e s c ha ng es of address
onl y on request, making no attempt to keep
a day-to-day account. Only organization in
the country with facilities for this is Sweet's
Catalog Service, whose painstakingly maintained list undergoes an average of 23
changes per day for every working day in
the year.

o October 4-9 - Chicago Exposition
of Power and Mechanical Engineering,
International A mphitheater, Chicago,
Illinois.
• O cto ber 8-1 1-First Technological
Conference and third annual convention, Federation of Architects, En gineers , Chemists and Technicians, BookCadillac Hotel , Detroit, Michigan.
• O cto be r 27-29 - Fifteenth annual
convention, American Institute of Steel
Construction, Inc., Greenbrier Hotel,
White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia.

Roscoe L. vVood, former ly in tructor
of Architectural De ig n at the niverity of M ichigan, has opened an office
at 808 Seventeenth treet, N. \\ 1., \Vashington. D. C.
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i\Jax Gitberg, rchitect, ha moved to
66 Vernon Street, Springfield, Mass.
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UIET

AS A WHISPER
IN THE NIGHT
N HOSPITALS, where quiet is so important to the
sick and the convalescent . . . in hotels, where
silence means rested and satisfied guests . . . in
apartment houses, where freedom from annoying
noises is important in maintaining IOOJ'r tenancy ...
and in dozens of other buildings where old-fashioned,
noisy flush valves arc a nuisance-your clients will
thank you for selecting Speakman Si-Flo Flush Valvct':

I

*Pat. No. R. E. 20.246

ELIMINATES

THE

NOISE

THAT ANNOYS

WHAT'S UN DER
THE HOOD?
In an autnmohile, if'.~ not
the smart, streamlined body
that prol'ides the locomotion, but the silent, smoothr11n11i11g motor under the
hood.

The operation of the Si-Flo Flush Valve is unbelievably quiet, smooth and efficient. It silences the sound
of rushing water to a mere whisper which is inaudible
outside the bathroom. In design and construction, the
Si-Flo upholds the Speakman reputation for high
quality. Its entire operating mechanism is centered in
one compact piston unit. If repairs arc ever needed,
this unit can be replaced quickly and easily and at a
minimum cost.

In Sweet's 1937 Catalog File you will find details on
Si-Flo Flush Valves and their installation; also details
on the Anystream Shower Head, the Mixometcr, the
Graceline Sink Fixture and other popular items of the
complete Speakman Linc. \X'e urge you to send for the
new Si-Flo Catalog giving valuable water-flow reference tables and data for every type installation-or for
literature on any of the
other Speakman Fixtures.

WHAT'S INSIDE?
In the Si-No Nush Va!t-e,
efjicient, noiseless o/Jeratiou is t1ss11red by this
com/Jact /Jistou unit, con•pletcly hidden from l'iew,
but easily afU'.o·ible and
quickll' interch,mgeable.

SPEAKMAN COMPANY,
WILMINGTON, DEL.
Quality fixtures since 1869.

PEAK MAN

SHOWERS• SHOWER HEADS· BATH
LAVATORY

FIXTURES• SI-FLO lSILENTl FLUSH VALVES

FIX1URES • SINK FlXTURES • INSTITUTIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL FIXTURES

SHOWERS

AND

FIXTURES
0 C T 0 BE R
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The Bonderizing Process. 4 Tonks. 7,000 Gallons, each.

Fenestra Finishing Building. 40' x 234' . Two Basements.

RESISTI
PARKER RUST·PROOF COMPANY

Included in the new finishing operation is the

TUTl-CALT •~RAY
NUMBER

famous Bonderizing Process which has made possi-

1

ble the fine finishes on automobile fenders and refrigerator cabinets. By laboratory and actual usage
tests Bonderizing has been proved to be one of the
best and

most durable rust preventives known.

~

or
•

..

8

cleaning;

hot water

rinsing;

Bonderizing; rinsing; chromic acid dip; air drying;
dip painting; oven baking.
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IN J..EPO&T:

Jo the Nit 1pnr 1n1 the dtJtH ol f1il11rc
is rtt0rdcd in 1umt of fnnions of inchrs
and lhe 1ymboh . 1•, .2•, etc.,.,, 1he
mtJlJ\IHmtnlf Of lht t.mOUDI of crttpage
of the pa1nl ilm ll"'I}' from rhc Kruchu..
All t•n panels .re Kntchtd bd'oni Mang
uh spray tutcd and 11 uch irupt:ccion 1he
1moun1 of crcepagir ii de1nm int-d by lhc

\ ~~~;;'n:~ ~:l:!:~,fi~::~h~::~t.
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'INAL l'lNISH;--

windows make a 2V2 hour trip through eight operaalkali

•

a

Bondertaed )(It.al

tions:-hot

~

TIMI: IN

•

-~ --~--

In a new, completely mechanized plant, under predetermined, automatic temperature control, Fenestra

•

- "'·

.t•

OA.n.

TESTING LABORATORY

P'ANl:LS Tl:STl:D-

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

A salt spray test on three steel plates, each covered with one coat of baked
enamel. First plate, Bonderized, was in perfect condition after 480 hours
(solid black line). Second plate, degreaser cleaned, began to show deteri oration at about 70 hours (dot-dash line) . Third plate, acid cleaned , showed
almost immediate deterioration (dotted line).

Paint, by special DuPont formula, is particularly
adapted to dip application at a definite temperature and to provide a tough, flexible, moistureresisting coat after 30 minutes oven baking at 300
degrees.
STANDARD ON FENWROUGHT (RESIDENCE) TYPES EAST OF THE ROCKY
MOUNTAINS.
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SUPPLIED
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EXTRA

COST.

When steel is Bonderized, its normally smooth, metallic surface (left) is
chemically converted into a nonmetallic, phosphated, crystalline structure
(right) full of microscopic peaks and pits. When paint is applied it flows
into the crevices between crystals and is thus "keyed" into the steel.

fenestra

STEEL WINDOWS
BONDERIZED and finished by a
New Process Never Before Applied
to Steel Windows, ....... are now

RUST
A new and important saving in maintenance cost for Builders and Building
Owners.
This new process makes Fenestra
Steel Windows absolutely rust inhibitive.
Makes the priming coat on Fenestra
Windows last three to five times
longer.
Provides a tough, durable base
coat that improves the appearance
and the lasting qualities of all finish
coats that may be applied later.
These two steel
plates, painted and

I

then scratc hed were
subjected la a salt
spray lest (20 %
solution) for over 700
hours. P lates and
finis h ing were ide n·
ti cal exceptthal plate
on the left was acid
cleaned before
painting w hile p la te
on the right was
Bonderized.

DETROIT

STEEL

Gives Fenestra Windows a smooth,
satiny finish impossible to secure by
any other means.
Guards against creeping alkali
erosion between the steel and the
paint filament.
Protects the paint coat against
flaking, chalking, peeling and
abrasion.

PRODUCTS

COMPANY

2250 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Michigan
0 C T 0 BER I 9 3 7
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NNOU.NCEMEN,
~RDFIN
Heat-Exchange
Surface ·

The new bauhaus
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF DESIGN
CHICAGO
founded by the
ASSOCIATION OF ARTS AND INDUSTRIES
ILLINOIS

·L. Moholy-Nagy
director
formerly Professor at the Bauhaus, Dessau

Dr. Walter Cropius
·adviser
founder of the Bauhaus
now Professor of the Graduate School of
Architecture, Harvard University

thorough education in
principles of design
workshop training
handicraft and machine
_basic knowledge of
materials

Aerofin Corporation announces
the acquisition of enlarged manufacturing facilities at Syracuse,
New York, from which point we
shall continue to serve our customers with light.weight, standardized heat exchange surface for
heating and cooling. The general sales and executive offices of
Aerofin Corporation are now located in the above named city.
TI1is move is in line with an expansion program growing out of
the increased demand for Aerofin equipment and reflects the
confidence imposed in Aerofin by
consulting engineers, architects,
heating and refrigeration contractors throughout the country.
Aerofin has recently established
new branch sales and engineering offices at Dallas and Atlanta,
making a total of six strategically
located points from which experienced engineering service
and technical assistance is available.
With the heating, cooling and
air conditioning industries pressing forward on all fronts, you
will need the sound, reliable
engineering service that Aerofin
offers. Take a leaf from the
experience of thousands of technicians in these fields who specify
Aerofin heat exchange surface.
Write today for complete catalogue data and engineering information.

For information on courses write
Association of Arts and Industries
700 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Tel. Superior 2415
- .. J

~I
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AUER
//
Du1AB1LT

Floor Registers

and
Cold
Air

Faces .

• • • •

Here's real news! AUER has now added to its
already popular line a perfected assembled registerof the steel-bar constructed type-with locked mortised joints and welded frame. A new AUER
plant, with splendid new equipment, now has these
BETTER Registers ready for you. Severely tested
for strength, DuraBilt Registers meet the demand
for a finer product at a practical price. Without
sacrifice of true craftsmanship in manufacture, or
good taste in appearance, DuraBilt Registers bring
your clients a New Measure of Economy and Value.
All popular sizes and finishes. For warm air heating
on your projects-specify "DuraBilt" Registers by
name. Write at once for DuraBilt Descriptive Folder
and Prices!

THE

• Multi-Lock assembly for Super
Strength and Extra Rigidity.
• All-steel bars-mortised at joints,
close-fitted.
• Face interlocked to frame at every
connection.
• Ample capacity for air-flow.
• Auer medium-size mesh is close
enough to exclude small objects,
but narrow mesh can be furnished
if preferred.
• A design subdued in character,
most pleasing in effect.

AUER RECISTER COMPANY, 3608 PAYNE AV., CLEVELAND, OHIO

AUER ~ISTIN~RE GI STE RS
&- GRILLES

For Air Conditioning and Gravity
0 C T 0 BER I 9 3 7
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ARE YOU
INTERESTED IN
GENEALOGY?
If y ou ' re an arch itect you ' re inter e ted in t he genea logy of the window
f am ily. n d y ou 're glad to know
that Curtis bas introduced a new
Sil ent it e Casement.
~ ind ow bj t ory i n 't exciting. F or
300 years, unti l 1932, there wa nary
an improvement . T hen C m· tis in lrodu ced t he Sil e o ti te D o ub le -Hun g
In sulated W in dow, bi g bro ther to
the new i lenti te Case ment.
H e re's a wood ca se m ent
win dow t h at h as architect s
app la udin g. It' a troub leproof, d raftless ca e ment
- impr o e el , weath erst ripped, with n ew prin ciples a nd new, charming
architectura l b eauty, and

As allractive inside as it is archileclurally correct
ouLside - simp le,
charming and easy
to operate.

new features, whjch are covered by
exclusive Curti patents.
T he P ittsburgh Testin g Laboratory c hecked Si lentite against other
wood and m eta l casement windows.
T hey fou nd that it all owed less heat
loss and less air lea/rage than any of
the rest. nd they found that Sileo tite wi ll a ve as much as 17 out of
ever y 100 fu el doll ars !
That's new about windows, and
there's p lenty m ore that yo u'll b e
glad to hear . }"'or instance, Silentite
can ' t rattle, vibrate or swing in the
wind. The re's no visible hardware
out ide or in side except a sash adjust er that's ea y to operat e. Pre-fit
screen s and in sulating glass m ake a
comp let e un it. Curtis preser v ative
oil dip add s longer life.

L ei u s tell yoL£ m ore, gi ve you all the details about
this new ilentite Casem ent. Just return the coupon.
CURTIS C o I P A ' IES SERVICE BUREA , D E PT.

AR- lOC, C u

TON,

low.A

AND OTHER CURTIS PRODUCTS: Exterio r and I nteri or Doors • l!' r ames • T rim • Entrances • Molding
Panel Wo rk • Kitche n Cabinels • Cabi11el \ ork • .M unlels • Stairways • Shu tters • Screens • Stor m
D oors u11cl \¥ind ows • Garage D oo rs • Mi te rlil.e D oor ond W indow T rim
Curlis 1¥oodwork is sold by reliable dealers everywhere

TH£
CunT1s CO M PANIES S 1~ n v1cE B 11 m :>: AU,

D
ame ____ _

o

Depa r l.m eoL A R - l OC 1 C lioLou, l owa
se nd me furt he r information on l he new
For infor mation on other C ur lis products. ns listed
C ur l ii" S il <•11 l il1· C:n~· rn 1~ 11 1 \\ in dow.
ahovf!. c hC'ck he re .
_____________ __________ ____ _______________________ ----- __ _____ _
Pi ca~~

Add r ~
.s8

C i ty __ --- - ------ ----- -- -- ------- ________ ______________________________ _____ ______ --- --- _______ Stute . _ ___ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ ___ _ _ _ __ _ _____________ __ _
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Atlas White Portland
umttrt wa s used i 11 the

terrazzo floors of Villa
Saint Felix, Plymouth,
Mich. Art Mosaic &
Tile Company, Toledo,
terrazzo contractor.

O'Meara and llills,
St. Louis, architects.

Only White Celllent Makes FineTerrazzo
HE difference between an ordinary terrazzo job

Skilled terrazzo contractors like to use Atlas

and a fine terrazzo job is instantly apparent.
Fine terrazzo fairly glows with life and warmth .
The colors are pure and rich, faithful to specifications . Patterns are clean-cut, distinct to the
minutest detail.
And, best of all, fine terrazzo retains these
values always. It doesn't fade. lt can't be beat
for wearability. Its upkeep cost is low.

White portland cement for their fin e terrazzo jobs.

T

F

RTHER

l ' FOR lATIO

ABO

T

FI

It is pure white. It exceeds specification requirements for portland cement strength . And Atlas
\ Vhite portland cement (plain and waterproofed)

is quick ly avai lable everywhere. Universal Atlas
Cement Co. (United States tee! Corporation Subsidiary), 208 South LaSall e
1

E TERRAZZO

APPEARS

treet, Chicago.
IN

SWEET'S
T-9

~
FOR FINE TERRAZZO

SPECIFY

ATLAS WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT

NOW YOU GET

in the famous Jenkins Standard Bronze Valves
CONSTANTLY, Jenkins Bros. strives to attain perfection in Standard Bronze Valves. The three new features
presented here are the result of our latest effort t o
that end. Together they add even greater convenience and better service to the famous valves which
thousands of valve users already consider " perfect".
A NEW HANDWHEEL is the most apparent of the
features. Put your h a nd on it . .. you'll say i t affords
the bes t grip and protection from burn of any
valve wheel.
A NEW VALVE INDEX PLATE .. . tellingfigure number

and also the disc number and service ... is an important
time and trouble saver in ordering replaceme nts.
A REMARKABLE NEW DISC that offers unheard ot
life in steam se rvice is made available. Designa ted as
No. 119-A, it replaces disc No. 119.
Our new folder on Sta ndard Bronze Valves tells all
about these a nd other features which have made
'Jenkins" preferred among valve users. Write for it.
J ENKINS BROS., 80 White St., New York ; 510 Main St. , Bridgeport;
524 Aclantic Ave., Boston; 133 N. Seventh Sc, Philad elphia ; 822 \Vas hingt on Bl vd., Ch icago; JENKINS BROS., ltd., Montrea l, Can.;London, Eng.

NEW, LONG.LIFE RENEW
ABU COMPosrrroN DISC t

N EW CONVENIENCE!

UNHEARD- OF DISC LIFE!

Scientifically correcc design makes any size
wheel fit any size hand. See the extra·
gripping area in the deep scallops. See the

Two years' service rests show chat our new
'o. 119-A Disc, when used in the service
for which it is recom_mended , will o utl as t

depressed center <ha t prevents

any o ther composition disc we know ab::::ut.

the h and

including h ard rubber and Bakelite. This

from touching a hoc wheel nut. The nonheac design is not bulky, but made o f
superior malleable iro n it stands a wrench .

The Index Place, held by che wheel nut,
is o f al uminum wich bright markings

new djsc ccplaccs No.
mended primarily fo r
th o ug h we believe it
thin g to a "universal "

etched in green enamel.

been developed.

JENKINS VALVES
BRONZE-IRON-STEEL
51.
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119 and is recomsteam service. alco be the nearest
disc lhat has ever

Will your heating equipment keep production going this winter?
~;T/
'o/'lf'

/

.

"- ' .·
·>J·":".
/

.

Those sub•1ero days strike with a bang, tying up
traffic and putting heating equjpment under a terrific load. Once winter sets in, heating repairs are
more difficult to make and may cause costly delays.

Don't let winter catch you with a full production
schedule and poor or ineffective heating equipment. It is cheaper to let your heating contractor
check the heating equipment in your plant now.

Men can't work effectively in cold plants no
matter how hard they try. Production slumps off
-efficiency goes down-time is lost. Get efficient
heating equipment now. Buy American Blower Units.

Airport heating has to be efficient. That's why so
many of the airports are equipped with American
Blower Sirocco Unit Heaters. Those big, powerful
units heat large areas easily, and at lower costs, too.

Thousands of American Blower Venturafln Heaters
are performing their tasks effectively and economically in printing shops, garages, industrial plants,
warehouses, service stations, restaurants, markets, etc.

The bigger the plant the bigger the healing
problem. Good Unit Heaters are the best insurance against cold delays. Temperatures may be
automatically controlled and maintained.

\\

l

l

I

l

Save valuable space I This American Blower Unit
Heater suspended from the girders overhead farces
heat into working areas, cuts heating costs, saves
space and prevents damage to heating equipment.

A.G. Turner, production manager, says-" American Blower Unit Heaters have cut our costs con·
siderably. We have tried other makes but American Blower Units work better and last longer."

American Blower Unit Heaters cost no more than ordinary units. They are carried in stock in all principal
cities and may be purchased on long, easy terms through the Heating and Plumbing Finance Corporation.
No down payment-3 years to pay. Ask your heating contractor for complete data.

AMERICAN BLOWER
INDUSTRIAL

UNIT

HEATERS

AMERICAN BLOWER CORP., DETROIT, MICH. • Division of American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corp. • Canadian Sirocco Co., Ltd., Windsor, Or..t.

INCOR 1 SAVED $1.22 A cu. YARD ON
WINTER-BUILT BOSTON BUILDING

1

SELF-SUPPOBTING S TIMES AS FAST, 24-BOVB
CEMENT BEDUCES BEAT, FOBM, TIME
AND FINISHING COSTS

W hen Fall nights turn cold, concrete hardens slower.
Form stripping and finishing operations are slowed
up-the job lags. Plan now to avoid this condition,
by using 'Incor' 24-Hour C ement in the weeks ahead.
At this season of the year, 'Incor' offers extra
advantages. With 'Incor' it is usually sufficient to
heat mixing water and promptly protect the placed
concrete against heat loss. Service-strong in onefifth the usual time, ' lncor ' is safe from freezing days
sooner; heating a nd protection problems are simplified, concreting costs a re reduced. To get overnight
service strength, supply full winter protection.
These advantages mean real money. Example :
On N ew England P ower Co. Building, constructed
in mid-winter, 'Incor' saved: (1) one set of forms,

$2500; (2) 15 days' overhead, at $162 a day, $2430:
(3) 24 days' heating expense, $ 1623. Total saving,
$6553. L ess extra cost of ' lncor', $1900. NET SAVING, $4653-or $1.22 A CU. YD. OF CONCRETE.
Similar savings on concrete buildings, large and
small, expla in why many architects now automatically switch to ' Incor ' for Fall and Winter work. Write
for copy of illustrated book, "Winter Construction. "
Lone Star Cemen t Corporation, Room 2234, 342
M adison Avenue, New York.
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INSULATING TILE AND PLANK

Rich, Blended Shades of Soft Color.
New, Interesting Texture

BLENDTEX Plank is quickly, easily
applied ta bath new and aid walls.

S. Predecorated surface saves both time and cost of
• Here is a NEW insulating interior finish that
painting.
brings distinctive beauty and charm to any
6. Adaptable - the wide variety of shapes and sizes
interior. At the same time, it improves acousgives unlimited scope to expression of individual
tics; it quiets sound; it helps insulate against
taste in design.
heat and cold. Yet Weatherwood BLENDTEX* In new or old constructinn.
Weatherwood Rf,,ENDTEX
7. Quickly, easily applied to both new and old walls
costs no more than ordinary insulating tile decorates- in,-;ulates- q11ief.'I
and ceilings-goes right over old walls.
sound,
and plank. With its rich, blended shades of
8.
Economical-a
popular-priced material. With all its advantages,
integral color and new, interesting texture, it is equally
BLENDTEX costs no more than ordinary insulating tile and plank.
suited to home, school, church, theatre, auditorium,
Weatherwood BLENDTEX is backed by the United
restaurant, store and office.
States Gypsum Company's rigid high standard and
SPECIFY BLENDTEX FOR THESE EIGHT IMPORTANT REASONS
years of leadership in manufacturing wall and ceiling
1. Blended shades of harmonious colors combine with a new, intreatments, including Weatherwood IVORY Finish Interesting texture to add charm and dignity to the interior.
sulating Plank and Tile, W eatherwood Building TI ...
2. Improves acoustics and quiets sound-at the same time insulates
Board, W eatherwood Hardboard.
against heat and cold.
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LIBBEY• OWENS• FORD

ANNOUNCES

METAL STORE FRONT CONSTRUCTION
Featuring the Pressure-Controlled
Shock-Absorbing Sash
Extrudalite is a fundamentally new principle

All pressure contacts between metal and

of store front construction and design offer-

glass are automatically controlled to a p re-

ing outstanding advantages hitherto unob-

determined degree and constant pressure is

tainable. Extrudalite's patented sash construc-

maintained through spring cushioni ng. Com-

tion definitely minimizes plate glass breakage.

plete information will be furnished on request.

LIBBEY• OWENS • FORD GLASS COMP

THE BUILDING occupied by "Pravda," a newspaper published in Moscow,
one of many contemporary buildings of Soviet Russia discussed by Frank
Lloyd Wright on the following pages

Above: "PLANS FOR THE NEW MOSCOW are far
ahead of any city planning I have seen elsewhere,"
says Frank Lloyd Wright.
At left: "PRAVDA," MOSCOW ••. the more creditable of the left-wing "modernistic" attempts by the
Russians . • . too laborious stylization of too little
spirit and small content.
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ARCHITECTS

IN

U. S. S. R.

MEET

TO CONSIDER ARCHITECTURE
SOVIET ARCHITECTURE, as well as events happening
in the U.S. S. R., has evoked interest, intense if not
always sympathetic, on the part of the rest of the
world. Architects of the U. S. A. have followed the

fragmentary accounts of recent trends in the architecture of the Soviet Union without obtaining a clear
picture of what is going on there.
Last summer I June 15-251 the first All-Union Congress of Architects was held In Moscow under the
auspices of the Union of Soviet Architects. Representatives were called from 26 geographical groupings of Soviet Russia. In addition, a number of foreign
architects were invited !about 25 in alll from Spain,
France, England, United States of America, Turkey,
Belgium, Norway, Denmark, and Sweden. The United
States delegates were Frank Lloyd Wright and Simon
Breines. Wright Is well known in Europe and has been
particularly esteemed in the Soviet Union. Breines
was one of the winners, in collaboration with Joseph
Vanderklar, In the International Competition for the
Palace of the Soviets in 1932. He subsequently used
his prize money on a six months' visit to the U. S. S. R.

Architecture
•
and Life 1n
the U.S. S. R .
By

FRANK

LLOYD WRIGHT

NO\V THAT I am back at Taliesin again, my ~Ioscow
colleagues are far enough away for perspective to assert itself. I enjoyed them so much, was personally
so much in sympathy with them while there, that appraisals made on the spot might easily have been overdrawn. They were not.
As I see across the Pole-my friends in Moscow ancl
their work appear the more extraordinary. I went to
them intending to clo what little I could to encl the confusion I thought I saw among them. I dislikecl the
Soviet Work Palace exceedingly-do so yet-hoped to
change the minds entangled with its erection, but the
foundations were in.
And I found that in Russia now, as in the United
States long ago, the masses who had nothing and to
whom the landed aristocracy appeared to have everything had their turn to be pleased. ?\othing pleases
them so much as the gleam of marble columns under
high ceilings, glittering chandeliers, unmistakable luxury as they had to look up to it when it decided their
fate, when they ate out of luxury's hand if they ate at all.
But reassurance for me lay in the attitude of the
Soviet architects themselves. I may mention Alabyan,
Colly, J ofan, the Vesnins, Nikolsky, Chuseff and the
editor, Arkin, as personal acquaintances in this connection. All of them took the present situation calmly
with Russian humor and a touch of fatalism, characteri sticallY Russian.

Just now is no time to offer the liberated 01ws the
higher simplicity which repudiates the falsity of that
sort of luxury. This is not the time to insist upon
something they could not yet understand-the higher
simplicity that has turned upon that flagrant artifin·
as the people themselves turned upon its possessors.
So in the Soviet Union, l saw the cultural lag again
as I have seen it ancl haye fought against it for a lifetime in these United States. \Vith the Hussians, as
with the Americans, several more generations must
pass away before a more natural way of life and building can take the place of the old order. The Russian
people see viciousness in that old order where human
rights are concerned, but the masses of the people are
yet unable to see viciousness in the old order in that
higher realm of created things of which architecture is
the highest.
The architects, ho\\·ever, at least those I have named.
are men who do see and realize it. They are men who
say, "Never mind, we will tear it uown in ten years."
"But it will take nearly that long to finish the \Vork
Palace," I said.
"Never mind," said they, "we may tear that clown
too. even before we complete it."
"But this popular rush to get into Moscow? Are
you on the right road when you prepare Moscow to
take in five million country people, instead of sending
:'..\foscow out to the five million?"
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"But hussia needs a cultural center for her unedu cated millions for years to come. Let the city be that
cultural center for a time," said they .
That resignation would not be possible for me. I can
under tancl it, perhaps ympathize with it, in a way
envy it, but I cannot approve of it, till less share in
it. Notwithstanding the tragedy of the fir!:>t e says in
the d irection of the new simplicity, I would see the
Russian opportunity a a mighty incentive in no way
diminished by a false start.
But the attitude of the Russian architects is sincere
and. I am sure. far in advance of the social consciousness of our own American architects. I do not kn o"
one architect among u who looks o far into the future,
able to smile indulgently at hi s own present effort, perspective given by a fine sen e of humor in his ideali m.
aid A labyan: "I thought I would put all the column I would have to u e the rest of my li fe into thi
building ( the new Theater ) and have done with it."
Said Ve nin concerning hi s Palace of Culture and
Rest (a very de irable improvement on L e Corbusier
et al) : ··rt lacks co lor. It is only a preliminary study.
It is not yet Russian."
aid young J ofan, not yet quite disillusioned concerning his highly decorative Soviet Work Palace:
··Never mind , Mr. ·w right. It wi ll improve a we go
along. \Ye are stud ying it continually."
And J saw proofs of that statement in J fan· studi o
(Napoleon· old residence in Mo CO \\. by the Kremli n
wall).
Who can help loving such liberal g reat-h arted fellow ? \ Vhat coll eague would not do anything he cou ld
do under heaven to help them? The re ult might be
help from them .
aid they: " 'vV e have faith in our people. vVe Russians are by nature a rti sts. We love the beautiful. Our
sense of life is deep and rhythmic. VI/ e will create a new
Russia. You wi ll see."
I beli eve I do see even now in their efforts. a new
organic Rus ia lowly entering into their building
" through closed doors." And I ee no necessity for
Russia to die that th e oviet Union may live.
If Comrade Stalin . as d isconcerted outsider a re saying, is betraying the revolution then, in the light of what
I have seen in Mo cow, I say he is betraying it into
the hand of the Russian people.
In l\Io cow the architects by them elves enjoy a large
old palace complete, a academy. There are a gallery an 1
supper room on the top floor, librarie , studios and collection s below. Just before leaving we joined ome of
the architect I have named for retreat and recreation
at their Suchanov. a fo ur-hundred acre park, thirty miles
from foscow, where another old palace stand . T here.
their own herd s and flocks around them. they are putting up new buildings. A ll stand in a beautiful forest
with fine vistas of beautiful country ide. To Lhi s wooded
ret1·eat. wheneve1· they wi ll, they may and do go with
their fami li e and friends for recreation. The a rchitect
are about to build mall studios for preliminary study
and hop for techni cal experiments there.
There seems nothing but fri endly r ivalry among them.
\Vhy hould there be other than willing cooperation?
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\IVord ly reward cannot benefit them. They are economically independent for life and so are their loved ones.
One man' uccess hurts no one else but is a tepping
stone for hi s fellows. The sting has been taken out of
competition and the road to culture of the noble ort is
wide open to all who choose to fo llow it. The re i no
humiliation in today' defeat because failure today may
be retri eved by tomorrow' triumph . The road i ~ open.
And their "tomorrow'" is today in the en e that Eternity
is Now. You will feel it o when you talk to them.
Good fellowship at Suchanov, a O lgivanna, my good
wife and interpreter, and I found, i a fine un forgettable human experi ence. Have you ever known Russian
ho pitali ty? No? Well then, be an architect and go to
vi it R u sian architect . They will take you to Suchanov.
Being a farmer my elf as well as an architect, I visited
a collective dairy farm . The people were at their wo rk
in the field and barns, haring according to their contributi ons. They milk three times a day-at sunri e, at
ten o'clock, and at unset. All live together in a village
like the farm village of the old order exce1 t that now
there i the creche fi ll ed with scientifically cared-for babies, whi le their mothers are at work. The babies are
nursed by their own mothers. Nearby, there is a kindergarten, along modern lin es. Both creche and kindergarten are maintain cl by the Soviet itself. The Kolkhof:J is a nucleu characteristic of Soviet effort, but
agrarian effo rt, o far, is les develop cl than industrial
effo1-t, as it still is with u .
The fac tory is better built and managed than the farm.
For one thing. the farm requires o much more. Thi
is partly because the R evolution fir st came from organized labor in the factories, and the farm resisted subequent movement to collectivize their work . At one
time the farmers de troyed their pigs and crops rather
than turn them in to the collective. We well know how
difficult it is to bring any cooperation to bear upon
American farm li fe . or within it, even now. The Grange
came neare t to anything we had but it does not flouri sh.
The agrarian hurdl e seems taken by the oviet , however. Cooperative farming eems likely to prove the same
ble sing that cooperatives prove to be in factory industry.
The houses of the farm village range about a central
square that might be a beautiful park, with loudspeakers
there connecting each group with the voice of their leader
and the cultural efforts of urban centers. In time, these
farm units are sure to become the mo t de trable of all
places in which to work and live.
P lans for th e new Mo cow are far ahead of any city
planning I have seen elsewhere. There is splendid oppo1-tunity to make the city over becau e no private property, nor sentimentality . can say no when the great plan
requires the blowing up of whole sections of old building . Even sacred old landmark are blown into the
air to make paci ous st reets where dirty obscure lane
existed. The scope and liberal character of the proposed
changes and extensions is astonishing. When completed,
Mo cow will inevitably be the fir t city of the world.
But. to me, that can on ly mean omething already dated
and outlived by the advanced thought of our today.
All of the new city wi ll be much too high- th e same
premi um put upon conge tion seemingly that land lordism
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places on it here. :\nd I suppose this is partly because
the industrialist, still clinging to ]fr, habits of congestion.
is ahead of the agrarian in the t·. S. S. R. He is still
ahead in our own U. S. A. For some reason, there will
be regimented areas, too, in the "classic" manner, where
inevitable freedom shuuld be. There will be four-story
schoolhouses, knmdedge factories, where two stories
would be too high. :\nd while the entire outer belt is a
park area. it should be the other \Yay around. The best
of the traditional and official buildings should stand in a
big central park. buildings growing higher as they extend out \\·ard into the country. But much that is splendid
is already done-wide av~nues and park ,.;paces. The
ancient l\Ioscow River is being walled with cut granite
blocks, sweeping in a fine curve from the water to the
upper levels. The ancient Kremlin walls and domes
stand nobly above these new granite slopes.
The i\Toscow subway is a succession of well-planned
palatial stations. I like the more simple ones, built at
tlrst. \\·ith columns containii1g lights, the "hafts rising
and :-;preacling dcndrifonn into the overhead. Later ones
arc richer and more spacious. The .Moscow subway
makes the ~ e\\" 1· ork subway look like a se\Yer \\·hen
one returns to compare them.
But cutting across the road to culture is a barrier,
the same harrier that is with us. the popular demand
for spiritually unearned, luxurious grandeur. But in
their case, no wonder nor reproach. The Ru.~sians. outside the aristocracy and bourgeoisie, had less than nothing. X cm it is their turn. ).Iillions looking toward l\IosCO\\' as a ). ! ceca for a lifetime can go there at last ! Of
course. they go and want to stay, because the lash of
unrequitl'd toil on the ground has left its ~cars.
Concerning new construction: their buildings arc no
better nor any worse than the best work of other com1tries. :\s I have said, misfortune befell :.Ioscow, and
our modern movement in architecture too, when her
a1-chitects took after the left wing. That mistake in direction left some very negative ancl foreign results-indeed. drab, lonesome. technically childish. The popular reaction from that fiasco could only he luxurious
picture-making in the antique, the picture-making which
the older people learnecl as children to admiP~ and covet.
Chuscff and I stood together in his great new Sovil't
H otcl. a grl'at constructed thing, done in what I told
him should be called "the J\Ictropolitan style" because
vou could see it, "·ith such virtues as it has and all its
faults, in Philadelphia or any big city of the world. .\
comfortable hotel though, and I exaggerated a little because in many respects it \vas better clone. with more
comfort provided for an occupant, but still the building
was the type of hotel we Americans are learning to
hate. ).Ierc size seems to captivate the Russians as it
seduced us earlier. Of course, all this is reaction in action.
The \Vork Palace, to be the crowning glory of the new
construction. suffers likewise from grandomania of the
American type in imitating skyscraper effects way up
to the soles of the enormous shoes of Lenin, where the
realistic figure of that human giant begins to be threehunclred feet tall. Something peculiar to the present
cultural state of the Soviet is to be seen in the sharp
cont1·ast between thick shoes and workman's clothes and
skyscraper elegance,.;. These perpendicular skyscraping
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motives are surmounted at the characteristic N cw York
setbacks by sculpture, pygmy by comparison. Lenin,
enormous, treads upon the whole, regardless. Nothing
more incongruous could be conceived and I believe nothing more distasteful to the great man Lenin, if he sees.
.-\ml yet the young architect whose design was accepted
for this work seven years ago has this year built thl'
most dramatic and successful exhibition building at the
Paris Fair. The general motive of that building is not
dissimilar to that of the Soviet Palace. It too is a building surmounted by gigantic sculpture.
But the Paris Fair building is a low, extended, and
~uitahle base for the dramatically realistic sculpture it
carries, whereas the \Vork Palace itself is a case oi
thoroughly unsuitable, sadly over-dramatized base underneath realistically undramatic sculpture. I admire Jofan's
Paris building as much as I dislike his Soviet \\·orkmonument, which is saying a great deal.
The idea of sculpture at the base of the Paris building
and the over-elaborate entrance might have been better
omitted. All else might well have been subordinated.
But here. on the whole, is a master architect's conception that walks away with the Paris Fair. The Soviet
\York Palace was an earlier work, the result of competition, and probably J ofan and his colleagues. after working so long upon it, can no longer get a detached vie\\.
of the whole.

CITY COUNCIL BUILDING of the Leningrad Soviet on the
embankment of the Karpovka River. Leningrad is to be the
Soviet showpiece in cities.
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I went with him to ee a sanitarium he had done near
Mo cow and that too was a very well-de igned, very
well-built structure. Any Soviet citizen needing attention and care may go there to luxury een only on our
tran -Atlantic liners. An ingenious arrangement of balconies and rooms gives outdoor enjoyment to indoor
comfort. There were too many mall things about the
place for ornaments but on the whole, here i a performance that could not be, has not been, excelled anywhere.
Jofan ! What do you ay? Let"s declare it off with
the Palace of the oviet . Let's have another competition. I will gladly enter one myself and we shall ee
how much you have grown. I believe you could win a
second time and save the Soviet Union future humiliation.
The building occupied by "Pravda," I saw as the
11101-e creditable of the left-wing "modernistic" attempts
by the Russian but because of its negative and unconstructive precedent , such is not for the Russians-too
laborious tylization of too little spirit and small content. I ee the Ru sians discontented with le
than
omething profound, when culture catches up-say, in
ten year .
The extensive Pala e of Culture, a recreational centrr
for the tudious or artistically-minded citizen, wa · better in many re pects. It contains as good a design for
an auditorium as I have seen. The scope and extent
of the whole is good in conception, not ba<l in execution.
I liked the architects themselves. I will like their work
better when it is more like them. That means more
Rus ian in pirit and character. Both architect are capable men, invaluable to the Soviet, as are many other
be ides the friends I have mentioned. The Soviet sent four
hundred Russian architects to the congres at Mo cow.
Leningrad is to be (I take it) the Soviet howpiece
in cities. Nikolsky showed me his design for the new
stadium at Leningrad. This stadium is paciously monumental. a broad treatment employing masses of tree in
an architectural way which I liked much.
sensible
So'Ufoto

THE PALACE OF THE SOVIETS is intended to be the crown·
ing glory of the new construction. The general motif of this
building is not dissimilar to that of the U. s. S. R. Building
at the Paris Fair. Both buildings are surmounted by gigantic
sculpture.
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relief from ponderous ma onry, it will be a fine work
on a grand scale, really noble.
The Russian cinema has made its buildings the finest
good-time places for the people to be seen anywhere
in the world. The Vesnins have designed some of them.
olly, my interpreter at the Congress, President of the
Architects' Society, the A. I. A. of the U.
. R., has
a fine sense of proportion and style, at present leaning
cla sicward. Alabyan, President of the Congress, shows
himself a competent de igner in the new theater, gi vin!
life to the old mode. And o it goes on in the stupendous
social construction that is calling upon architecture for
help and direction. Competent architects, able to build
great buildings, are th re. And alongside are sympathetic
critics, editors like Arkin, the editor of "Pravda," and
many other , among whom the heads of their fine arts
academies may be included.
What a pity that architecture in Soviet Russia i no·
as free as the man, so that the millennium might be born
at once where the road is more open than anywhere
else, instead of again wearisomely temporizing with the
old time lag and back drag of human ignorance where
culture is concerned. It is hard for me to be reconciled
to the delays Russia herself is experiencing, no matter
how cheerfully, in getting architecture characteristic of
her new life and freedom.
I aw the admirable models for Soviet Russia's new
towns and cities in various places. all better than good
but too many concessions to the time lag in culture. l
, uppose the marvel is that a country so backward as
Russia was should have these fine things at all, at least
have them so soon, perhaps too soon. I grant all that
and still regret.
But I saw something in the glimpses I had of the Russian people which overcomes the regret and make me
smile in anticipation. The Russian pirit ! There is
nothing quite like that spirit anywhere in the world today. I felt it in the air, saw it as a kind of aura about
the wholesome maleness of her men and femaleness of
her women; in this new gospel of work; in the glad open
expressions of the faces of workmen and workwomen.
Freedom already affects the unconsciously proud way
they carry themselves. Especially the women. I could
not help feeling "what a mother this new Russia i going to have."
A new kind of heroism, one more integral with humankind, is growing up in the world here in the Soviet
Union where men are men and women are women:
where God has ceased to be an expensive abstraction
to the people; where abortion is abolished; where there
i no illegitimate child and the resources of the state
tand behind the mother to reinforce her in the care
of her ons and daughters. In Russia, there is a place
in the sun ready for the little newcomer when conceived. Wherever and whenever he is born, he is really
a citizen with rights that are guaranteed by the stateeducation and opportunity to work. There is no discrimination between the sexes.
All this is surely wise.
And how wise the premiums placed upon quality in
work-integral rewards which build up the man in his
effort-the "Stakhanof principle," they call it. Rewards
of a social and substantial character are devised by a
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wise leader to develop an entirely new success ideal. It
is so hard for us with all as it stands now in our society
even to conceive this new freedom for the individual
without grasping several fundamental things totally
changed in the human objective. I find myself continually needing a more simple viewpoint than our complex
order allows.
Until we get that vic11·point. 1ve can never understand
Russia. \\' e will marvel at her vitality and strength,
heroic growth and richness of cxp;ession, especially her
colorful individuality, and never know the secret of such
happiness.
The secret is too simple for us because it does not consist in to-have or to-hold but in acceptance of a life
consisting in neither except insofar as having or holding
may have human benefits each to each and each to all.
The relief of such release from ignoble fear, economic
anxiety. and false shames, you may already sec in Soviet
face;. Soviet acts. Heroes and heroism are the glisten
in the fabric of this new life.
Having seen and sensed the Russian spirit, I should
say that enemies interfering with the Soviet Union would
not only have to reckon with the whole male population bearing arms. but with the women too, and every
child aboye nine years of age. Nothing less than total extermination could conquer Soviet Russia.
In Pekin (now Peiping), 1919, I made the acquaint-

ance of a Chinese writer, Ku Hung l\Iing. An Oxford
graduate, he had been the Empress-Dowager's secretary. He was then an old man. He showed himself a
non-conformist by the fact that his grayish pigtail still
curled up beneath his little mandarin cap. I went about
sightseeing with the sage and I learned more from him
than from anv other man I have met. I treasured a
book by him, The Spirit of the Chinese People, until it
was lost when my home burned in 1925.
A true philosopher, he had the faculty of thinking
and speaking "in simples." One day. while sitting 011
the edge of an old stone terrace overlooking a lotus pool.
he summed up and characterized the various races of
the \\·oriel with what seemed to me great insight and
justice. especially with regard to America. "Soul"
seemed to him to be the element most lacking in all the
nations, the French having a substitute, "Delicacy." But.
he said. it was Russia who \Voulcl give soul to the world.
At the time. I knew Tolstoi, Dostoicvsky. Turgenev.
Pushkin, and Gogol; I knew Russian music and theater,
too, somewhat, and I thought I sa\v then what he meant.
Today I believe what he said.
It is true. Russia may yet give to this money-minded.
war-minded, quarreling pack of senile races that make
up the world, the soul they fail to find within themselves, and, I hope, in time to prevent the suicide their
nations are so elaborately prt'paring to commit.

First Congress of Soviet Architects
By

SIMON

BREINES

II\ T lllS ARTICLE l shall describe the Congress more
or less as it unfolded according to the official Program of
Work. But before I begin I must mention a few facts
which will make clear to the reader how the sessions
were conducted, who the foreign guests were, and how
they were enabled to participate in the work.
The congress covered ten clays (J unc 15 to 25)
and with morning and evening sessions daily it turned
out to be, for an American at any rate, a rather strenuous though absorbing experience. Since all the reports,
with the exception of the papers and discussions of the
foreigners, were given in Russian*, we were divided into
language groups and provided with interpreters. The
English-speaking group consisted of Edvard Heiberg
of Denmark; Sven Markelius of Sweden : Harald Hals.
Municipal Architect of Oslo, Norway; Clough \Villiams
Ellis of England; Frank Lloyd Wright and myself. We
had two interpreters who sat with us at the Congress
and alternated in translating the proceedings to us. The
French-speaking contingent was the largest and included
the Spanish Government architects, Manuel Areas, J.
Martin and J. Vaamonde; the French architects, Francis Jourclain, Andre Lun;at, who is designing a large
hospital group in the U. S. S. R., and Marcel Locls, of
Beaudoin and Lods, who built the famous concrete apart*The Reports were printed in Russian from day to day and the most
important were made available to us in French. The proceedings of the
entire Congress will soon be published by the Union of Soviet Architects.
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ment towers at Draney and designed the lighting color
and fountain effects at the current Paris Exposition.
The opening speech was made by Architect Alabyan.
general secretary of the organizing committee of the
Union of Architects. He sketched briefly the achievements of Soviet architecture in terms of housing, social
and civic buildings, the stations of the l\Ioscow subway
ancl the newly-completed Moscow-Volga Ship Canal,
noting particularly the accelerating tempo of construction in these fields. He contrasted these activities with
tbe situation in other countries where, as he quoted from
Frank Lloyd Vv right, "architectural initiative had been
killed hy the crisis."
Alabyan then plunged directly into the question of
the hour, the question which has agitated the Union for
years and which is apparently the concern of even the
humblest Soviet citizen: What is the social function oi
architecture in the U. S. S. R. and what form shall it
take?
"The cardinal function of Soviet architecture," stated
Alabyan, "is to serve the interests of the toiling masses.''
One of these interests, he said, required that architecture be an "embodiment of the socialist epoch, a monument to our effort to produce a new society." Architect
Alabyan did not attempt to lay clown the specifications
for the form which such monuments should take. He
did. however, unhesitatingly list those architectural
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tendencies and their exponents which, in his estimation,
failed to serve the interests of the people. He attacked the
"formalists" like l\ilelnikov who were "indifferent to
living reality" and whose experimental pursuit of architecture as a sort of sculptural problem resulted in the
cubistic and extremely freakish buildings which were
so well-known soon after the Revolution. Alabyan also
criticized the "constructivists" like .:\ ikolsky and the
Vesnins who adhered to the "modern" or "functional"
style of which Le Corlmsier might be said to be the
outstanding figure. He pointed out that the ··constructivists" had turned their backs completely on the rich
architectural heritage of the past and particularly the
architectural and cultural heritage of Russia and the
affiliated national republics. This is not to say that Mr.
Alabyan was a simon-pure classicist. On the contrary,
he castigated those "eclecticists" who were too mechanically copying the old masters.
The next reporter was Academician A. V. Schussev* who is perhaps best known as the author of the
Lenin :Mausoleum on .:\Ioscow's Red Square. He reviewed the historical influence of East and \Vest on Russian architecture. He concluded that the Soviet Union
must now look increasingly to the West and particularly
to America for inspiration. Of course, said ~I. Schussev.
it is in the field of modern building technique and in
the conveniences within the buildings that Soviet architecture can most immediately and sensibly benefit from
the U. S. and other industrially advanced countries.
He frankly admitted that in this respect the Soviet con*The title "Academician" is an honorary term indicating membership
in the pre-revolutionary Academy of Architecture. It is no longer conferred in the U. S. S. R.

·-----

-·-----

struction industry and architects were still backward.
Professor Schussev wound up his report with an admonition to the young architects against "blind imitations of the classic." This was significant coming from
the venerable Schussev whose office has been most prolific in recent years in producing designs of decided
classic flavor.
The third speaker was Professor I\. D. Kolli who
analyzed the various trends which have characterized
Soviet architecture since the Revolution. In this article
it is, of course, impossible to go into great detail. Consequently I can give only the substance of Professor
Kalli's most interesting report. He traced the emergence
after the war of the radical school among the younger
architects. This movement broke with the culture of the
past and, beginning about 1921 under the leadership of
the Architectural Institute, engaged in an almost hysterical experimentation \\·ith new ideas. This period was
marked by a reckless swallowing of indigestible chunks
of extremist theories and an attempt to transfer mechanicallv some of these theories to architecrure. There
was. for, example, Architect Ladovsky who attempted
to introduce psychoanalytic theories into his buildings;
and Architect Tatlin who, in his design for a monument
to the Third International, usecl the spiral as a symbol
of revolution; and Golosov who, in his project for a
Palace of Labor in l\1oscow in 1922, designed the roof as
a huge cogwheel with teeth. I wonder, as I record Professor Kolli's thoughts, what his opinion is of Alabyan's
Theater of the Red Anny, which is now nearing completion in l\Ioscow and which is built in the form of a
gigantic five-pointed star.

--~-·---·------
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Courtesy "Moscow in the Making"

OLD PLAN of Moscow at left; PLAN FOR RECONSTRUCTION at right. "Even sacred old
landmarks are blown into the air to make spacious streets where dirty obscure lanes existed."
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I should like to add that even the more sober of the
Soviet modernists made fatal blunders in attempting to
adapt the new architectural ideas coming out of Europe
at that time. The modern style, despite its pscudo-functiunalist trimming, did reflect, and to a large degree was
actually based on, an advanced building materials industry and construction technique. The building industry
of the U. S. S. R. was simply not equipped in those clays
t< > make available the fine materials and the precision
'' hich arc the sine qua non of modern design. Every visitor to the Soviet Union is acquainted with the cruder
and, therefore, more obvious results of that former modcrni~t fetishism for huge \vhite stucco surfaces, ubiquitous horizontal window strips and an emphasis on glass.
Today. the stucco is frequently found to be disintegrating, the grl'at windows make the buildings in the north
too cold and in the south too hot. It is not then to be
wondered at that the architects who criticized this state
of affairs were able. along about 1932-33, to win the
public car. The reflection of that (levelopmcnt is the
ascendency, in the past four years, of the classic and neoclassic style in Soviet architecture.
This is not to say that Soviet architecture has gone
completely classic or has abandoned entirely the ideas
of the so-called "formalists" and "constructivists," if
indeed it is possible at all times to distinguish between
them and the classicists. The fact of the matter is that
the Congress revealed a most intcresti11g difference of
opinion and freedom of discussion. For example, in the
disrnssion from the floor which followed the main reports. Professor V. Vesnin took issue with some of the
state111ent:-; made by Kalli and Alabyan regarding the
necessity for eliminating all traces of "constructivism."
lI e pointt•d out that while it was true that many postwar architectural ideas from the \Vest had been adopted
in the Soviet Union without sufficient criticism and
with an incorrect ideological approach, nevertheless, it
was equally true that "constructivism" contained much
of value. I 'rofe:-;sor Vesnin admitted that there hacl been
many :-;erious faults in the "constructivist" movement
and that both he and his brother had erred in not combattiug with sufficient vigor the extremists in their ranks.
But, he said, ''the way to overcome constructivism i:-;
through the application of socialist architecture: the
method must be scientific." Professor Vesnin not only
won applause and support for his position but, when
the results of the election of the new Directors of the
Union of Architects were announced. his name appcarecl
along with those of Kalli, Alabyan. Jofan and others.
To an American architect, the most striking aspect of
the Congress was the discussion which followed the main
reports on the problems of Soviet architecture. For two
full days there flowed across the speakers' platform a
great succession of workers' delegations from factories
and farms. of representatives from 26 different national
groups within the U. S. S. R., of economists, members
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, heads
of industries, of architects and of laymen; in short, a
cross section of the entire nation. Each of these speakers
contributed something to the vast panorama of architecture in the Soviet Union and its place in the public mind.
A dekgate from the Armenian Hepublic told of how
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formerly the use of national form~ m archirecture had
been sternly repressed by foreign overlords ; of how
the post-war modernistic buildings which were constructed from designs by Leningrad and ~Ioscow architect:->
were found to be unsatisfactory for southern conditions
and traditions; of how, under the benevolent stimulation of the central government, Armenian architects were
beginning to incorporate some of the native art forms
into their designs. He admitted that they had not yet
found a satisfactory solution to the question of architectural style, but that at least they had the freedom
to experiment. He ended proudly by saying that, whereas before the \var there had been only five native architects in "\rmeuia, there are now fiftv.
The Ukrainian delegate called fo~- a consideration of
the architecture of the collective farm villages with their
many new problems. "Architectural form," he said, "is
to be :-;tudied not only in the museums of folk art but
in the day-to-day life of the people themselves." Similar
reports came from zbekistan, Kazakistan and the other
republics.
.c\n interesting feature of the workers' delegations tn
the Congress was that they gave facts and named names.
The group from the great auto factory in :i\1 oscow \Va:->
typical. Its spokesman paid tribute to the achievemenb
of Soviet architecture and admitted that she didn't know
anything about art. But why, she asked, die! the new
factory apartment houses have the kitchens and bathrooms on the wrong side of the building? And wl1\·
were the windows too large in some rooms and inadt:quate and inconveniently located in others? Why did
the house need repairs so soon after completion? After
these and similar criticisms she called upon the architect by name for an answer. It frequently happened
in such cases that the architect himself wouid be sitting
on the platform directly behind.

u

(Continued on page 94)

Courtesv uCrocodt'lc"

CROCODILE, the Soviet magazine of humor, pulled no punches in its issue
devoted to the Cungress. This sketch, and the one on page 96, are typical
samples. The Editors labeled this sketch, "The name of the plaintiff is
Palladio, who says, 'Hold him, Guard, in this project only the signature
is his.'"
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THE BUILDING of the Williamsburg Inn fol·
lowed an unprecedented demand for hotel
accommodation by visitors to America's
famed Colonial village. This Inn, with its
air conditioned comfort, is part of a pro·
gram which later on will require further
hotel facilities.

Williamsburg Restoration
Builds an Inn
By

WILL I AM

C.

PERRY,

Perry, Shaw and Hepburn, Architects

Accommodation for Visitors
\iV HEN the l{estoration work was undertaken
in 1928, hotel and inn accommodations at
Williamsburg were of the more primitive type;
they were, however, sufficient for all purposes
sa,·e for the heavy demand during the spring
commencement period at the College of William
and .Mary. Partially to meet this annual need,
the College authorities had provided certain
accommodations for their alumni. Tourist camps
sprang up and there were houses taking the
occasional roomers, but these were only as
numerous as in the average town on an important highway.
The Colonial Inn, standing upon a part of
the Court House Green, with rooms for fifty
persons, was acquired by the Restoration. As
visitors increased, its facilities were improved
and the kitchen re-equipped; but with the ultimate demolition of the building in view as a
part of the program of the restoration of the
Opposite paCJe: CENTRAL PAVILION AND MAIN ENTRANCE.
The desiCJn was influenced by inns built in West YirCJinia dur·
inCJ the early 19th century.
Photo b\• Richard GarrisoH
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Colonial Area, further and more suitable hotel
conveniences were required.
Coincidentally, the larger problem of tourist
accommodation was studied and restudied with
many alternatives in mind. These alternatives
presented in each case possible solutions, to conform with future highway and parking construction and the exceedingly important matter
of permanent parking areas with the routing of
visitors about the perimeter of the Arca itself.

The Site
SITES for an inn or hotel within the Area were
considered, one scheme proposing to utilize certain restored buildings for guest accommodation and to adapt outbuildings, stables, etc., for
kitchens and dining rooms. Another scheme,
intimately connected with the bypass of Route
No. 60 and the proposed Colonial :N" ational
Monument Parkway, would, if acloptecl, have
utilized a site which lies near the central transverse axis of the city as it extends to the rolling
fields north of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.
Sites, however convenient, which impinged upon
the Restored Area defeated their own purposes.
Sites far enough detached from the Area to
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tempt ,-isitors to enter their motor cars and drive
to the .\rea simply created new problems of additional conveniently located parking spaces.
It became recognized, therefore, that the
en·ntual site would of necessity be one wholly
controlled by the Restoration. capable of expansion and so located as to a\·oid the dra\\·backs
of both the previously studied schemes.
\-isitors endured the existing accornrnodations
m-cr a period of eight years with great cheerfulness, eagerly seizing upon every new room as it
became available in the newly restored Taverns
ancl Ordinaries.
It is evident that the design of any building·,
to be constructed entirely convenient to the
Restoration and of sufficient size and expansible character to fit the needs of a modern
hosteln- in a Colonial citv of the character of
\Yillia1;1sburg. must pre;ent difficulties which
take the form of compromises with historic accuracy. It is important that visitors. however.
clearly realize that the Colonial Restored Area is
definitely restricted and that the present l nn site.
south of Francis Street, stands entirely outside
this restored area of \Yilliamsburg proper.

The ne\v building is not large enough. and
never can be expanded to be large enough. to take
care of more than a part of the demand \Yhich is
asserting itself during the enr lengthening tourist seasons at \\"illiamsbnrg. Jt does. hmYever.
amply replace the olcl "( 'olonial Inn'' which it is
to supersede.
The tra\-cling and sightseeing public is crcnnling in upon the city, providing to home <l\Yncrc;
in the vicinity an amply satisfied temptation to
open their h<lUSL's-hut still the need is not met.
This public is naturally divided into groups of
every type, financially speaking·. and the new
Inn. \\·hich is illustrated in this article. is the
first step toward the solution of the greater problem. prm·icling as it does accommodation fnr the
fastidious at a reasonable rate. At pre;;ent there
arc 61 rooms with dining space gTeatly in excess
of that usually pro,·ided for a similar number
of rooms; for, great as the problem of night accommodations is at \Yilliarnsburg. that of taking care of the luncheon hour is gTeater.
The fnn is set upon the top of a slowly ascend·
ing grade 400 feet south of Francis Street and
nca r the center of the Restoration (longitudinally).

"OLD SWEET," a 19th century inn erected a century ago and still standing in Monroe
County, West Virginia, served as the model for Williamsburg Inn.
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Progressive studies by the architects in the development of a final scheme
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GENERAL VIEW, FACING TOWARD RESTORED WILLIAMSBURG. The
post-Colonial character differs from that of buildings in Restored Area.

The foreground is attractiYely flanked by original Colonial houses which arc now being
adapted for use as annexes to the Inn. The forecourt and parking space are planted vvith trees
and shrubs of sufficient size to present already
an appearance of settled maturity. The danger
of architectural o\·cr-cmphasis in the building
itself has been realized, it being apparent that a
structure of such size would insistently compete
in importance \\'ith others that are smaller but
far more important such as the Palace, Capitol,
and the College.
Forecourt planting tends to subordinate whateYcr of a monumental character the building
might haYc. Painting of the brick serves to
differentiate the building at first sight from the
brick lmilcling·s of the Colonial Period which are
unpainted. But the mass must first of all be so
designed that its parts arc not too dominant from
any one aspect but are in each case carefully
subordinated to a central mass of appropriat-e
character. This competition in architectural emphasis with the historic buildings of the city ts
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not limited to size alone but extends emphatically
to the character and style of the new Inn and
imposes upon it a distinctiYc personality of its
own.
To aYoid the style of the 18th Century in its
progressive phases it was considered appropriate
to adopt a style that is at the same time Virginian
and extra-18th Centurv. There are two directions in which to turn: -the style of the 17th Century as it dc\·eloped in Virginia or that of the
early 19th Century. Logically the latter is the
more com·incing, coinciding as it docs \\·ith the
period of the hostelries of commensurate size
that stood-and in many instances sun·i,·e-at
the Sulphur ancl other Springs of the original
Virginia territory.
Today, therefore, Yisitors will recognize at
first glance a style, consistent with the architecture of \Villiamsburg. post-elating it just enough,
however, to render it distinguishable and happily
reminiscent of the style of similar buildings at
the Springs. which connote in their character,
hospitality and comfortable accommodation.
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GENERAL VIEW TOWARD GARDENS AT REAR. Seclusion and comfort
have been provided for 9uests on terraces and landscaped 9rounds.
Opposite pa9e: TERRACE ENTRANCE.

No one of these Spring Hotels is more pleasing in character than those at the Old Sweet in
Monroe County. The abandonment of these
buildings and their pre ent deterioratino- condition are much to be regretted, although their
charm remain . They are o pleasantly ugge tive that, more than any other, they were u ed a
a guide to the character of the new Inn at
Williamsburg.
The monumental effect achieved by rai ing the
principal reception floor above a high basement
is common to the Spring Hotels--a treatment
which at once simplifie and dignifie the relationship of the parts. But hotel life at the time
was also more simple and perhaps more dignified
than today. It was certainly more leisurely. The
reader is referred to the interesting lithographic
views of the Springs by Edward Beyer in his
"Album of Virginia," 1858, in which serene
calm reigns supreme only to be disturbed by the
arrival and departure of the picturesque coache.
and carriag-es of the time.
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Today, it is important that each cubical foot
of building contents shall justify itself. Hence
there may not be the uneconomical stylobate
basement, nor will today's guest welcome a
flight of entrance steps, however welcoming their
implication. The ground floor must be the reception and dining floor. The problem is changed,
but not radically enough seriously to affect the
character or the opportunity for achieving effective proportions.
The furnishings in the building will not be
confu ed with those in the Exhibition Buildings
of the Restoration. They are stylistically controlled, but adapted to today's requirements. The
period of the Regency coincided with that of the
Spr ings and while its influence in Virginia so
far as furniture is concern d was slight enough
in its true form, it is, as a style, flexible and
readily susceptible to agreeable adaptation. With
the air conditioned comfort of the lobby and dining rooms, the terrace has not demonstrated its
indispensability during the hot ea on. A large
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Above: VIEW OF THE MAIN DINING ROOM. A Regency Period setting and furnishings
were chosen for treatment of the entire Inn. This view is toward the west windows of
the dining room. Opposite page: WEST DINING TERRACE. A secluded terrace, furnished for outdoor use, adjoins the dining room. At the bottom of the page is a
general view of the dining terrace immediately south of the principal dining room.

proportion of the bedrooms arc air conditioned.
It is interesting to study the effect of air conditioning upon the habits of the guests. The absence of inclosed porches is not missed.
No hotel at the Springs \\·as to be found without its inevitable dependencies-the stable, quar-

ters. etc. At Williamsburg the garage and parking and servant problems are being solved in
their relation to the city as a whole rather than tn
any one part of it or to any one particular building. Hence, the Inn requires no "dependencies"
of the service type. The illusion of such previous existence, however. is being carried out by
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the erection of a "Craft House" in the nc1111ty
of the Inn, to the west, and architecturally related to it. Here the suggestion of stables,
quarters and storerooms. adapted to other uses,
has been attempted. This building will serve also
as a bus terminal. and abutting as it does upon
a large public parking space, it sen·es as a convenient distribution center, information office.
and for the exhibition and sale of arts and crafts
under the auspices of Colonial Williamsburg.
Incorporated. and for the display of an important collection of Early American tools and
utensils.
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Above: REGISTRATION DESK. This view
of the lobby shows the desk in relation
to the principal entrance. Opposite the
desk at the right of the main entrance
(but not shown in this view) is a sim·
ilar arrang-ement with a counter for
the Inn's gift shop.
Left: GUEST HOUSE LIVING ROOM.
This view is of the living room in One\\
House on Francis Street near the Inn.
This and one other restored building
known as the "Cj>uarter" have been furnished to be used as guest houses in
connection with the Inn.
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GUEST ROOMS. These two views show furnishings
and accessories for typical guest rooms of the Inn.
All the furniture was specially made under supervision of a special committee of the Restoration.
Many of the guest rooms are air conditioned.
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Is a New Social Science Emerging?
A Sociology of Inventions

to Forecast and

Control

Public

Their

By

Effects

M.

A.

THE DI TIN CTIVE feature of the report on Technological Trend and National Policy,* published by the
Tational Resources Committee, i that it i 'the fir t
major attempt to show the kinds of new inventions which
may affect living and working condition in America in
the next 10 to 25 year ." The possibility of forecasting in
the phere of technology is explained in the report by
a number of factors, one of which is that invention is
rarely, if ever, an unheralded event. It is normally a
proce s. with beginnings, develo1 ment, diffusion and
. ocial influences occurring in sequence. "From the early
origins of an invention to it social effects the time interval average about 30 year ."
The foreca t contained in the report have to do with
inventions recently introduced or sufficient!y adYanced
in deYelopment to sugge t early introduction. To rationaliz its forecasts the report give a history of the evolution of technology in each of nine major industrial
fields-agriculture. the mineral indu trie . tran portation. communication. power, the chemical indu trie . the
electrical goods industries, metallurgy, and the con. truction inclu trie . Each field is divided into its component
cientific or industrial ection s for separate treatment by
out tanding speciali sts.
The pecializecl stucli e . ome of them high ly technical. occupy about 250.000 word and are printed as Part
III of the report. They con titute original ource material summarized . interpreted and upplementecl in Parts
I and II, entitled respectively Social Aspects of Tech11nlort.\' and Science and Tecl111olog·y, occupying about
g, .000 words.
Of the invention mentioned in Part III the ubcommittee which originated the report picks out 13 as likely
to hm·e major social consequences-the mechanical cotton picker. air conditioning equipment, plastics. the photoelectric cell. artificial cotton and woolenlike fibers made
from cellulose, synthetic rubber, prefabricated houses.
teleYision, facsimile transmission, the automobile trailer,
gasoline produced from coal, steep-flight aircraft planes,
and tray agriculture.

Social Effects of the Cotton Picker
FIELD WORK in the growing and harve ting of cotton
is perhaps the least mechanized of any important branch
of agriculture. The cheap labor of millions of worker
is needed for the picking season. The labor being at
hand. the cotton producer uses it throughout the year
instead of buying expensive machinery. Tractors cannot be employed in the picking season and. save in exceptional cases , there is no economy in working them
only during the plowing and cultivating season. Hence.
70 percent of all mules and 16 percent of all hor e
*Technological Trends and National Policy, Including the Social Implications of New Inventions. Report of the Subcommittee on Technology
to the National Reso urces Committee. June 1937 . For sale by the
Superintendent of Documents. Washington, D. C. Price $1 (paper cover).
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on farm in the United ' tates are concentrated in the 10
cotton tates. where they con ·umc annually the produce
from about 25,000.000 acres of farm land.
The fir t patent on a cotton harve ting device was
granted by the
nited State Patent Office in 1 'SO.
Since then upward of 900 have been granted. Several
mechanical pickers were exhibited and tested in Texa
and Mis i ippi last year. However, only one, invented
by lhe Rust brothers, is referred to by name in the report: "According to the e timate of the Delta Experiment tation of toneville. Tenn., the Rust machine,
which can pick in 70 hour a much as a good hand
picker can pick in five weeks. will di place over 75 percent of the labor population in the southern cotton country if the invention i thrown upon the market in the
regular manner. The invento1·s, cognizant of the revolutionary consequences attending their invention, are
themselve withholding its application. except for its
trial use on a cooperative farm in Mi sis ippi and in
the oviet Union, where the problem of unemployment
doe not exist and the introduction of the machine can
be regulated."
The problem rai eel by the prospective mechanization
of cotton growing do not differ in principle from those
experienced in the mechanized branches of agriculture.
There is a rural population of over 7,000,000 more or
Jes occupied in cotton rai ing. This population includes a large proportion of tenant farmer and sharecropper cultivating small unit of land with the aid of
women and children, whose labor is u eel also by freehold planter . Cotton growing is the large t source of
employment for woman and child labor in the United
States. In other branches of ag-riculture woman and
child labor has been withdrawn from field work.

Beneficent Effects
:\lODERX FAR:\! machinery
req uires operative of a
se lective type-selective with resp ct to intelligence, educational. temperament and mechanical aptitude. Operatives
limited in number compared with cleman•J command
wages high enough to raise their standard of living.
Children are kept in chool longer. more young people
are educated for source occupation , and rnan-ied women
are freed for household duties. Employment in other
occupation , particularly the service occupations and the
profe ions. increa es becau e the new class of operative
ha more money to spend on food, clothing, shelter,
health. ed ucation and recreation.
The new type of cotton picker tradclle the row,
thrusting hundred s of pinclles into the open boll . The
cotton is wound about the pind!es, removed mec.hanically. and conveyed to a container on the machine. which
is pulled by a tractor. The tractor will displace the mule.
mule-drawn plows and cultivation will be scrapped for
modern implements. and trucks and automobile will requ ire hard surface road . Under mechanization the
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cc011"1111cal unit <Jf cultivati<Jn will i>c grl'atly enlarged,
and a widcsprl'ad readjustment of land holdings by sail'
and purchase is to be expected. The present economy
of barter lff ,d1ich land is kt and store credit is extended
in exchange for next-crop cotton will give way to the
modern economv of mone\· ;incl bank credit.
:\lcchanizatio;1 \\·ill liri1;g about expansion in machine
salc--agl'ncil's. automobile sen·ice stations. hanking facilities. n·al estate agl'ncit·s. title sl'arching and other kgal
work. 111sura11cl' brokerage. road building. use of fertilizer.- and ni icncing, drainage of lcrn·la11ds ior tractor cultivati"n. '.·onstruction of housing fur machinery and so on.
Fri m1 the foregoing remarks, \vhich deal with a selected frw oi the primary effects of mechanization and
\Yhich cnntain 110 rl'frrencc to secondary effects potential in lower c<Jtton pricl's, it is clear that the social
benefib .1f till' introduction of the mechanical picker can
be systt·111atically studied and forl'cast with some degree
of acn!l"acy. It is equally clear from the report that the
social •lisa<h·antages are capable of study.

Harmful Effects
TllFRE i.s hound to ht' a hea\'\' ecmwrnic mortalitv
a111n11g .,mall freehold planters, tenant cultivators an~!
sharecr' >ppers. Soml' millions of children, women and
111l'n. ,,·hite and nl'gr(), \1·ill lw thn)\\'11 out of \\'Ork. These
may se<'k employment in the Xorth in sufficient numbers
to react then· on ()rganized labor, \\·ages and stanclarcls of
liYing. fn any en·nt. they will make a big addition to the
current ""nplus of unemplnyl'd in the l~nited States.
Till' majority of them haye sulhisterl on a standard of
li,·ing s1) ml'agcr that they han· no sayings and must he
]lllt nn relief.
Tlw tax l"l'\Tnue oi most states. countil's and cities
1s not sufficient to take care unaided of lar;;e bodies of
unemployed. Their income is derived mainly from the
gl'neral property tax. a surviYal from the time when
\\Talth c·ot1;.;isted principally of real estate, especially
farm land. Today wealth is represented largely by stocks,
bond,., and other securities, the ownership of which is
scatten·d among pl'nplc who live in metropolitan centers
and whn can he reached most l'ffectively through the
Fl'dnal income tax. Tho,;e states that have income
taxe.- an· obliged to keep down the rates in order not
to di,;cnuragc residence within their borders. The states
compett" among themselves for population and industry
by mean,; of low taxes and minimum social legislation.
The cotton ;.;tates are pn\H'rless to augment tax revenue
on a large scale and could not on their mvn initiative
develop promptly a common remedial program. Consequently. the Federal government is forced to participate in planning relil'f. rl'hahilitation. and resettlement
and in defraying their cost.

Mitigating Influences and Measures
FRO:lf THE social history ()i im·l·ntinns thl' rep()rt supplies evidence in support of the belief that unemployment
incident to introduction of the cotton picker can be
partly p1-cvcntcd and partly slim·tened hy reinforcing
corrective influences which have heretofore been allowed
to operate more or less automatically. To illustrate the
character of these influences the following may be b1-iefly mentioned: ( 1) hindrances which slmv down the rate
of introduction. (2) stimulation of other industries. (3)
education.
If the cotton picker is introduced rapidly it must perforce create a disastrous volume of unemployment. Tf
it is introduced gradually on'r 20 to 30 years the amount
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at any one time lllay not be greater, certainly not catastrophically greatl'r. than can he <ibsorbl'd.
The major automatic hindrances are obsolescence of
invl'sted capital and labor opposition. It sl'ems unlikely
that either of these can be an effective brake on speed
of n1l'chanization in the cotton statl's, ,,·here labor is
mostly unorganized and where agricultural equipment
is primitive. Depreciation of agricultural equipment
would be offset by speculative appreciation in land, and
the interest of landowners by deed and mortgage ,,·ould
prevail over holders of book credits and chattel mortgages.
However, means of retarding mechanization and of
timing it to a program of social readjustment may be
found in legislation. This practically untried resource
is suggested in the report, :ilthough its possibilities are
not systematically explorl'd. :\kanwhile. it is evident
that legislation, including taxation, can be used to encourage a wide instead of a narrow distribution of profit.
Cooperative ownership of machines and individual ownership of economical units of land can he promoted, thereby keeping thousands of families on the land as independent planters which for want of capital \\'ould other\\·ise be dispossessed to join the landless unemployed.
~\s regards unemployment, the most important automatic correcti,-e influence is the stimulus to other industril's provided hv a nl'wlv mechanizl'd industn-. The
wage l'arncrs \\·l;o remain -in cotton growing ,,·iii have a
higher standard of living and employers w'.11 make increased capital investments. That higher wages and
capital expenditures, even though controlled hy fewer
people. stimulate employment in other occupations is
kno\\'n from observation and statistical evidence. How
t ht' stimulation works in detail should, according to the
report. he capable of analytical study with a view to
fort'casting what industries can he expanded or introducecl in the cotton belt.
\\'hat is definitely known at present is that increase
in total employment in the Cnited States 1s accounted
for by the service industries. From 1920 to 1929 employment in the basic. inclustries-agricultnre, mining.
manufacture, construction, transportation, communication. public utilities-incrt'ased 3 percent: that in the
StTv!ce industries-trade. profrssional sl'n·icl', public
sernce. personal and domestic service-increased 50 percent. "\Vhile employment in the service industries after
19?9 never fell to t~1e 1920 level, even during the low
pomt of the depression. and stood 13 percent highn in
~935 than. in. 1920'. the level of man-year empl,oyment
m the basic mclustnes was. ewn in 1935. still 32 percent below 1920." The 18 major industries of todav
\\'hich en:pioy directly and indirectly about 25 perce1;t
of the gamfully employed, did not exist in 1870.
Ec!uca~ion .as a means of correcting technological clislocat1on 1s fairly well understood. A special problem in
the cotton belt will be to provide vocational education
on an unexampled scale for adult unskilled workers.

All Social Institutions Affected by Inventions
Tl!E SOCIAL effects of industrial inventions han· fundamental characteristics in common.
The pl'rmanent
effects. except possibly those related to war and crime.
are henl'ficent. The harmful effects are more or less tl'mporary. "The difficulty is not with technologv: it is
with the failure of the economic and social s~stem to
make needed readjustments."
·
Industrial inventions as a group react upon the \\·hole
of society. modifying each of its functional in~titutions-
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fami ly, economic organization, government, church.
When the family lost its home-industries to the factory, the father ceased to be an employer of household
labor. Authority shifted from the tather to industry and
state. One of the modifications in the home, brought
about by the industrial revolution, is retarding the
growth of population-a development of st:1dious concern to trade and industry since the last Federal census.
The economic advantage of large families of children
which exists where the home is the unit of industrial
and agricultural production is disappearing.
That the industrial revolution is responsible for the
growth in their modem form of corporations and labor
unions is commonplace knowledge.
In government the automobile alone has greatly enlarged the area of legislation and administration. Many
people were formally killed by horse traffic. With horse
and vehicles unstandardized, production in the hand s
of innumerable farmers and many manufacturers, and
distribution by local dealers, governments could do little
beyond enforcing the ancient maxim of law that whoever did injury by reckless driving should pay damages
or be punished.
ow that automobiles are manufactured
by a few companies, governments try to prevent accidents
by requiring brakes and lights up to certain standards,
traffic signals and rules, traffic police and the like. This
regulation of the manufacture and use of the automobile is typical of a modern trend both in legislation and
in the judicial interpretation of the law. The emphasis
is no longer on punishing injury but on preventing it
by regulating ituations and groups.
One of these situations is the inability of local police
to cope with criminals who, by taking advantage of the
speed, endurance and privacy of the automobile. can
neither be kept under observation by officers who know
them by ight and record nor pursued effectively by officers unable to describe them and unfamiliar with their
characteristic techniques as criminals. Hence, the demand for extension of the police jurisdiction of the Federal government, res':11ting in the creation of .the F~de~al
Bureau of Investigation. Department of Justice. with its
large accumulation of identifying records and its adequate technological equipment for analyzing clues. The
resources of this Federal Bureau of Investigation are
open to the 39,000 separate rolice agencies of the United
States. To members sent by such agencies an affiliated
establishment, the United States Police School, gives,
in a 12-week term, elementary instruction in 77 technical subjects and, in addition. offer post-graduate
specialized courses.
The church probably more than any other social institution has failed to keep in touch with the realities
of everyday life as conditioned by technology. One of
the symptoms of the disintegration of its auth?rity is
seen in its division into 200 organized denommatJons
over questions that have nothing to do with practical
ethics. How does church attendance in the United States
compare with that at moving picture how , which draw
every 10 days patrons equivalent in number lo the whole
population?
Covernment as Source of Control
AMONG THE facts establi shed in the report the following may be mentioned by way of recapitulation : indu~trial
inventions and their social effects can be systematically
studiecl with a view to increased accuracy in foreca ting: the permanent effects are on the whole beneficent:
the harmful effects, more or less temporary, are clue to
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dislocations in the functional social institutions, nowadays particularly government and economic organization; the di locations tend to readjust themselves through
blind forces, which can be directed and reinforced; the
initiative in directing and reinforcing must be taken by
government because it is today the only social institution endowed by the popular will with sufficient authority.
Government as now constituted is ill-adapted for correcting or for anticipating and preventing dislocations
caused by technology. Just as technology has actually
enlarged the land unit in agriculture and the organization unit in trade, manufacturing and labor-witne s the
struggle between C. I. 0 . and A. F. L.-it has potentially enlarged the unit of government. The Metropolitan District lying within a radius of about 40 miles
from ew York City Hall would be for most purposes
an economical and effective unit of government; yet it
contains 373 self-governing municipalities, besides many
county governments, school districts and the like. Mo t
of the 3,074 counties in the United States are unable
to perform the services required of them. Given half-adozen regional governments, the competitive interest
which paralyze group action among the 48 tates would
be neutralized. Want of c-orrespondence between the
actual and the potential units of government explains
why a large share of the onerous tax revenue is needle s
waste.
A Science of Control is Emerging

anticipate and prevent dislocation:> caused
by technology, a new science is required, which may
be provisionally called the sociology of inventions.
The purpo e of th i cience would be to study the needs,
means and forms of ocial institutions, particularly government and economic organization, which have come to
be the chief repo itorie of authority, in order to enable
these institutions to function effectively and in harmony
for society as a whole. A substantial foundation can
be built at once by selecting pertinent facts from a broad
group of existing sciences. The superstructure would
rise fairly quickly because the objectives of the search
for additional information would be known.
The process by which a new science is created is
similar to that by which a mechanical invention is created. The process begins with recognition of the need
for the science, which is a social instead of an industrial
invention.
ext, many constructive minds oevote themelves to meeting the needs. It may take years for the
science to achieve a synthesis of verified knowledge nece sary to ready acceptance by leaders in a host of occupations-government, trade, industry, labor, education.
banking, agriculture, the church, and so on-and thu
induce the concerted activities essential in a democracy.
However, once the need for it is recognized, the cience
is bound to follow.
TO CORRECT,

What the Report Recommends
IT IS the great practical merit of the report that the
program of cooperation in fact-finding and in planning
which it recommends must promote the de\relopment of
a sociology of inventions. The program may be summarized as follows :
1. The 13 inventions picked out as imminent and
socially important are to be studied by planning boards
with the aid of such specialists as may be needed.
2. Technological unemployment is to be studied by
a joint committee from the Departments of Labor,

(Conti nu ed on pa g e 149 )
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The 1937 International

Exhibition~

Paris

An International Exposition of Arts
and Techniques Applied to Modern Life

THE PARIS EXHlBITlOX or, to give it its official
theme title, L'Exposition Internationale des Arts et des
Techniques Appliques a la Vic Moderne, straddles the
banks of the Seine at dead center of Paris, occupying the
exact site of the exposition of 1900. It extends from the
Trocadero to the Ecole Militaire. Because of the great
number of trees in the area, individual rather than collective pavilions were decided upon. The longer axis
of the plan follows the banks of the Seine and stretche:,;
a distance of almost two miles from Alexandre Trois
Bridge near Concord, to Ile des Cygnes and Pont Grenelle at the other end. Two of the Paris bridges have
been incorporated in the exhibition and a new roadway
tunnels beneath the river. The latter is a permanent
improvement to Paris. The pavilions follow the banks
of the Seine and cluster around the Eiffel Tower and
the old Salle des Spectacles at front of the new Trocadero. The planning of the site was done with ingenuity,
permitting a maximum of construction for a minimum
of space. The Seine also permits a certain openness and
perspective. The site plan was under the direction of
M. Jacques Greber, architect-in-chief of the Exposition.
The desired first approach to the fair is from the upper
level of the Trocadero because here alone can the visitor
sec the wide sweep of the grounds and river, dominated
bv the Eiffel Tower. Here also can be viewed the
a~touncling contrapuntal positions given to the opposing
buildings of Germany and the U. S. S. R. Strangely
enough, it is this militant pair of pavilions that one sees
at every turn overshadowing the modest efforts of the
more m1111Prous democraciC's.
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For size, the building or rather group of structures
devoted to science occupies by far the greatest area of
any single building. The Trocadero was undoubtedly
considered the most important one; this because the
old relic of the 1878 exposition was swept away and a
new shining white museum of semi-classic monumentality takes its place in contrast with the temporary ones
in which the maximum of color has been sought. It is
seldom that architects have been confronted with a
more difficult task. The old Trocadero, on whose
foundations the new building stands, is wreathed with
sentiment and is as much a part of Paris as Notre Dame
and L'Eglise du Sacre-Coeur. It was necessary that
the old be surpassed and also he included with the old
by Parisians and visitors to Paris. A French architect
cynically remarked that the old building- would be
mourned, but only by those who habitually mourn the
dead. M. Jacques Carlu, formerly Professor of Architecture at The Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
was chief architect of the new building. The collaborating architects are 1\iessrs. Boileau, Azema, Bercier and
Romejon.
Besides the new Trocadero the exhibition will leave
to Paris several exposition byproducts, including three
permanent bridges, an island of the Seine (Ile des
Cygnes) made four times its original size, a new aquarium, a rebuilt theater and formal gardens, a widened
Pont d'Iena and Galleries of Modern Art.
The Fair, so far as finished work is concerned, is a
competitive showing of national pavilions. This is because the larger French exhibits, the reconstructed
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Trocadero, and some of the 37 portal to the exhibition,
were not quite ready even at midsummer.
One cannot rise to ec tatic height of enthu \asm over
the buildings; such enthusiasm can be re ·erved for
their manner of construction, their material . and the
a tonishing and excellently arranged exhibits. The architect vi itor is con ciou , however, of a cheerful magnificence of conception, peculiarly French. The Fair is
recognized as a startling and rather brilliant pectacle.
It wa the purpose of the exposition to be creative, educational and, o far as possible, to produce the evidence of technical progress in science and in art. Thi
commendable objective, it appears, was foi led by a lack of
~oordination between the idea and the realization. which
ha been left too much to individual fancy. In the future the great exp itions houlcl perhap
tre s, not
merely the progress of a contemporary period-for modern life i a daily exposition of mechanical, intellectual
and scientific progress-but organization.
In this brief review of the Paris Fair, comment wi ll
be re tricted ( 1) to a very limited number of pavilion
and (2) to ome comment which the writer, as a casual
tourist, with the advantage of a few hasty visit to the
expo ition ground , can make. The pavilions included
are repre entative. with many worthy one omitted.
Convenience in walking from two or three entrances
determined the election.
Creat Britain
THE BUILDING for the British Empire, with one of
the choice site on the Seine, turns its back on the river,
thereby losing attendant advantage of terrace or view.
To\\"ard the river there i a blank wall used for murals
clone in shadow inclicati n. A part of this river facade
show an experiment in producing a mural with luminous
tube lighting, illustrating the main line railways of the
Briti h I Jes. An English critic indignantly ob erved
that the Irish railway ystem turned out, when illuminated, to represent a crudely drawn impudent teddy bear
eatecl with its back to England. When the lights are
on and all the great panorama is a blaze of fireworks and
floodlight, this luclicrou joke gleam out from the front
of the pavilion and neither Ireland nor England can
be seen, only a meaningless network of carlet tube
for English rai lways-and th teddy bear!
There are novel a\\·nings on the outhwe t wall of
the Briti h pavilion where occur a series of long horizontal windows. These window are haded by awnings
operated by wood propeller- haped arm .
Canada is repre entecl by a dwarfed imitation of grain
ilos. Here is perhap the be t tone fakery at the Fair.
What appears as form-poured concrete rings as does
the familiar rap on lath and plaster. The interior of
the Canadian annex is dark, and not a fit setting for
the exhibits of fore try and agriculture.
Here, as in the U. . bui lding. th r is lack of empha is on peculiarly national products or attraction .
For Finland, as an example, the timber inclu try and
\\"OOcl products are played up while \\"ith Belgium their
gigantic photoglas products provide the motif.
montage at the end of the British interior illu trate a
colored figure of an English farmer with a !>mock-frock
superimpo eel on it. A two-inch thick catalog was
issued for the British how. Thi ponderous volume
Ii ting exhibits of the empire retailed for 5 franc . Conver ation along the Quai is to the effect that the Englishspeaking countrie , or more precisely English-speaking
Umted 'tates and Great Britain. do not have building
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deserving of national pride. They tand unhappily
among the architecturally more vigorous project of
Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Switzerland, and Belgium.
Japan
TIJE JAPANESE pavilion by Sakakura. a pupil of Le
Corbu ·ier, is, in pite of its palpable modernity. intimately
Japanese. It i built with a combination of materialsgla , steel. and laminated wood. It utilizes an exterior
ramp called a "pas erelle" in place of a stairway tu reach
the upper level. The outside location of the ramp
keep the entire floor free for exhibitions. The steel
frame of the building is painted a brilliant red. This
steel keleton has enorrnou sheet · of polished plate
glass and panels of plywood to · erve a exterior walls.
Partition are of thin beige-colored cement.

Sweden
THE SWEDISH bui lding ,,·as erected on what wa · undoubted ly the most delicate sit at the Fair. It wa built
over the Pari underground and no foundation piers
could be unk within the center of the plot. The building was therefore constructed \\·ith foundation only
under the side walls. The ide columns support cross
tru e which in turn. have de cending straps of steel
to uphold the two interi01· floor . These trusses are
expo ed above the roof level with no attempt to violate
their puq o e with ornamentation as was done at Chicago,
where a simi lar u e of exterior trus e occurred. The
floor are completely detached from the walls. The
architect were Mes rs. Lind, R. Houdin, and Neel.

Switzerland
THE PAVILIO
of the S\\·i s \\"as built from the designs of Brai.ining. Leu and Di.ireg. architect of Basel,
who won first prize in a national competition held in 1936
to elect propo als for the pavi lion. 1t is constructed with
a steel frame, with gla , and corrugated a be tos cement.
The building is in the form of a rectagular box with a
parabolic curved roof of asbe tos laid down as a roof
lid. It has been characterized as ,;coldly precise. hard
like the mountains. and rigidly purposeful like the
watches inside it." The upporting tee! frame is outside
the building. The continuous glas of wall is in talled
in tee! frames welded to the inner face of the steel
column . There are comm ndable uses of corrugated
asbestos cement board as facing of the building toward
the hot outhern sun, \\"hen Paris does have un.

C.z:echoslovakia
FROM preliminary sketches published in the architectural pre s last year. Czechoslovakia gave promi e of producing the mo t spectacular building of the nations. Mo t
visitors were not disappointed. It i of tee! with a completely encircling wall of glas . Advantage was taken of
the river location by erecting a wide gla s-paved terrace
upported by two large tee! columns. Photographs of
the columns and of the heavy gla s balustrade are illu trated on page 87. Cable trung from the central
ma. t stabilize the building.

Spain
ERT i re pon ible for the design of an unfinished pavili n for Spain. more dramatic than if it had
been entirely completed.
AR II I TECT
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Finland
THE Fll\KJSH pavilion is one of the few buildings constructed of woocl and was designed by Alvar Aalto. To
architects. the interiors and their plywood furniture by
:\alto are of special interest.

Le Corbusier
LE
coRBl'SJER and a group of followers, excluded
from participation in the design of exhibition buildings,
created their own exposition by erecting a tent outside at
Porte .i\f aillot. at some distance from the Exposition area.
They displayed with enthusiasm their conceptions of the
ideal city. the ideal setting for living, and solutions for
the relocation of urban life. The showing was not a
pathetic one. as might be expected from such a protest.
lt was one of the most exciting, convincing-. and most
easily remembered exhibits of 1937 l'aris.

Technical Achievements

n rs impossible for the visitor to the fair to glean, in a
few clays, more than snapshot impressions of materials
and processes exhibited and demonstrated. For some
unaccountable reason there appears to exist, at the present time, no source for such information. Even the taking of pictures within building precincts was forbidden
and stopped by guards. An enterprising young architect
had made sketch notes on illumination only to have his
drawings confiscated and destroyed.
It is assumed that the architect or technician would
be most keenlv interested in those technical achievements
"·hich it was 'intended would characterize the 1937 exposition. It \Vas planned. according to the original program of the Fair. that nc\\' materials would, so far as
practicable, he used in actual construction in the buildings, rather than in tiresome display cases roped off from
visitors. ::\Jost of the pavilions of nations and the
special educational-purpose buildings did go far to meet
these conditions. The Czechoslovakian building is
selected as an example of the many in which glass and
other new materials \vcre put to demonstration and use.
In the illustrations of this building, shown with this
article, glass appears structurally in varying degrees of
opacity and of differing character. It serves. not only
Photo bJ'

as wall with a limited translucenn·. but also as fiat sheets
having a maximum of clarity. ,Glass was adopted too
for pavement surface and as pavement lights to transmit
light below. The parapet walls with steel-framed panels
are of heavy glass with a fine granular surface.
::VIanufacturers of glass, rubber, linoleum, and aluminum each have buildings for the display of their products. The building for the glass industry is shallow
in plan but doubled in apparent interior size by a facing of
large polished plate glass mirrors given to the rear wall.
The main floor is above the general level of thl' avenue
and is reached by a flight of steps consisting uf frosted
heavy glass treads. The span of these steps is eight
feet, with no risers ancl no supports other than at the
ends. This glass is the familiar armor type which had
its further use as doors without frame; also as shelving,
tables, parapet walls without cap or frame, and as chairs
and benches. On the ground Jew! acljoining this building there is a pool with an enormous cast-glass fountain
basin which appeared as limpid as the water that poured
over its edges.
It is apparent that aluminum has advanced as a competitor with steel. For example, one of the nevv bridges
carrying pedestrians over a roadway is built completely of
structural aluminum. A flagpole of polished and tapered
duraluminum, aluminum tubing for handrails, aluminum
cable used in forming parapet and stairway guard rail.
ing, cast sculpture in the polished metal, arc a few other
uses observed.
Light and Sound on the Seine
THE ARCHITECTS of the Fete of Light were :\lessrs.
Beaudouin and J,ods, who createcl a grandiose spectacle
visible from all points of the Exposition. Sound effects
and illumination were coordinated to produce a lighting
composition. Fountains of water emerged directly from
the river and from bases of bridges. Smoke was released
ancl sent to a considerable height for screens on which
light in color was projected. There were four broadcasting networks to provide the sound effects-from the
Eiffel Tmver, from the river. and from loudspeakers
located in trees throughout the Exposition.
Furniture. plastics, rubber. photo-montage for conveying information, and building illumination will be
discussecl in a later issue.
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From Eiffel Tower to right, Pavilions for Great Britain, Sweden and Czechoslovakia. The edge of the United States building may be seen at extreme right.
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193 7 International
Exposition, Paris

Right: UNION OF MODERN ARTISTS

BUILDING supported by trussed
columns. This building displays contemporary achievements in applied
design-furniture, furnishings, architecture. Pingusson, Louis and Jourdain, Architects. Below, left: Ramp
from river bank to exhibition level;
wood frame with laced canvas at
sides. UNION OF MODERN ARTISTS
BUILDING. Below, right: ENTRANCE
HALL, UNION OF MODERN ARTISTS
BUILDING. Stairway with central
steel support; treads are of precast,
reinforced concrete; top surface is
composition; railing of aluminum
tubing and cables.
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Construction, New
Materials, Details

Left: Detail of spiral stairway to
upper level. UNION OF MODERN
ARTISTS BUILDING. Pingusson, Louis
and Jourdain, Architects. Be/ow,
left: Kiosk for display and sale of
a popular national drink. Be/ow,
right: Southern view of BRITISH
EMPIRE BUILDING.
Oliver Hill,
Architect. The awning is supported
and controlled by struts of airplane.
propeller shape.
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19 3 7 International
Exposition, Paris

Right: GLASS PAVILION. Methods
for using glass are displayed in
actual construction. Stairway steps
are of sheet glass. Be/ow, left: For
advantages of exhibition lighting by
day and for night illumination, most
buildings of the Paris Exposition are
sheathed with glass. Be/ow, right:
SWEDISH PAVILION. Lind, Houdin
and Neel, Architects. Floors are sup·
ported by trusses above roof level.
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Construction, New
Materials, Details

Left: Detail of cantilever column
for balcony shown below. Below,
left: Steel columns support a concrete and glass balcony on the
river side of the CZECHOSLOVAKIAN PAVILION. Krejcar, Polivka
and Nicod, Architects. Be/ow, right:
Angle of CZECHOSLOVAKIAN
PAVILION. Steel frame: glass panels,
clear and semi-opaque. This building is stabilized with external cables.
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19 3 7 International
Exposition, Paris

Right: Propeller as sculptural form.
Marine Buildin9 in back9round. Be/ow, left: An9le of SWISS PAVILION
with surroundin9 terrace leadin9 to
9arden at ri9ht and toward river
Seine at left. Braiinin9, Leu and
Diiri9, Architects. Mural by Max
Sulzbachner. Be/ow, right: Wall facin9 detail, SWISS PAVILION, consists of corru9ated asbestos cement
board toward southern exposure.
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Construction; New
Materials; Details

Left: Porte D'Orsay, one of 37 entrances to the Exposition. The spiral
surrounding the shaft is of green
glass. Compare with the more suc·
cessful steel skeleton framework
and movable scaffolding shown on
page 92. Below: Stairway with
handrail of hard rubber. The balus·
trade consists of ordinary expanded
metal set in light channel frames.
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19 3 7 International
Exposition, Paris

Right: Interior of SWISS PAVILION
showing display panels, related to
glazed wall for lighting. Braiining,
Leu and Diirig, Architects. Be/ow,
left: Entrance signs to SWISS
PAVILION are of perforated sheet
steel painted with bright color.
Be/ow, right: JAPANESE PAVILION,
glass, steel, and natural wood. Circulation to upper floor level by outside ramp. Sakakura, architect.
Photo by Bonney
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Exposition*

E::\. l'OSIT I()::\' is not showcase or museum display.
Exposition in its new meaning brings spectator and exhibition together with closest relationship. The display,
and with it the contact, must be done with originality
and clearness of conception. The display should be unusual and thought-provoking; it may even he amusing
in order to be striking. Vve can learn from the exposition in the Palais des Descouverts, where the cultural
development of the human race was shown by means of
ingenious approach to all kinds of inventions through
art. The lesson of the Paris Exposition is this: lmildings
must he designed for purpose: namely, attention-arresting display. Of the whole exposition the Eiffel Tower.
in spite of its date, still remains the finest example of
exhibition construction-the classic.
Excepting Le Corbusier, with his huge temporary
tent, almost nobody realized in this exposition the fantastic possibilities of building materials and technique.
Exposition docs not mean the enlargement of ordinary
architecture; it means the bold use of Utopian clements,
even if they make a part of a skeleton facade, because the
suggestive power of their constructive play will be not
only amusing but will be convincing as well.
Of course the Paris Exposition as a whole is most
interesting and valuable because it indicates a general
acceptance of the principles of the new architecture. Perhaps some of its meaning remains misunderstood. But
it shows clearly too that \\T cannot attain in the future
a successful exhibition on an extensive scale without
organization and leadership residing in Olli? responsible
person. It is not enough to realize the necessity of a
precise solution of the traffic problems inside and outside the buildings, that the buildings should be efficiently
ventilated. that they should be well lighted. that they
should haYL' extensive openings to the outside in order
to sec i rom inside to outside and from outside to the
interior; it is also a necessary principle that the invited
arch Hect should he gi n·n a free hand to creatl' his coorclin;ttcd part of architecture for specitic purposes.-not
vain, 111ea11inglcss towers or forms for form's sake.
Finalh-, there should he an agreement \\'ith the idea that
order should lw substituted for chaos at this time when
the entire world is waiting to clarify and solve countless
urgent prohlc111s and needs of the lz1111wn being.

3

4

5

* Moholy-Nagy was recently appointed Director of the new American
School of Design (New Bauhaus), Chicago. He is author of "PhotoEye," "New Vision" and other books on photography and design.
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Moholy-Nagy, Picture Hunter,
Looks at the Paris Exposition
6

7

Spectators Picasso and Giedion. 2
Photo-reality: Interior, Swiss Pavilion.
3 Exhibits, Swiss Pavilion. 4 Mural observers. 5 Fire extinguisher. 6 Lighting
cluster. 7 Diagrams. 8, 9 Visualization
of the atom. 10 Three-dimensional statistical charts. 11 Le Corbusier Tent at
Porte Maillot: c:onstruc:tion at right. 12
Scaffolding during c:onstruc:tion of column
at d'Orsay entrance to exposition. Compare with completed shaft, without scaffolding, on page 89. 13 Publicity Pavilion
with detail at right. This consists of a
metal grille for the display of large-sc:ale
posters. The center, inclining forward,
displays a moving "electric: newspaper."
14 Frame for tent by Le Corbusier.

t\"'

12

8, 9

11
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First Congress of Soviet
A r c h i t e ct s
By SIMON BREINES

1

(Continued from page 65}

EXPERT HELP ON
HOME HEATING
uo'C -{/'Cchltecfj

and flallde'lj
Anthracite fndustries, Inc. offers many free services
which may he of special and practical help.
For example: technical data and actual perform·
ance records of approved Anthracite equipment. llere,
too, is a vast store of information on heating problems gained through years of research. Back of all
this is the accumulated experience of the Anthracite
Industry.
You may have personal service, if you wish. Anthracite Industries, Inc. maintains a trained field
organization, to help in specific cases.
Through the research and testing laboratory of
Anthracite Industries, Inc. you are assured of the
correct design and opera ting efficiency of leading
Anthracite equipment. Before any equipment can
bear the Industries' seal of approval it must meet the
most rigid requirements in the heating field. Thus,
through manufacturer's guarantee and the Anthracite Industries' seal, you get double assurance of
efficiency.

e Do not hesitate to avail yourself of the help uf Anthracite Industries, Inc. It is a non-profit corporation,
organized to focus the experience and services of principal factors interested in extending the conveniences
and economies of Anthracite in home heating. TVrite
ANTHRACITE
Chrysler Building

INDUSTRIES, Inc.
New York City

(SEE ADVEHTISEMENT ON OPPOSITE PAGE)

CJ>-e-mulrivama

ANTHRACITE
COAL

Tff £SOLID
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There was, of course, not only criticism. The delegation representing 16,000 Moscow teachers had much to
say about inadequate wardrobe space and poor ventilation in the school. But they also noted the fact that
hundreds of new schools were being built each year
where none had been before and that the physical quality
of these schools was improving.
Many of the foreign delegates spoke at this point.
Perhaps the most important was the speech of Francis
Jourdain of France who made an eloquent appeal for
rationalism in architecture as opposed to the resurrection of the classic style. "The facade," he said, "is only
the expression of the plan and the needs of the inhabitants of the building. The facade is not an expression
by itself."
Another foreigner whose words received great attention from the Congress was Edvard Heiberg of Denmark. "We people from the West are particularly impressed at this Congress of Architects by the concern
and interest displayed by the Soviet Government and
the Soviet people as a whole. In my country, architectural congresses are unfortunately the concern of only
a handful of specialists who have no contact with the
people." He warned that it was important to study the
classics in order to understand them and not to copy
them. It was along about here that some wit remarked
that a man is a good architect when he knows the
classics, but he is a better architect when he forgets
them. Most of us are already acquainted with the
splendid reception given to Frank Lloyd Wright, who
has always impressed architectural thinkers in the
u. s. s. R.
Professor S. E. Tchernyshev reported on the General Plan for the Reconstruction of Moscow and the
Problems of Town Planning. Most of his talk was taken
up by a detailed description of the aims of the Moscow
plan and accomplishments to date. He spoke of the
"Metro" and the newly created Moscow-Volga Canal,
the purpose of which is ( 1) to increase the water supply for a possible population of 5 millions and (2) to
make Moscow an inland port linked with the White
Sea and the Baltic in the North and with the Caspian
and Black Seas in the South. All the delegates, including the visitors, made an overnight trip on the canal.
I can understand the pride of Russians in this undertaking. Although I was not pleased by the ever present
columns and cornices on the pump houses and hydroelectric stations we passed, I will say that the materials
and the technique displayed in these buildings compared
favorably with good construction anywhere in the world.
The new ports created in Moscow by this canal. as well
as the future development of this city, may be seen in
the accompanying maps (see p. 64).
There are also negative sides to the picture as Professor Tchernyshev pointed out. But, to quote from
Sir E. D. Simon's new book "Moscow in the Making":
"The solution of the Moscow housing problem is a gigantic task; they are endeavoring in one generation to
(Continued on page % )

Have. you checked advances and operating economies of

AUTOMATIC ANTHRACITE HEATING
AND AIR CONDITIONING?

Automatic A nthracite
heating p erm its most
modern uf basements .
A hobby workshop (as
shown) or game room ,
or den, just as the
home owner wishes .

Aut omatic Anthracite heating and air conditioning is
more permanent and more dep endable. Anthracit e
the mo t modern of all. It prov ides the mo t recent
itself offers complet e cl eanliness, comfort and safety.
It amazing economies are every da experience.
develop ment , mos t recent de igns, and unmatched
More than that, prices of Anthracite are constantl y
re ults. It has c hanged the whole heating picture.
goin g down, while other fuels are rising.
M oreover, when architects and builder are faced
with tight budge ts, Anthracite-fired equipment come
rchitects and hWJders may have a copy of the
t o the rescue. The range of auto.------------..
bulle tin listing approved equipment
matic equipment is so broad that
and ratings. Or, if y ou wish p eran~r requirem e nt can b e m e t. You
~
,.,~
sona1 h elp on an y p roble m afm a ~· in tall a imp lc
nthracite
;:$'
~
~
fecting Anthracite, feel free t o call
hcater or b 0 1· 1er, wit
" h t henno tat
11,S..,~ll»'itil&.$~::·
upon the serv ices o f th e h ca clfor au to ma ti c heat con Lrol. You may
,..
~0
quarters staff, or the trained field
ins tall a magazin e feed heater. Or
<••· -''
force of Anthracite Indus tri es, Inc.
e
"'\ rit !Youincurnoohligationat all.
v. ou ma _y in s ta ll a n a ll- ea on firine:
~
Th i · seal appears on A nand ash disposal sy Lem.
thracite equipment 011/y after
A TURACITE I D US TRlE ,
·o, consider the cli nt. Anthrait has pas ·eel th e m ost rigid

A

I ,.,

c ite equi p m e n t

is unqu e

tion a bl~,

tests i 11 the heating field.

Inc., Chrysler Building,

ew York.

E E A DV E llTT S EME N T ON OPPO S IT E PA G E)
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ANTHRACITE
COAL
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Cartoon courtesy hCrocodile"
(sec page 65)

Teatime on the Balcony

First Congress
Architects
By

of

Soviet

SIMON BREINES

(Conti nu ed from page 94)

raise an Asiatic standard of housing to the late t and
best European standard ; and that at a time when the
population of the U. S. S. R. is increasing by about
30 million per annum."
Profe sor Tchernyshev, who is al o Chief Architect
of Moscow, noted that in addition to those for his city.
plans are now being made for the reconstruction of over
200 cities and villages in the U. S. S. R. The report
of Chief Architect L. A. Ilyin of Leningrad was along
similar lines. He stressed the importance of parks in
reconstruction operations and set 60 per cent as the
minimum green area in an average city block. Both
of these gentlemen spoke of the tremendous advantage
in city pla1ming of the public ownership of land.
Perhap the most important part of the Congress wa
the session on hou ing. The discussions on architec·
tural form and style, on "classicism" versus "constructivism," were now over. The peakers began to express themselves more and more in "architectural prose,"
as someone put it. Architects G. A. Simonov and A. G.
Mordinov reported on the Architecture of Dwellings.
Said Mordinov, "Soviet architects have made great
progress in the phere of housing in the past few year .
Nevertheless, the architect still frequently concentrates
too much attention on the facade at the expense of uch
'details' as comfort and convenience."
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The Industrialization of the Housing Industry was
the subject of the report of Professor M. J. Ginsburg.
He stated that this year's construction of dwellings in
the U. S. . R. will total 6,430,000 sq. m. Within the
next ten years there wil be constructed 15,000,000 sq. m.
or 2,500 large apartment houses in Moscow alone. Profes or Ginsburg stre sed the need for the mechanization
of parts and equipment. He made many laudatory references to American building methods, particularly to
our experiments and achievements in the prefabrication
of housing and building parts. There is every indication that the rationalization of the Soviet building indu try, which will doubtless follow from this Congress,
will proceed rapidly along the technical line established
by American practice. All the more o because, Professor Gin burg pointed out, many of the obstacles which
block the full development of building industrialization
in tl1e U. S. are not present in the U. S. S. R. He also
called for a clo er cooperation between the architect who
produces the designs and the industrial organizations
which produce the materials and equipment and do the
actual construction or as embly on the site.
The resolutions adopted at the close of the Congres
were as follows: The Congress notes that while there
have been many achievements in the field of architecture, the general level is still not high enough. Soviet
architects must overcome "formalism" and also "eclectici m" and must master the art of building; that there
is a great need for the more rapid industrialization of
the buil ding industry and a closer relationship between
this industry and the architects; that careful study must
be given to the problem of the buildings and villages of
collective and state farms; that many of the problems
of architecture can be olved by the correct organization of research and experimental work, and that the
Academy of Architecture and other scientific institutions
be reorganized for the purpo e of bringing theory and
practice closer to each other.
In conclusion I wou ld say that I noted a distinct improvement in the physical appearance of Leningrad and
Moscow ince 1933. It is true that the Soviet building
indu try is still lagging behind other important industries. Nevertheless, I observed many striking advances
in building technique, notably in the Moscow Palace of
Culture by the Brother Vesn in, in the stations of the
Metro, and in the tructure of the Moscow-Volga Canal.
The Congress impressed me because it seemed to reflect the active interest of a whole nation in the problem. of architecture and housing, and because the proceedings were carried on in an atmosphere of vigorous,
free, and objective discu ion and self-criticism.
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The Department of Interior Building, credited to Louis A.
Simon, Architect, on page 57 of the August RECORD, wa&
designed by Waddy B. Wood, Architect. In addition, Mr.
Wood supervised the development of the working drawings
by the Procurement Division of the Treasury Depart ment,
and acted as consulting architect during the erection of the
building.

Simplifiecl ancl
efficient methocl
of construction

f
AMBLER OLSEN SYSTEM
Providing strong, light-weight ceilings, walls and partitions, combined
with a highly simplified method of
construction, The Ambler Olsen
System is applicable for residential,
commercial and industrial use alike.
It consists of patented metal shapes,
members, clips and hangers, together
with a suitable asbestos sheathing
material such as K & M Linabestos.
Ceilings may be hung at desired

heights, while partitions may be
placed to form any size room required. The complete installations
are rapidly assembled, making a substantial saving in both time and
labor. Great strength and rigidity
are inherent. No nails or screws mar
the surface, and there are unlimited
possibilities for modern decorative
treatment. Known and endorsed by
many leading architects.

Send for information
The Ambler Olsen System • Asbestos Shingles in various sizes, styles and colors • Asbestos
Pipe Insulation in sections • Asbestos Decorative Waltile • Asbestos Flexible Wallboard
( Sheetflextos) • Asbestos - Cement Structural Board and Sheathing • K & M Mineral Wool
Insulations for the home.
Underline the products on which you want full information and mail this coupon today.

Name of Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.6-2

KEASBEY&MATTISON~~!~!!X
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LET'S LOOK INTO THE REAL COST OF

WINDOWS
A price is quoted on "Windows." Is that the final cost, or
must a lot of extras be added to get their true cost;
labor for assembling knocked-down parts, weather stripping,
paint and more labor, and so on? Many builders are saving
money by knowing the truth.
Only the cost of setting Aluminum windows need usually be added to
the figure quoted. Price differentials are, therefore, often equalized when
costs are compared on a completely installed basis.
With Aluminum windows, less maintenance is required. Because Aluminum is so resistant to weather, they retain their attractive appearance
without the frequent painting and repainting required by other windows;
they never warp, swell, rust or rot. Property owners are spared much of
the upkeep expense ordinarily expected.
Aluminum windows are fabricated from extruded shapes like those
shown on this page. Designed especially for window construction, these
shapes utilize every ounce of metal to best advantage, giving maximum
strength with minimum weight and cross section. They account for the
reasonable cost of Aluminum windows.
We do not manufacture windows, but supply Alcoa extruded shapes
to many well known window manufacturers. They have developed individual types of construction, and will gladly give you detailed information
on windows of their own design. Aluminum Company of America,
2167 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

ALCOA
ALUMINUM

*

*

*

*

by

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Sometimes we take it for granted that all we have to
do i s m ention the name of a product and ever ybody
understands what we're talking about. But, if we'd
ju t stop to consider for a moment, we' d r ealize that
n ew developments and n ew names come so fa st they
ca n b e very confusing.

current calls have bee n answered. The " home sta tion"
may be at the top of the building in the morning when
most traffic i down. A t ni ght, when the traffic is up,
the system can b e r ever sed, with the " home station"
at the bottom. This m eans a further saving in time and
operation cost.

~
For instance, there are two important types of apartm ent house elevators-by name, Single-Call Pushbutton Control, and Collective Control. Maybe i t
would be well to go over their out tanding differences
and indicate where each would serve best.

First, to classify Single-Call Push-button Control. In a
nut hell, it gives one-call-at-a-time service. In other
words, the car answers calls singly and must complete
the transportation n eed s of one passen ger before it
gives heed to the call of the n ext passenger. Obviousl y,
satisfactory service b y thi type of elevator i limited
to buildings housing comparatively few t enants.

And now Collective Control. Thi t ype of elevator
an wer all up calls on it up trip and all down call
on its down trip. Thi m eans- less pas eager waiting,
l e s trip for the elevator, which in turn m eans less
wear and t ear, and l ess power con umption. A Coll ctive Control elevator can erve many more t enants
than a Single-Call Push-button el evator.

Collective Control elevators can be arranged for " home
stations" to which they automatically r eturn when all
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Newest feature of Collective Control i s automatic door
operation esp ecially adapted for thi type of equipm ent where pa senger u ually operate the car. This
i s also an advantage where a part-time operator is
employed. During the day when traffic i light and
the operator may be a signed other task s in the building, the elevator i s completely automatic and the
pas eager becomes the operator.

Still another feature is Duplex Collective Control
(another name, but we'll explain ) . Duplex provide
automatic operation for the building which must have
the ser vice of more than one elevator at times of p eak
demand, and wher e "serve yourself" service i desirable. Duplex Collective Control is co-ordinated automatic operation on two or more el evators workin g
to gether as a unit.

In tallation of Collective Control ha been given adde ~
popularity in r ecent year b y the nation-wide availability of manufacturer maintenance. Otis m aintenance is available for all t ypes of elevators. It i s esp ecially u seful to the moderate-size apartment building
where elevator service i so important to the t enant'
satisfaction, and en gineering and m echanical staffs
are limited.

THE

paint and glass products
manufactured by the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company are quality
products. This Company has been
a leader in glass and paint manufacture for more than five decades,
and this pioneering leadership is
reflected in the quality of Pittsburgh Paints and Pittsburgh
Glass. You may specify them with
the assurance that they will be
worthy of your finest creations.

A complete line of Pittsburgh Products of the foOowing types is available
through our7 4branches in leading cities:

PITTSBURGH GLASS
PRODUCTS
Polished Plate Glass
Pennvernon Window Glass
Carrara Structural Glass
Ornamental Glass
Pittsburgh Mirrors

PITTSBURGH PAINTS
Sun-Proof Paint
Wallhide Paint
Waterspar Enamel
Waterspar Varnish
Fiorhide Enamel

PITTCO STORE FRONT METAL
A MODERN BAR m Dent'er, Colorado, designed by Architects
Jamieson 011ul Stifj/er, and blfilt u·ith Pittco Store Front Prod11cts.

ro

create store fronts that appear, in
actuality, exactly as you visualized them
on your drawing board, two factors are
vital: quality materials and proper installation of those materials. A fine design
can prove a failure if it is executed with
inferior materials. And even the best materials can result in an unsuccessful store
front if they are poorly installed. That's
why it will pay you to specify Pittco Store
Front Products which are all of high quality and specially designed to be used together in the creation of harmonious, uni-

fied fronts. And that's why the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company maintains crews of
skilled workmen throughout the country,
carefully trained to install Pittco Products
properly. Take advantage of quality materials, properly installed, to build better
store fronts. And send the coupon today
for our free book containing many photographs of actual Pittco Store Front jobs.

m ?NliJ=¢ PITTS B U R.G H* ;f;?~J.<£

!/@~ PLATE GLASS COMPANY ~~

See Sweet's for complete specifications,
and for addresses of Pittsburgh Plate
Glass Company branches.
Be sure to see the Pittco Store Front
Caravan, now on a nation-wide tour.
Contact our local branch for specific
information as to when it will visit
your territory.

Please send me, without obligation on my
part, your folder containing full informa-

tion on Pittco Store Front Metal and detail
drawings.
~ame

. ............................... .

Street . .............................. .

City ................. State. . . . . . .... .

0 C T0 BER
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THE WILLIAMSBURG INN
The LAUNDRY of Williamsburg Inn is an outstanding
example of the progress that has been made in pr o viding a satisfactory, dependable and economical
means of removing the soil from delicate and costly
fabrics gently by INDUCTION-not harshly by t he
FRICTION method so destructive to all fabrics.
To meet fully the Owner's high standard of requirements for Time Tested Equipment of proven merit
that could be depended upon for QUALITY SERVICE
THAT SATISFIES the most discriminating, the frequent replacements of delicate and expensive fabrics
used at the Williamsburg Inn had to be eliminated. The
process of laundering had to be so regulated and
automatically controlled that the required FLUFFED
DRY and PREST finishes could be uniformly applied,
entirely without GUESSWORK and with but a minimum amount of HAND WORK.
All of this has been accomplished w ith the improved
type of "AIR WAY" equipment which in design is
the handiwork of Master Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer s who sought only to meet the demand for
super-excellence.

Pres ervi11g tlte Atanosphe r e

OTHER RECENT INSTALLATIONS
of "A IR WAY" Equipment :
The OWNER'S private Residence, BASSETT HALL,
Williams burg, Va. Pe r ry, Shaw and HepburnArchitects.
The ROCKEFELLER APARTMEN TS, West 54th and 55th
St., New Yo rk. Harr ison and Fouilhoux-A r chitects.
The HUDSON HOUSE APARTMENTS, Ardsley-on·
Hudson, New York. Shreve, Lamb and HarmonArchitects.
The $1,000,000 APARTM ENT HOUSE, 19 E. 72nd St.,
New York for John Thomas Smith, General Counsel of G e neral Mot ors Corp. Rosario Candela and
Mott 'B. Schmidt-Architects.

WALLACE B. HART, INC.
LAUNDRY

EQU I P M ENT

SPECIALISTS

381 • 4th AVE NUE, NEW YORK
TELEPHONE - MURRAY HILL 4-0445
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LCN
O v erhe ad C on ce ale d
DOOR C LO S ER

CLINTON
PERFORATED METAL

CRILLES

Clean wholesome air is used throughout the entire
process to AERATE the clothes to whiten and purify
them ; a process which, to quote Commentators-

"APPEALS TO YOUR COMMON SENSE"

regulated, moderate in price and
mecha nicall y r ight, like other
L CN s. For details add ress orton Lasier Company, 466 West
Superior t reet , Chicago. Sales a nd
Service representatives in 21 cit ies.

In t he remodeling of St . Vin cent
F errer Church , New York City
(Elli ott L. Chisling, Architect)
effi cient, posi ti ve control of t he
heavy entra nce doors is provided
b y L CN O ve r hea d Co n cea le d
D oor Closers. Noth ing visible, on
either ide, in the closed position
... next to nothin g in th e open, as
shown above. Note a lso th at the
doors are hun g on ancient strap
hinges, in correct feelin g. Th ese
closers are ea ily insta ll ed , easily

Are Accurate
Clinton Grilles a re made on
the most improved machi nery
a nd with dies kept in good
condition. The mechanics are skilled and accusto med
to perfo rating the fi nest work. C li nt on G rilles lie flat.
Th ere is never a spread , a wa rpage or buckle to consider. Whe n your ord er specifies t o a thirty-second of
an inch, you get it. That is why C li nton G rilles always fit.

WICKWIRE SPENCER STEEL COMPANY
41 East 42nd Street, New York
Buffalo

Worcest er

Chica go

Clinton Grilles are r egularly
of

steel,

brass,

bronze,

S an Francisco

made in var ious gages

monel

a nd

W is.sea

Bronze,

and are a v ailable up to 60" x 156" in all finish es.
Send for the new GRILLE FOLDE R that gives full
information.

\YICK.lYlRE -~SPENCER · ·~

perfgtate~- _
metals

RECESSED-EDGE SHEETROCK
THE FIREPROOF WALLBOARD

and New PERF-A-TAPE

SEE HOW IT WORKS

When sheets are nailed in place, the recessed edges form a channel at each joint.

This channel is filled with a special cement, which is quickly, easily applied ..

IDEAL FOR MODERNIZATION AND REPAIR
• Here is a tested and proved system of joint
concealment and reinforcement that permits use
of low-cost wallboard construction for even your
finest remodeling jobs. With Recessed-Edge
Sheetrock* and patented Perf-A-Tape, you can
quickly provide smooth, attractive walls and
ceilings, confident that joints will be entirely
concealed by whatever decoration is employed.
The system, perfected by USG, is simplicity
itself. As the Jil- or Yi-inch thick boards go up

any decoration, and a joint so strong, because
of the way the tape is made and used, that it
resists stresses as stoutly as the board itself.
Recessed-Edge Sheetrock is fireproof and nonwarping. It is economical to use, and suitable
for any interior. Specify it now, on your present
work. Sheetrock is also available in wood grained
finishes requiring no joint treatment or further
decoration - faithful reproductions of Walnut,
Matched Walnut, Knotty Pine and Douglas Fir.

Perf-A-Tape, a patented strong perforated fiber tape with chamfered edges, is
embedded in the cement.

on the studding or over old plaster-horizontally,

for greater rigidity, or vertically, if desired, the
recessed edges of the Sheetrock form a shallow
channel at the joint. This channel is filled with
a special cement, in which is embedded Perf-ATape, a patented strong perforated fiber tape.
The cement is then sandpapered evenly. The
result is a surface so smooth, because of the
chamfered edges of the tape, that it will take

FOR TEXTURING WALLS-USG TEXTONE*, the
time-tested, proved texturing material.
FOR PAINTED FINISHES-USG TEXOLITE*, the
new principle wall and ceiling paint.
*Registered Trade-marks

PRODUCTS.~~

FOR YOUR PROTECTION, USG
BEAR THIS TRADE-MARK IDENTIFICATION

u

SPECIFY USG RECESSED-EDGE SHEETROCK AND PERF-A-TAPE CONSTRUCTION
Patented by and Exclusive with

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY

Cement is applied over Perf-A-Tape and
sandpapered evenly, assuring a smooth
surface for any decoration.
UNITED STATES
GYPSUM COMPANY
Dept. F-10, 300 W. Adams
Street, Chicago, Ill.

l

I
.
'

l

Please send me a copy of
the"Sheetrock Book" with
·····-.:___:_
information on RecessedEdge Sheetrock and Perf-A-Tape.
Name ............................. ..

Address

City.

............................ State ........... .

OCTOBER

1937
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FANS

VE NTI

Architect$: \V . K. Harri son und J . A. Fouil.
houx. Co n.suiting E11µ ineen: Syska and
lle nn cs11cy. Twe nty-on e S turtevant .Multivane J;>ans and F o ur lurt cvu nl Propeller
Fans \'Cn ti lute the corridors, bathrooms,
s qu~ b court, rrcrcation rooms and J..itchcn,
anJ. s11ppl ycon1li1ion cd uir for th e restaurunt.

T

HE JEW Rock feller Apru:tments in New

York City embody the la st word in modern apartment hou se architecture. o e" pense
has been spared in coordinating every phase
of modern design with the ultimate in comfort and convenience for the te nants.
It i

significant that Sturtevant Fans and Blowers
were chosen for the complete ventilating yst em and for the individually ventilated rooms
and the air conditioning ystem as well.
B. F. T RTEV ANT CO., Ilyde Park, BosLon, Mass.
Brnnch Offices in 40 Other Cities

Slurlevanl

Wu~~
Fans, Blowers, Air Washers, Air Conditioning, Heating, Vacuum Cleaning, Drying, Mechanical Draft Equipment
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BETHLEHEM.I

/_L_
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BRING SAVINGS IN MANY TYPES OF STRUCTURES
Tnrn and again Bethlehem Light Sections have permitted
substantial savings in the construction of buildings ranging from small dormitories to large apartments such as
Knickerbocker Village in New York City.
They are especially useful in steel-concrete floor construction where live loads are relatively light. Light Sections of depth required by the span can be spaced for most
efficient thickness of floor slab without using excess steel.
The use of Bethlehem Light Sections is not confined to
steel-concrete floors. They may be used "-ith equal success

•

wherever live-load ratings do not justify the use of heavier
sections~for example, as purlins in roof construction, :is
columns in upper stories and as struts between columns.
They are erected in the same manner as the heavier sections and can be handled by the same contractor.
The inclusion of Bethlehem Light Sections among
Bethlehem steel products for building is an example of
Bethlehem's services to architects and builders. Today
this organization stands ready to serve as a central source
of supply for virtually every form of structural steel.

BETBLEBEM STEEL COMPANY
0 CT 0 B E R

I 937
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DON'T FORCET

• •

Your Client Will Probably Want
AWNINGS on that Modern Store Front
You' ll wa nt to know a ll a bout the b es t type th a t will
blend exactly with yo ur d esigns-tha t will, when r olled
up, be en tirely hidden from view- then send toda y for
the va lua ble little book-"A s tru p Awning H a rdwa r e for
Modern Store F ront Con s truction ." This book r eple te with
illustr a tions of actua l jo bs , work ing dia gra ms and com ple te ins tructions a nd informa tion is yours fo r the asking.
Ju s t m a il us a r equest on your le tterhead o ver your sig nat ure and w e'll g lad ly m a il it.

THE

AND GET ALL FIVE ESSENTIALS
OF EFFICIENT ACOUSTICAL TILE

ASTRUP

Applied Overnight to New or
Old Walls or Ceilings

COMPANY
2937 West 25th Street
CLEVELAN D , O HIO

..) MAPICO COLORS
DO NOT INJURE

~
~Go

~e~u

3. Absorbs noise as a sponge
absorbs water, then dissipates it

The Haller Testing Laboratories certify: "when
the normal percentage of ·Mapico Colors is used,
no decrease in the strength of concrete results."

There's a USG Acous tical Material to
Solve Every Sound- Control Problem

MAPICO COLORS are lime proof . •. unaffected
by acid, alkali, sunlight o r water ... will color
four or five times the quantity of mortar or
cement that the average earth color will s tain.

5. High light · reflection cuts
cost of lighting

Pure O xides of Iron • Yellows, Browns, Reds, Blacks

MAGNETIC PIGMENT CO.
•

DIVISIO N OF COLUMBIAN CARBON CO.
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• Registered Trade-marks

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
OTHER USG SOUND CONTROL PRODUCTS ARE

DISTRI BUTORS
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USG sound-control service includes
absorption treatments and materials to
clarify hearing and reduce noise - also
sound-insulation to reduce the travel of
objectionable noise from room to room.
USG acoustical engineers are always
available to a ssist you in an advisory
capacity, without obligating you in any
way. For free authentic literature on
sound-c ontrol, write United
States Gypsum Company, 300W.
Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois.

ENGINEERING SALES DIVISION

•

BINNEY & SMITH CO.
41 East 42nd Street. New York, N. Y.

• Architects everywhere specify Acoustone*, USG fireproof acoustical tile,
to secure dignified quiet in restaurants
and hotels, energy-saving quiet in offices and schools, and soothing quiet in
hospitals. Acoustone also provides las ting a coustical correction and rare natural beauty in churches, auditoriums,
theatres and broadcasting studios.
Quickly applied to new or old walls
or ceilings, Acoustone absorbs and dissipates noise. It requires no further decorating. Its rich integral col ors and high
light-reflection are especially adaptable
to modern architectural effects. Its
beauty is kept fresh by simple vacuum
cleaning at a fraction of the co s t of
painting. Yet Acousto ne may be painted
without damage to its noise-absorbing
ability.

I

PERFATILE

QUIETILE ANO SABINITE

IN CANADA, CANADIAN GYPSUM CO., LTD., TORONl'O, ONTARIO

~
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KOPPERS
Sure Source of Supply
for a Thousand Needs
Most of your best clients are men of affairs. Most of
them know Koppers as the producer of machinery,
builder of great plants and supplier of hundreds of
different products. The Koppers name in your specification means a lot to these men.

KOPPERS DIVISIONS

• SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES

American Hammered Piston Ring Division ... Bartlett Hayward
Division . . . Engineering and Construction Division . . . Gas
and Coke Division . . . Tar and Chemical Division . . . Western
Gas Division . . . Boston Towboat Company . . . Eastern Gas
and Fuel Associates ... The Koppers Coal Company ... KoppersRheolaveur Company . . . The Maryland Drydock Company . . .
Mystic Iron Works . . . Mystic Steamship Company . . . New
England Coal and Coke Company . . . The White Tar Company
of New Jersey, Inc. . . . The Wood Preserving Corporation.

KOPPERS COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ARIO

Please send me information about 0 Roofing; D Dampproofing and Waterproofing; D Treated
Timber; O Tarmac Paving Tars; D Lumino Bituminous-base Aluminum Paint.
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O Send me Roofing and Waterproofing Specification Book.
0 Send me Don Graf Data Sheets.
Name ..................................................................................... ..
Address .................................................................................. ..
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OMICRON MORTARPROOf/NG

Actt<al photo
of ord i nar y
11iortar joints.
Note shr1111ke11,

cracked 1nortar,
perniittin g
rapid tuater
s eepage and
destruction ,
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Ardsley -on-the -Hudson Ap,.rt -

me11ts, Ardsley -011 -the -H udsou ,
New York , Shreve, La11lb & Har-

"'°'';,
Architects, New York City
La ;)a/a j\Jas01i Ccrporation, Masoury Co11tractors1 New l'Ork City.

t he introduction of Omicron Mortorprooflng in 1932,
B nothing
hod been perfected to effectively control initia l
EFORE

mortar shrinkage ... the big cause of leaky brickwork!
Now, leading arch itects throughout the country specify 0 . M. a s
the one SURE method of obtaining weather-tight brick walls.
Because of its outstandingly successful record, Shreve, Lamb &
Harmon, New York Architects, specified 0 . M. to assure vita l
protection against shrinkage cracks and bond failure in the
beautifol Ardsley Apartments shown above.
Omicron Mortarproofing is a proved product. In some 2,000
buildings it is proving its ability to protect property investments
and maintain values. Write for a list of jobs, and see Sweet's
Catalog for further detailed information.
THE MASTER BUILDERS COMPANY• Cleveland, Ohio
[11

Ca11ada: The Mas t er B u i ld ers Co., Limited, Toronto, O ntario

MASTER® BUILDERS
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Rental Potentials Define Apartment Types
By

R . STANLEY

SWEELEY

THE CE TRAL Housing Committee, Washington, D. C., defines an
apartment hou e as a building containing three or more living units or
apartments having some common
services. Obviously, within the broad
limits of this classification, there are
a great many separate types more or
less classifiable according to ownership, location, and service.
In terms of ownership the operation may be financed privately, cooperatively, or with government
funds. The latter may be in the form
of grants, subsidies, or governmental
supervision from design to the management of a property. Classified
by location, a structure or apartment
development may be a city or suburban type, and in some instances a
special group to house the workers
of a particular industry or project.
In the types of service offered there
are flats, garden courts, and apartment hotels.
Governmental work as exemplified
by P. W. A. housing projects, completed or approaching completion in
all parts of the country, has been a
very large part of apartment hou e
construction in the recent past. Lately, however, the need of the mediumincome tenant group has reasserted

itself. Despite the impetus which may
develop in providing low-income accommodations as a result of the
Wagner- teagall Housing Act, it is
likely that more and more privately
projected and financed apartment
houses wi ll be in demand for those
tenants who would not be eligible for
governmental housing accommodations; for the latter, it will be remembered, limit tenancy to those earning
no more than five times the rental.
We shall , therefore, narrow the
scope of this tudy by removing from
consideration governnient-financed
construction as well as cooperatively
owned properties, the latter as an
apartment type having largely di appeared from Jew York City, almost exclusively the scene of their
development.
For the medium-income group, the
architect and builder may readily
visualize two separate types of structure-the fiat or ordinary apartment
with somewhat limited service facilitie , and the apartment hotel. which
approache the hotel proper in having a central location and in the multitude of services and facilities offered. While the flat type includes
some of the elements of the hotel, it
is in general a project of larger units

COLONIAL VILLAGE showing shopping center !lower right).

and more spacious locations. This
consideration, we anticipate, will tend
more and more to location in the outlying zones of the larger cities where
land values will permit the fullest development of the garden type.
Here will be found school facilities,
recreational centers, and all the other
requirements of the larger family unit
for which this mode of living is most
suited.
Undoubtedly, the future development of the garden type of project
will reflect many of the standards
which have been developed by, and
incorporated in, the large government
housing groups. In this regard it may
be expected that privately operated
projects will include larger and more
complete recreational facilities for
both outdoor and indoor activities.
Certainly, the medium-income class
of the population, thoroughly aware
of what is being done for the lower
income group, will not be long content with less. Not being slum replacements, these newer garden courts
can be located where natural scenic
or wooded tracts afford the most
abundant garden potentialities, where
the site, rolling or of varying levels,
lends itself to planning which is diverse and replete with contrast. Integrated shopping and amusement
centers will, of course, be a part of
the e new communities. An excellent
example of such planning may be seen
in the recently completed Colonial
Village at Clarendon, Virginia.
Still another avenue of present and
future activity in the apartment hou e
field is modernization of existing
tructures. Everywhere, there are
structurally sound buildings wh ich
are unrentable or which may be
made more profitable. For example,
innumerable structures, originally
plann ed for large units, may be converted into buildings of small units
when these are either in greater demand or return a larger profit. Or
again, through the replacement of
obsolescent equipment and finishes,
many buildings have been converted
from economic los to a profitable
source of revenue. In this field one
of the most important considerations
is the examination and determination
of the existing value of the structure-not alone its physical value but
its potential worth (after modernization) in the renting market.
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New Apartment House Design Standards
By

M.

H.

SUCARMAN, Architect

MR. SUGARMAN is an international authority on
apartment house design. Among the hundreds of such
structures executed by his office, Sugarman & Berger,
are 17 in Moscow, others in Europe and in Central
America. In 1925 his apartment house at 125 fast
63rd Street, New York City, received the gold medal
of the A. I. A. The Hotel New Yorker and the
Roerlch Museum are also his work.

DC l..U >: (; the last few years there
have been many articles \Yritten and
much attention directed to apartment
houses, especially referring to the
work done under so-called slum
clearance and rehousing activities.
However, apartment houses in general have not been sufficiently analyzed of late ; little has been published
recently apout the new standards
which have been evolved regarding
the business of planning, financing,
design, and construction of the commercial apartment house. Every phase
of the projection of such buildings
has changed so greatly, their future
development holds out such interesting possibilities, that a suryey of this
field is extremely timely.
In commercial operations we are
still, and always will be, affected by
the relation of real estate values to
the project. The height and size of
building, its proximity to transportation systems, theaters, shopping centers, and all those things which make
city life endurable and interesting remain important factors.
In this question of site \Ye must
(and the loan limitations always clo)
take into account not only the present
location and surroundings hut its
trend, what these will be 10 or more
years hence. i\cw types of buildings,
new growths or regrowths of sections
have sprung up so rapidly of late that
buildings only recently completed
have been practically outmoded literally before they were finished. In
these instances, economic changes
and trends have not been adequately
taken into account by the projector,
whether builder or architect.

Financing
Federal Housing Administration and other governmental
agencies entered the picture we had
had a certain amount of financial
priming, and for some time the usual
agencies were not in the picture at
all. Recently, however, we have noted
WHE:\"

that most of the larger insurance
companies have resumed their interrupted function of assisting in the
financing of many apartment houses
in cities throughout the country.
Banks, building loan organizations,
and private capital noting the success
of so many of these new projects,
have returned increasingly to this
field with their capital.
The influence of government-insured (FHA) mortgages will best be
described by quoting from an administration release by Mr. Ste\Yart 11cDonalcl of the FHA, which the writer
received two weeks ago: "In no case
does the Housing Administration lend
money. In large-scale housing projects the Housing Administration
simply insures mortgages on largescale rental projects .... The Federal
Housing Administration's large-scale
housing program is based, not upon
government subsidy. but upon cooperation \Yith priYate enterprise and
private capital in the provision of rental housing of approved standards."
\Vithout going into involved explanations about specific requirements, it may he stated roughly that
thes~ government-insured mortgages
reqmre:
a.

An amount of money at least
equal to the value of the land.
b. An additional amount for
initial cash working capital.
c. The amounts under "a" and
"b" plus, if necessary, an
amount to cover the start of
the operating phase and a
sound ratio of total equity to
total cost of the project.
cl. The rentals are fixed prior to
the insurance of the mortgages
and are generally known as
lovv-cost housing rents. These
insured mortgages are definitely for the lower income groups.
The ·whole operation, is also
known as limited dividend
operations, the maximum clivi-

cl.

dencl allowed to be declared,
or paid, by the corporation being 6% of the agreed capitalization. All these steps are
under rigid governmental supervision.
Design standards of the FHA are
in the direction of securing reasonably low rental rates. Beyond this,
they are neither more severe nor very
different from the standards of planning and construction required by
large insurance companies and hanks.

Site and Operation
IN RELATING structure to land it
may be said, in general, that too great
a coverage of the site ma,. create a
feeling of constriction ancf of closeness. Ratio of coverage may vary
from about 70% in cities. narrowing
clown to as little as 35%, even lower,
in the garden types and low-cost
government-financed types.
A study of the economics involved
in these determinations is one of the
most interesting and vital considerations in commercial apartment house
planning. In cities where land values
are approximately $750 per front
foot up to $1.500 per front foot. with
a depth of 100 feet, it is found that
an eight-. nine-, ancl up to twelvestory structure is most economical.
With the type of planning exemplified
by several hundred buildings erected
within the last few years. an exterior
plot should haye from 100 to 160 or
17 5 feet of frontage, as this can accommodate a type which is most
economically constructed and main!ained, ~ncl better planned, especially
m relat10n to the mechanical equip111ent.
Of course. in smaller lowns where
the cost of land is not too great and
where the building is kept clown to
four stories or fewer, the question
of size of lot is not quite so pressing. In general. the lot size in outlving secti01;s permits garden-type.
open plannmg. which could not be
afforded elsewhere.
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The decisive principle in the de:--igning of an apartment house is the
domination of the plan tn the exclusion of all other factors. Once the
plan-iclentical in cwry detail for
9. 12 or 15 stories. as the case may
he-is finished, the building, properly
speaking, is clesignccl. There remains
onlv the minor business of spacing
the- 1vinclm,·s, and the addition of
such paper architecture as may be applied in an effort to secure an acceptable facade-deplorable though this
prclclice may hl'. nut it is the f'!all
·z,•lzirlz rents thl' af'art111£'11t.
\\'hat are the m•\1·cst design standards in the planning of structure?
One need only glance through the
plans of many of the Ill'\\" apartment
houses designed and constructed in
the last few years, compare these with
those built just four or five years ago,
to realize that we han· an entirdy
ne\\· conception of all the forces entering into apartment house requirements, whether financial, social, mechanical, space-saving. or even pieton• a 1•.
The tenant or consumer, brought
up and buffeted about in the last few
years by post-war conditions, educated in new philosophies ancl in new
concepts of his place in the sun, has
learned to cliscriminate. His awareness of what is necessary in the matter
of living quarters is such as to tax
the knowledge ancl ingenuity of the
architect, who must meet his demands
as well as those of the interests
financing the building. ?\o longer
can the architect of apartment houses
he just a draftsman. slavishly turning out plans tcclmically correct and
follo\ving some system of period or
pictorial style. The highway of success must be the liYing road of trend,
-trend of thought. trend of economics, trend of aspiration. And
\1·hile on this road, nen·r for a moment can he fnrget new technological
forces. new mechanics. cost of Janel.
cost of operation, even the cost of
probable changes within a ten-year
period.
Layouts
THE DETE!l.:\fIXATJO:\" of unit size JS
dependent on neigh horhnod. cost of
land. size of plot, and the returns desired or possible to sect!l'c. These, in
turn. arc influenced bv cost of the
construction adopted, -whether fireproof or nonefireproof. and the height
of the structure. The cost of operating is carefully figured. with taxes,
finance charges, and amortizations being taken into account. The proper

adjustment of all these clements may
perhaps he described as estimating
hackwarcl from the materiallv complete building and then reacljusting
some of the individual clements, arriying ,,-ith the help of experience ancl
judgment at the type of unit desired.
In the last
vcars demand has
been greatly in favor of the small
units. They may he represented as :

{e,,-

1. One-and-a-half roo~n unit,

Living room, foyer, ancl small
kitchen.
2. T\vn-room unit.
a. Living room, kitchen. and
large foyer.
h. Living room. kitchenette,
ioyer. and bedroom.
3. Two-and-a-half room unit.
Li,·ing room. bedroom. small
kitchen, ancl foyer.
-L Three-room unit,
r j,·ing room. bedroom. goodsizcd kitchen with dinette adjacent (or large foyer).
5. Three-and-a-half room unit,
Living mom, beclroom, goodsizecl kitchen. large foyer, ancl
a sun parlor or dinette, which
ma v be used as :1 sccondarv
beefroom.
•
h. Four-room unit.
LiYing room. two bedrooms,
kitchen, and foyer.
7. Four-and-half room unit,
The same as for ::i four-room
unit, plus a solarium, dinette
or small extra bedroom.
Sixes. sevens. and some eights arc
in demand. Nines. tens, twelves, ancl
Uj)\\·ard arc not yet required.
In all city apartment houses today
a bathroom for each master bedroom should be included. This stress
on bathrooms is bccornini:!· more ancl
more a fixed condition in ~ll mecliumpricccl and expensive apai-tmcnts. \\Tc
may note that contemporary planning
forces, evident in the smaller units.
are influencing the larger units too.
Tn the six-room units. the dining
room ancl full-sized kitchen arc mandatory, as arc also a fair-sized bedroom and a bathroom \Yhich may be
used by a servant or by a member of
the family.
The sevens and eights may include
an extra service bedroom, librarv. or
another bedroom. The plan app-ointments are somewhat more elaborate ;
dressing rooms or dressing closets in
connection with master chambers and
baths are becoming a fixed requirement. Extra closets and large foyers
are of course expected.
Large loan institutions are still

looking forward to an increased demand for these medium-large apart·
ments. since thC\- consider these the
safest
inycstment.
The tenant rent.
.
mg a six-room or seven-mom apartment is in their eyes much more
stable, leases for a lon(!·er term of
years. and decorates the ,i.nterior. He
plants himself sccnrcly lo raise his
family, thereby securing the proper
maintenance of the building financially ancl physically. There are a
m1111ber of buildings of this class in
:\ e,,. York \\·hich \Vere not affected
much. if at all, by the extended deprC'ssion.
ln room lavouts it is well to bear
in mind that ·the living room should
he reached directly by a foyer, which
should be more than three feet in the
least dimension. It should not be
necessary to pass through the living
room to reach any other 1 oom, except
111 a one-and-one-half or possibly a
t\1·0-room apartment. The living room
must have at least half its wall surfaces unbroken by doors to closets,
rooms, or hy windows. In mcdiumpriced apartments todav, the minimum size of living roon{ is 12' x 19'.
and in such cases the fovcr should
'.ipen into it on the long ~~xis and in
itself be at least 5' x 10'. The average living size is 12' -6" x 22'. It is
dcsi rable lo have liYing rooms on
corner. street. or court, and to arrange windows for cross-cl raft on
t \\"O walls or by corner windm1·s.
Bedrooms in most of our new sixstorv apartments arc 12' x lri' to 12'
x 18'; the latter is desirable. \\'hen
several bedrooms arc included in an
apartment, one of them may be 11'
\\·iclc if more room is not available.
Bedrooms should each have two
closets opening into them, and if possible a dressing closet, especially
,,·hen the bedroom is the only other
room next to the living room. ·Closets
and entrance should he at one encl or
side of the room, because a full suite
of bedroom furniture demands plenty
of unbroken wall surface. \Vindows
should be more than 10% of the floor
area of the room and two ,,·inclows
arc more desirable than one.
The kitchen in small units is and
must be small; this in spite of the oftrcpeatccl statement of the housewife
of the desirability of a large kitchen.
Tt must, however, be sci en ti ficallv
laid out with the latest and now a~
cepted trio of range, refrig-erator, and
sink or combination sink, all surrounded and abutted by cabinets,
broom closet. and utensil storage
spaces.
These kitchens laid out and counted
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A 6-STORY semifireproof apartment house-a

type much in demand and which illustrates a
plan which has proven immediately as well as
completely rentable.

CHAMBER

SOLARIUM
Kl TCHEN

F
TYPICAL 4-ROOM UNIT
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as a room or even a half-room can
be planned so as to allow enough
room for one corner to be used for
dining. In most of our recent planning we lay out our kitchens as near
8' x 12' as possible, even in the
smaller suites.
In the larger suites where a dining
room is included, kitchens arc much
larger and in one-and-a-half room
suites kitchens may be as small as
5' x 8 1 with entrance off the living
room. In small suites the kitchen
must not be separated by any major
space or room from the dining room.
Foyers today are more spacious,
8 1 x 10' and larger, and opening up
directly with wide arch or doorway to
the living room. Foyers and possibly
an adjoining short hall (it should
always be short) must open onto all
rooms and bath. Circulation should
be direct.
In all medium-priced apartments
and certainly in the more expensive
ones, each master bedroom should
have a bath. We find that fourroom apartments consisting of living
room, kitchen, and two hcdroo111s do
not rent as well when only one bath
is included. It is well to remember
that the bathroom is one of the
most costly elements of a building,
and additional unrequired space is a
very expensive luxury.

Common Space
LOBBIES on the entrance floor of
apartment houses arc now receiving
closer study than heretofore. They
are somewhat larger, with more direct
access from vestibule to stairs and
elevators. l\/forc care is given to arranging for freedom from encumbering columns and greater expenditure is allowed for the decoration
and furnishing than heretofore.
Halls should not be long: if long
because of exigencies of the plan, they
should be wide or somewhat broken
up. \Ve find that "small suite" buildings average about 130' in length.
This compels the use of a rather long
hall to serve quite a number of apartments on each floor, assuming the use
of one hank of elevators and adjoining stairs.

Integrating Collective Services
with Living Units
rx s'rALL unit apartment houses.
whether fireproof or otherwise. when
four stories or more, the elevator or
elevators are all designed to carry
passengns. Services of one kind or
another arc taken care of by means

of these ; garbage is disposed of by
means of an incinerator. These,
through experience and trial and
error, are now universally used. Collection of garbage by means of cans
and receptacles and janitm-s is taboo.
The use of dumb-waiter , is dccreasmg.
In the small-unit type of house,
four to six stories high, with a lot
about 100' x 100' in size, one might
reasonably get along with one elevator. v\Tith an increase of size and
certainly of height, it is imperative
to arrange for two or more elevators.
If two, it is preferable to have them
in one hank so that change-over.
break-down, or service can be accommodated. I was once advised hy a
client, the head of a large estate with
many buildings under his management, always to plan a building to
leave room for an elevator car big
enough to carry a coffin horizontally.
Incidentally, this will also insure sufficient space for the moving of furniture in and out of the building.
Central location on the axis of the
entrance in the lobby, near the stairway or stairways, is desirable and
can be attained if carefully planned.
A plan is faulty if it is necessary to
enter an elevator on one side and to
leave it on a corridor of an upper
floor on another side.
There are a number of good makes
nf automatic elevators in the market
today. Dual-control automatic and
manually-operated elevators are a
comparatively recent type. At certain
busy hours these cars arc manualiy
controlled; at all other hours the door
man or hall boy will look after the
lobby and door or operate the elevator when requested.

Standards Dictated by Tenant
Needs and Product Availability
LIGHTING is being taken over more
and more by the tenant. The type
and position of fixtures have bec>n so
unsatisfactory and the newer inventions and modern ideas of decoration
such as to put the tenant in the position of virtually saying, "Give me
plenty of base outlets in every room :
one ceiling outlet in each bedroom ;
one in the kitchen; one in the bathroom; a heavy feed wire outlet for
refrigeration and one for ironing in
the kitchen ; no bracket outlets anvwhere, and I will do the rest nws~lf
with portable lamps." In some of the
large apartment groups where indiYidual current consumption is high,
DiPsel engines and other current-producing plants have been installed and

the building operators have been able
to sell current to their tenants at a low
rate and still make a profit. In some
instances electric ranges are installed
and used in place of gas, electric current being cheap enough.
Since air conditioning is still in the
formative stage, the cost oi providing air conditioning in an apartment
house is usually prohibitive. Taking
into consideration the number of individual units, the variation of requirements of these units, the necessary protective prohibitions legal ancl
scientific, the hesitancy of many important insurance and loan companies
in approving even modified installations in multi-family houses, it is sufficient to sav that it is desirable but
sti II irnpractrcable.
Experimentation is being made in
some of the new apartment houses in
methods of sound control, but all
within a rather narrow range. Various materials such as wool, various
fibers such as Celotex and similar
products are used to prevent sound
from traveling from apartment to
apartment or from upper to lower
floors. All we have been able to do
is to try and localize sound transmission between apartments. Community living, however-and apartment house living is just that--clemands that we take the bad with the
good. Pipes, pumps, position of tanks
and toilets should be so placed as not
to transmit the sound of flushing into
the dining room or living room, especially when entertaining. This is
a source of very great annoyance to
tenants who constantly complain
about it. Heavier doors and more
silent fixtures accomplish some control of sound emanating from the
bathroom.
Radio wiring of a modified kind is
now universally provided. In the
large cities there are several companies specializing in this for moderate sums. If wiring arrangements
are not provided for this popular
means of entertainment or instruction, the building will be cluttered up
or damaged, and affected by rising
insurance rates.

The Influence of New Products
and New Legal Restrictions
the years of depression a
more intensely mechanized and regimented system of production uncovered new materials, new processes,
new ways of using old materials and
processes. and greater rationalization.
The upturn is here, gaining headway rapidly. and we are finding in
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:,,ume trade · a shortage o[ labor, in
others, even when these are oppo ed
by labor, more and mo1 e machinemade material are used and are
applied increasingly by mechanical
methods. Even new building codes
and rulings in various municipal and
tate bureaus are taking into account
the new material and processes.
Among the new developments is
the increa ing use of prefabricated
element : prefabricated steel and sheet
tee! for stairs, rails, metal fronts,
and platforms ; prefabricated concrete
and stone lintels, arches. beams and
girders ; facade stone; prefabricated
synthetic products for ceilings and
decorations of all kinds.
ome of the new methods of construction are coming more into use,
a stated before, for economic reasons,
but more becau e of the coming to the
front of material and processe that
logically meet a reali tic analysis of
the functions of a building and the
materials necessary to achieve re ult .
The tee! processors have standardized and bettered their products.
Code now allow us to u e lighter ections to carry the ame loads. Sheet
steel in ever increa ing grades and
forms i replacing the heavier and
bulkier material formerly used.

Ietal 1 roducts of all kinds, brass
plumbing. copper, aluminum, and
other heet metals are lightening and
bettering our pipe stacks, radiators,
radiator inclo ure , doing away with
acce s door and affecting the use of
covering i: ~ ~ eria l s. Metal windows,
corner \\'indows, prefabricated flashings, vent and drains are all improved a , well as simplified.
In cem nt and concrete, the mechanical proce es of mix and the
simplification of new type of formwork, are producing entirely new
tructura! forms a well as finished
urface .
oncrete work of this kind
can compete with any other type of
fireproof work. Vv e have finished a
one-hundred family apartment house
in \\·hich this type of con truction was
used; almost every process u eel
in this building wa radically different from that u eel in other apartment house of thi class.
The use of glass brick of various
types; interior partitions of channel
lath and metal lath of variou kind ,
thicknesses and makes ; u e of ma tically laid wood flooring; use as heat
in ulators and sound absorbers of
cellulo e product of various kind ;
these are all new material s replacing
other previously used.

All these new processes of manufacture and application, together with
labor problems, have even brought
about a new building code for New
York City, which takes effect at the
beginning of next year. The writer
believes that a great many of the
easements to economic building
granted by this code have already
been absorbed by building operations
cleverly handled. It will be interesting to note what new developments
will be evolved by this code, since
important changes have always followed new building regulations.
But mere newness is not in itself
a reconunendation. I have always
tried in apartment house planning to
avoid designs, colors. or products that
are too far ahead of current usage.
An apartment house is erected for the
use of a mass of people. What is
convenierfE and beautiful to some may
be inadequate and ugly to others.
That which is modern today may be
simply bad taste tomorrow. T he deigner who keeps to the middle path,
shunning both the archaic and bizarre,
will please a greater number of people over a longer period of time,
and he may find in the end that he
has made a contribution, however
small, to architectural practice.
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Control Noises By Considering Materials
b y E . H . FA I LE ,

Architect-Engineer

BEFORE .\~Y intelligent approach
can be made to the subject of sound
control in apartment design, it is first
necessary to have a rudimentary idea
of the principles involved in sound
transmission.
Generally speaking,
sound is the result of mechanical vibration of the atmosphere.
set up by some mechanical force.
These vibrations of the atmosphere
react on the ear drum and produce
the sensation of sound. By the very
nature of sound itself, it is possible
for these sound ,,·aves to be weak or
strong as to volume and intensity,
to vary as to their rate, and to be a
mixture of many separate sound
waves at the same time with overand urnlcrtom·s. Sound takes an
appreciable time to travel as is best
indicated bv the length of time it
takes for ai1 echo to return from a
distant cliff. Sound travels better
through some substances than others.
Sound is capable of setting up mechanical vibrations in material articles
tuned to the same pitch as the particular sound. The theorv of harmonic vibration plays its part in the
effect of sound and must be recognized in intelligent sound control.

Sound Transmission
PROBABLY the most important phase
of sound control is the elimination
of objectionable noises. l f the source
of the noise is under the control
of those desiring to eliminate noise.
then quite oliviousl y the he st approach to the problem is the direct
one of endeavoring to prevent the
creation of noise. If the noisy troublemaker is a pump or other piece of
machinery, an investigation may disclose the cause. The pump may be old
and knocking or of a type unsuitable
for quiet operation. To cure it may
simply require an insulated foundation, together with a break in the suction and discl1argc lines in the form
of a rubber coupling, so that sound
created in the pump itsc-lf may not
travel along pip~s and throughout
the building.
Sound will travel readily along any
metallic pipe because of the nature of
the metal in the pipe, whereas it will
not travel through a rubber hose connection. becaus~ the rubber hose has

too much elasticity and the sound
vibrations arc absorbed. The rubber
is incapable of vibrating in harmony
with the sound itself and, in consequence, is incapable of transmitting
the noise from the pump through to
the connecting pipes. This is just a
simple example of the bottling up of
the sound at its source by preventing
its transmission through other materials to other parts of the structure.
It does not stop the creation of noise
in the particular room in which the
pump or other piece of machinery is
located. The noise created in the
room may also be transmitted to
other parts of the building through
\Valls and ceilings, etc., in which case
it becomes necessary either to surround the machinerv with soundproof walls or cei!i1{gs or line the
room with acoustical material so as
to absorb the noise and prevent any
build-up through echoes.
\Vhen the source of the noise cannot be controlled as, for instance, in
apartments built on noisy streets or
along elevated railroads, the first cleiense is to keep the sound out. In so
doing we must rely on a type of wall
construction or window design that
will prevent souncl from penetrating
into the structure. Street noises will
not penetrate through heavy masonry
walls to any appreciable extent, but
they will penetrate through glass windows.
The thinner the glass the greater
the penetration. Metal windows are
greater offenders than \vood windows
and loose windows with open cracks
are worse offenders. Still worse arc
windows which of necessitv must be
open to permit ventilation.· The thin
glass in windows and the metal
iramcs transmit noise from the outside to the interior by reason of the
mechanical vibrations that are set up
through them by sound waves.
Brick walls, on the other hand, will
not function in this manner and.
hence. will keep out the noi,e. If
walls must be built along noisy streets,
the cure is to reduce window space
to a minimum and, if possible, to secure light through sections of glass
block walls, with artificial ventilation
making unnecessary the opening of
windows. Glass blocks are not a per-

feet insulation but they arc vastly better than an ordinary window and
probably somewhat over hali as effective as an ordinary brick wall.
The problem is often presented of
preventing the sound from penetrating from one apartment to another.
People are apt to feel that this only
involves the construction 1Jf \\·alls that
will not transmit sound. This. hm,·cver, is only part of the problem, although an importallt part. ln designing a soundproof wall, the fact should
be knmn1 and recognized that sound
penetration is best prevented by a
combination in layers of materials
of different density. The obstruction
to the sound transmission occurs
largely where it is necessary ior the
sound to j~u11p across materials of
different densities. because at this
point the problem of lack of harmonic
vibration comes into play.
Hard plaster, for instance. over
layers of cork, makes an effective
soundproof wall; this is clue both to
the difference in de11Sit ,. of the t\\·o
materials and the fact that the cork
itself, on account of its softness. is not
capable, to any extent. of transmitting sound. Soft pulp plaster. applied
to hard-glazed tcrra cotta tile blocks,
will offer resistance to ~ound penetration because of the difference in
density of the two materials. But it
will not be as effective as the hard
plaster on cork; the tcrra cotta block
itself will transmit more sound than
cork because of its greater hardness.
However, the construction of a
soundproof wall itself is only half
the story and where efforts to prevent sound penetration are based entirely on wall construction, failure
invariably results; the sound finds
other means of traveling from one
room to another, largely through the
material that composes the floor and
ceiling, over and under the partitions.
vVoml floors over cc111c11t arches,
especially if covered with rugs, will
offer great resistance to sound penetrating into the floor construction
proper and, hence, under the partition and up into the adjoining room.
Tf floors are entirely of cement, however, sound travel bv this means must
be expected. If ceilings are of plaster
directly on concrete arches, some
sound penetration over the top of the
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partition into the adjoining room
mu t be expected. A false ceiling in
thi
ituation will help materially,
provided the space in the fa! e ceiling has an interior wall separating
the air pace in the fa! e cei ling above
the two room . Loo -e and poorly
fitting doors let ound leak out in a
surpris ing manner. They must be
given attention.
A typical example of sound control along the foregoing lin es was involved in the construction of a mu ic
school in which there we r row on
row of little room where the students practiced on everything from
tin horns to drums. It was of importance that the occupants of each
room be prevented from hearing the
music or discord created in the rooms
on either side. In this ca -e. the walls
between the room - were built of two
layers of 2" terra cotta block with
2" of co rk between the block the
part1t1on being plastered on either
side. The partitions were not et on
the cement floors or concrete arches
but were built on to1 of a 12"-wide
strip of co rk with the object of insulating them from the tructure
proper. The ceilings of the rooms
were furred. Practically no sound
wa found to penetrate' from room
to room through the partition . The
doors lo each room were of ice box
construction, 2 0 " thick, and so deigned that they could 1 e forced tight
against weather trip , and an expanding arrangement was worked by a
lever in the door , permitting them
to b forced out tight again t the
jamb
s ound prevention mean ,
the doors were completely effective.
The most surprising thing wa the
difference in the sound that penetrated from room to room when the
d ors were left open even the smallest crack. A loosely fitted door let
tl1rough an unbelievable amount ot
no1 e a compared to the doors tightly clo eel.
Now these same mu ic room had
hard plastered wall and with the
li ttle furniture that was u ed, the
ho was terrific. This was cured
ea ily by hanging on the wall socalled acou tical felt. that i , heavy
hair felt of perhaps a half inch in
thickne ·s. Curtains or tufted chairs
would have erved the ame purpo e.
Each room was tested bv an expert
in music. and the amount o[ felt aclclecl
or deducted until just the right
amount of resonance remained: too
much killed the effectiveness of the
mu ic and too little permitted objectionable echo and sound interference. For each room there was a

point determined by experiment at
which the re onance condition were
just right to the trained mu ical ear.

Sound Absorption
WHERE THE object
to deaden
the noi se and the echo, a soft
introduced
non-resilient
material
anywhere in the room will be effective. Linoleum floor covering will
abs rb much noise as compared
to marble or other hard floor ubstance . Hanging curtains are of asistance. VVood table tops will create and echo le noi e than marble
table top or top of other hard ubstance . Tufted chair or other furniture will kill and absorb noise, but
often the use of these usual control
medi ums is not possible and resort
mu t be had to some artificial means
ot sound control. o-call ed acoustical
materials mu t then be relied upon.
Soft pulp pla ter on the ceiling will
help but not to any great extent.
The covering of ceiling with acoustical materials of standard manufacture, such as acoustica l tile. is the best
means. Any material. uch as Celotex. will erve thi purpo e, although
if the elotex is penetrated with holes,
as in the patented acoustical tile on
the market , the material i much
more effective per quare foot of
material in tailed. In extreme case
it may be nece ary to cover the entire cei ling with acoustical material to
get satisfactory results, although
many times the application of only
a mall portion of acoustical material to the cei ling will have very
beneficial re ult . coustical material
may be t be con -idered a nothing
more than a sound trap. It prevents
the rebound and the echo.
Elevator machinery is often the
source of trouble,-noisy control
boards. elevato r machine out of
balance. elevator machine installed
without proper insulation between
th machine and the frame of the
building. noisy elevator doors, and
o on. Ventilation fan that are out
of balance r turning too fa t are apt
to be offen lers and v ntilating lucts
that are not properly braced will vibrate and create noi e. Venti lating
sv. tems in which the air ru he
through too fast will caw:,e objectionable wh istlin g sound .
There i a close connection between sound and mechanical vibrations of the bui lding tructure. because sound itself is vibration. Rumbling subway trains or heavy trucks
may jar earth and building. and
tran mit mechanical vibration up
through the building structure. wh ich

will be felt on the upper floor ; thi
in turn may vibrate equipment, furnitu re, or other things on the upper
floors. Trouble from ources of this
nature should be anticipated and, if
po sible, guarded against when the
building is de igned and built.
Often this is not pos ible, although
in many ca e om preventive measures may be taken. On treet where
heavy truck are apt to rumble along
the roadway, it is well. m 111stalling
the idewalk, to put a cork joint between the sidewalk and the building
proper. Thi will help to prevent the
rumbling and vibration of the trucks
from being carried into the building
through the cement sid walk. If posible. do not place any concrete or
masonry, etc., of the building structure in direct contact with any part
of the structure compo ing subways
or elevated railroads. To do so will
invite trouble from vibrations and
noises transmitted into the building
~ounclation and up through the buildmg.
The elimination. exclusion, or control of sound, except under unusual
condition . doe not present any difficult or complex problem , so long
a the principles involved are undertoocl and the approach to the problem is along logical lin e with a full
realization of the fact that there are
numerous way in which sound may
be tran mittec\. There is no question
but what ol jectionable noises are
detrimental to both our health and
our llappiness: that it is also neces ary to give consideration to tht:
finer point of sound control if we
are to create conditions where music
and conver ation may be njoyed to
the fulle t advantage. Eliminate objectionable ounds at the source if
you can.
a secondary defense,
ke p them out by the use of in ulating construction. or if this is not posible. ubdue such of them a cannot
be kept out by treating the interior
of the room acoustically. Give conicleration to the creation of uitable
sound condition o far as resonance
is concerned o that music may be enjoyed to the fullest and ordinary conver ations carried on in plea am
urrounc\ing . Consideration of these
element on a larger scale would
make our everyday life more peaceful and materially reduce the nervous
strain to which we are all subjected.
Further the question of ouncl control i not nece arily a luxury, but
rather a bu ine~s propo ition capable
of paying dividends, especially to
owners of apartment house , hotels.
re taurants. and other places where
people gather or li ve.
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There Are Decorative Obiectives
•
Apartment Planning
1n
By

A.

N.

R E B 0 R I,

Architect

HO:.\IE LIFE, whether in an apartment house or residence, is not a
mass-production process hut a social
ac1Yenture which demands the leavening influence of grace and beauty.
Modern architecture seeks a functional synthesis that will integrate
the new mechanisms of living into an
efficient \\·hole: but when it perverts
life to mechanism. it fails fundamentally of its purpose. Interior and decorative design should combine simplicity of conception and organization
with functional efficiencv, but the
ideal to be striven for is t~ make each
unit that is designed to house human
beings an organism that will encourage and sustain pleasurable living.
From the viewpoint of what may
be termed or,r;a11ic housing. as contrasted with mere functional mechanism. it can be said that modern
architecture is not yet a reality; it is
only a potentiality in process of being discerned, sought, and partially
and occasionally attained.
The design of the modern small
apartment house at 1209 J\orth State
Street, Chicago. presented us with an
unusually interesting opportunity to
work toward a conception of how an
organic modern architecture can
achieve compact, livable, light housekeeping units in minimum workable
space. with added factors of comfort
and beautv.
The foll~wing elements of our problem were of special interest:

ED C A R

M I L LE R,

Collaborator

trucks in the alley; enjoying maximum use of as much light from the
south and north as possible in a building oriented east and west.
Functional Standards :
TO .\CHIE\'E the equivalent, in use. of
a commodious, \veil-appointed house
with air conditioning. electrical cooking, etc., within the limitations of a
restricted pace.
Decorative Objectives:
Exterior and Interior
THE OBJECTIVE in decorating was
to carry to a graceful conclusion
the forms dictated by the plan ; to

finish the interior in a restful generalized manner to form a graciou,.;
background for various functions of
living.
After careful consideration it was
thought best to divide four stories
horizontally in two sections, each containing duplex units, with entrances
for tbe lower section on garden level
from the north court, and access to
the upper level by means of an open
passage facing the garden court,
reached by one continuous circular
flight of stairs from the main entrance.
This gives the walk-up portion its
easiest possible ascent, without going
to the fourth floor except through

Lot and Situation :
"\ NARROW lot, 40 feet front, 150
feet deep; an 18-foot alley to the rear.
with street front adjacent to a noisy
street car turning. The mn1er wanted
to build for investment a 4-story
apartment house with a maximm~1
number of apartments having every
modern convenience, including air
conditioning. costing not <ffer $110.000. and designed to operate at low
cost.
Structural Limitation:
"\ BCILDlNG of four stories. avoiding the added cost and operating expense of elevators; elimination of the
noise of street cars from the front and
Photos b3• Chicaqo Architf'ctural Photopraphi119 Co.
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GROUND

FLOOR· E>ALCONY

·GROUND

individual private tairs within each
unit. The service entrance in the rear
of each apartment i likewise reached
from the rear entrance approached
from the alley side. Toward the noisy
side of the building was put a service
court. toward the largest light source
on the north, an entrance court with
a garden. To the front and rear, with
the exception of front entrance and
service entrance, the building wa
carried clear across the lot. This full
use of the front, minimizing the glass
window area, and using glass blocks
instead, for deadening qualities, shuts
out most of the street car noises.
This plan also 1 erm its maximum
usable area under the ordinance. Access to the upper levels is provided
by stairways in front and rear. For
the disposal of garbage from kitchens
placed at the rear of each apartment,
a projecting balcony at the second
tier and passage at the o;ervice court
level leads to a centrally located incinerator and acts as a service passage.
Exterior walls are self-supporting
oli 1 ma onry with interior plaster
on wood furring and metal lath. Each
unit of two stori es i self-contained
within masonry dividing wall and
concrete floor slabs at top and bottom. All exposed roof surfaces are
heavily in sulated against cold and

F LOOQ

PLAN

PL AN

heat. \ i\T oocl-burning fireplaces are
placed back to back along the masonry dividing walls forming a group
of chimn ey pots rising above the roof.
Interior plaster wall urfaces for walls
and cei lings are continuous, with
rounded corners, free from cornice
or moldings. The result is a restful
flow of planes which form a pleasing contrast with the large glass surfaces.
vVhere exposed ceilings occur in
the exterior, reinforced structural
brick is used in basket weave design
for fini heel surfaces, both for economy and continuity of design. Treads.
risers, rail and soffit of curved staircase are also in reinforced structural
brick, forming a strncture continuous with the building walls.
The roof i ordinary tar and gravel,
sloping from rear to front, with a
copper gutter set flush with the brickwork.
The air conditioning of the building was somewhat restricted by the
city ordinance which does not permit a recirculating system of hot and
cold air in multiple dwellings. As a
result. each dwelling has a built-in,
prefabricated air conditioning unit occupying the space beneath the large
glass block opening. The e units provide fresh air through an outside wall
intake register, recirculated within

each apartment, and exhausted by
direct means through roof ventilator
fans. To prevent noise and vibration
from the fans above the roof from
entering the building, the exhaust
intake at each register opening is
treated \\"ith sound-deadening material.
To comply with the city ordinance,
it was necessary to provide ten percent of the floor area in windows that
open-in spite of the fact that thi is
actually a disadvantage in an air conditioning system. The air conditioning units work with automatic clamper control, electric motor driven,
taking the air from outside through
a filtering creen, and passing it over
heating or cooling coil.
A pipe trench carried around the
building beneath the ground floor
contains thP various plumbing and
heating pipes fo r supply and return
to the various risers from the boiler
room located at the rear of the buildmg.
Adjacent to the rear entrance of
each unit is placed an individual
111ete1·, making readings possible without entry into the unit proper. From
each meter, electric service is carried
to a circuit breaker feeder box located in the kitchen with leads to
electric range, refrigerator, individual
ai r conditioners, and various lighting
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outlets throughout the rooms.
\\Tith the exception of base plugs
for lamp receptacles, lighting is of a
concealed type. Lullliline lights arc
used in a vertical con: on the curved
\\·all of the pri\'ate stairs kading from
the liYing room to the upstairs bedroom of each self-contained living
unit. l ,ight con·,., of a comTalnl typ('
arc also j1lacecl at the head of large
\Yindo\\' openings to create a luminous ceiling. Other light CO\'l'S at
the sides of largT ctir\·ed 11·all surfaces employ the surfaces as a secondary light source for the room.
The foreo·,,ino" \\·ht'!her conforming to nrclil~~lllCl2; nr mad<~ more freely. 11Tn· den·loped or modulated to
achien: an unbroken blending of
functional and at·,.,thetic ionns. 111 the
exterior of the front the plan is expressed explicitly; the ctir1'Ccl stair
in plan hec0111cs a cylindrical form.
The desire for t lie south light brings
a similar nir1·e to the opposite side
of the building. The space outside the

eune gives a natural opportunity for
a balcony owr the street; the need
for cutti;1g doll'n noise as much as
possible restricts the number of 11·inclows in the front and encourages,
rather. the large simple glass block
areas oriented to catch the sunlight.
Be1·ond this the "embellishment''
is re:~tricted to a fell' iines in the
brick11·ork that llll'l'eh· outline and
accent the forms resuhing frolll the
fenestration. . \ fc1y terra cotta tile
insnts of animals giye light and
shadm1· to the brick balcony surface.
11·hich sct·med to he a logical place to
pn t an ace en t.
Four projecting pieces of carved
oak mark the cntra11c<~ to approach
from north or south. These \\·ere
can·ed-a horse, a buffalo, a mountain lion. and a ll'hak-in the sirnplest manner possible. T11 tcrllls of
humanistic logic, they mark the entrance 11·ith statements of life and
vitality \Yhich can be enjoyed rnore
than a purely mechanical marker ever

could he enjoyed.
The interior court was formed by
the circulation diagrarn.
:\ small
space in the plan. at the head of the
private stairs in the interior of each
apartment, is used as a small library
office. I 11 the setback formed by the
ott!siclc terrace passage on the second
tier. this space becomes built out to
the 11·all face hcl011·. at once fon ning
11T:tther protection ior 1he entrances
and catching light from either cast
or 11·cst through a 11·all of glass block.
These forms are cant i leyered from
one pier in the center across from
till' open covere<l space bet\\'een the
tin> apartment entrance doors. In
this ll'ay the open air passage is given
a lllore spacious feeling by the remm·al of all hut the mechanical minimum of confli1ing 11·alls. The forms
that resulted \\'Cre accented in lines
of the brick that joined the various
parts. interpreting it in one continuous plastic form.
The garden entrances have can·ecl
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cement jamb with a recall of the
lion-hor e-whale motif, used in the
low relief, cast from a plaster mold
cut intaglio, giving the re ulting form
a cri p, direct quality.
For the interiors of these units we
conceived a plan that placed the variou discrete elements such as bathroom. bedroom, clo ets, and kitchen,
around or over a main room which
function a the organizing center of
the unit. Thi one large room can be
used in turn as the parlor, the dining room, playroom or library.
The growing compactness in building has led to the combining of several room into one of diversi fiecl u e.
This tele coping of function into one
flexible form uggests a simple form
and color treatment. Such an interior
mu t be conceived a a general background f r living a · contrasted with
the pecial treatments usually given
to room de igned for a single purpo e, such as a dining or game room.
Privacy becomes a problem in the
crowded city. By adopting the large
gla block opening and window of
obscure glass, we eli minate the need
for curtaining which can give privacy on ly at the acrifice of light. Of
cour e, curtains can be used when
they contribute to a decorative
cheme. At the head F the tai r is
a window that select a pleasant view
on the garden. The othe1- windows
are obscure g lass and close out the
conge ted city surrounding .
The general character of such an
interi01- should be both 1-estful and
stimulating. By varying ceiling height
in the duplex unit there is achieved
a feeling of relea e. The proper u e
of accent in the room can en li ven it
without overbalancing it in the di rection of any one dominating mood .

The problem of lighting in its
large t en e must include color as
a secondary a pect. The window or
artificial lighting fixture i the primary source; the reflecting wall or
ceiling i the secondary source. Thi
is particu larly true in the use of indirect Ji o-hting where the only light
i reflected and influenced by the
color of c iling or wall. This conception of color a a secondary a pect
of the lighting problem suggest that
in many cases a ceiling an I one main
reflecting wall c uld be ha1 pily treated
in color differing from that of the re t
of the room. i\Iany new schemes can
result from thi approach, and the
problem o[ 11·all and ceiling treatment
·an, for the first ti me, he detached
from old notion of formal treatments
that have be n the main approach to
thi problem in the past.
In discussing the interior treatment, one inevitably reache the que tion of m de. Various commercial
force seek to propagate in architecture, as 11·ell a interior decorating,
the same notion of mode that they
have used to dominate the field of
women's fa hion . Their teclmique is
always the same. Take ome imple
combination of color; give it an appealing name, rnch a powder blue,
butter yellow , oyster white, a chic
[oreign name like beige or bois de
ro e; re1 eat it excl u ively, whether
it i well or badly used no matter;
and it becomes the mode.
enseles
repet1t1on cau e the public to tire,
and another ''new" mode i born.
Tho e commercially interested may
sub cribe to thi , but no fully eq uipped
profe sional man. particularly if he be
creative, can do so, knowing that the
true field of decoration properly include the creative u e of the whole
color orchestra.
The peciou "autho ri ty" that attends the use of some momentarily
popular "Morocco reel" or "powder
blue" can give the illusi n of aesthetic
ecurity only to tho e who are functioning in a field over which they
have no proper command.
There is a popular fallacy that
"taste" is the factor that govern the
solving of problem in decoration.
True taste is an end product arrived
at after long experience by one who
ha native aesthetic equipment.
The term "eclecticism" a applied
to architectural criticism, ha lo t
most of it significance because the
word is so frequently u eel by people
\\'ho have only the vaguest and most
re tricted sense of its meaning. Any
non-creative borrowed form is an eclectici sm . without reference to the

period from which it ha been borrowed or which ha influenced it,
ven if that influence came from
last month's magazine. Any form
that repre ents a truly unique peronal expression, whatever its antecedent influenc may have been . cannot by it nature be eclectic. Many
so-call ed modern buildings are in fact
eclect ic in the sense that they are
nothing more than empty borrowings
from the prevailing tyle. The fact
that a round form may be made in
brick does not necessari ly mean that
it is "Medieval." B cau e the chisel
mark hows on wood, it does not follow that the carving should be cla ified as "Swedi h." Stained glas may
not be "Gothic." and one may u e
mo aic without reference to the
"Byzantine." In the hands of a creative de igner these materials can be
emp loyed to achieve a Ere h, new result.
The building at 1209 tate Street
has inspired intere t out of all pro1 orti on to its intrinsic importance
either as a tructure or a a forerunner of what we previ ion as a truly
modern treatment of multiple dwellings. Novelty commands the spotli ght for a season merely because it
i · novelty, and relatively few observers can discriminate between the
hock value of novelty and the enduring value which the novel form may
contain. Nature, the upreme architect. has experimented prodigally
with novelties which flaunted themselves for a season and p rishecl, leaving no trace except their bone . "But
the principle of organization and
functioning expres eel in these transient forms end ured and were embodied in progressively more fficient
and beautiful organic pattern ..
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SEMI FIREPROOF

APARTMENT

PROJECT,

~-·

~
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TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

THE 280 suites of two to six rooms c over about one-third of the threeacre site, the remainder being devoted to garden and playground
areas. Each room has been planned to include cross ventilation and
each unit is isolated from adjoining ones by the masonry dividing wall,
thus minimizing the transmission of sound between apartments. The
development, costing $2,000,000, has been mortgage-insured by the FHA.

SCHEDULE

OF

EQUIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS
Bronze finish

FOUNDATIONS

Reinforced concrete

HARDWARE

STRUCTURE

S~eel and

cinder concrete arches, first floor
only; otherwise, wall bearing, wood joist con struction

INCINERATOR

Kerner Incinerator Company

KITCHEN
EQUIPMENT

Stove, American Stove Company; Norge refrigerator; Briggs, combination sink and tub:
Weisberg & Baer, wood cabinets

Common brick, furred
Bui lt-up roof, 5-ply, slag surface, Barrett Company; copper on entrance porticos, Brooklyn
Roofing Company
Precast stone
W ood, weatherstripped throughout
Copper
Slate

PLUMBING
FIXTURES

Briggs Manufacturing Company; United Metal
Box Company, cabinets; Church seats; brass
pipe

HEATING
SYSTEM

Kalamine throughout; steel bucks

PAINTING

Terrazzo in lobbies and corridors: pine in
kitchens; tile in bathrooms; e lsewhere, oak
Solid masonry dividing units; otherwise, plaster on wire lath

SHADES

American Radiator Company, one-pipe steam,
c.onvector type radiators; Kewanee boilers;
Johnson Oil Burner
Automatic push-button control, Wa tso n Elevator Company
Exterior : Quoins and trim painted white, John
W. Masury & Son
Interior: Walls painted 3 coast of lead and
oil; lobby walls papered
Columbia Shade Company

LANDSCAPING

Westchester Nurseries

Rock wool

General Con t ractors: Comstock Construction Company

EXTERIOR
Wa lls
Roof

Trim
Sas h
Screens
Sills
Doo rs
IN TERIOR
Floors
Pa rtiti ons
INSULATION

ELEVATOR

BUILDING
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280
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COST

3 1 .¢'

PER

CUBIC

FOOT

D

Photos lJ:y Zimmerman

Garden court showin9 fieldstone retainin9 wall and stairway between levels.

Detail of kitchen
arran9ement.
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FALKLAND PROPERTIES, INC.
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND
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178

SUITES

C 0 ST

THIS PROJECT, designed for families of moderate income,
has an average room rental of $14.50. The site, located
near Washington, D. C., is gently rolling and partly wooded.
Every advantage has been taken of this, both in the placement of the units and in the preservation of the trees which
add so much to the composition.
The density of habitation has been kept unusually lowabout 17 families per acre for the 10.5-acre tract. Eighty

SCHEDULE

OF

EQUIPMENT

AND

Concrete

STRUCTURE

Floor construction, combination tile and concrete slabs, except: second floor of duplex
upa rtments, wood joist construction

Sash
Screens
Sheet Metal

PER

ROOMm

of the apartments are of the duplex type and these have
their own individual gardens. It is planned to extend the
project to the west and north of the present group with an
addition of 301 apartments, which will also include a store
and parking development.
The present apartments, costing $855,000, exclusive of
land or landscaping, were one of the earliest to be mortgage-insured by FHA.

MATERIALS

FOUNDATION

EXTERIOR
Walls
Trim
Roofs

$940

Common brick, hollow tile backing
Indiana limestone
Pitched roofs. Buckingham slate
Flot roofs, 20 years Ruberoid asphalt
Double-hung wood sash, steel in basements
Wood frames, bronze wire cloth
I 6-oz. copper

INSULATION

3 in. of Unifil laid over stiff cardboard-roofs
only

INTERIOR
Floors

Bruce wood block laid in mastic, except asphalt
tile in public halls-Thomas Moulding Foor
Mfg. Co.; heavy-gauge Congoleum in bathrooms and kitchens

Doors
Trim
HARDWARE
STAIRS

PAINTING
Exterior
Interior Walls
Interior Trim
PLUMBING

Six-panel white pine,
public stair halls
White pine

Kalamein

from

Reading Hardware Co.
Concrete with wrought iron railing, except
duplex apartments wood with wrought iron
railing
"Bondex"
Generally casein, Luminal
Moore's Dulopake and Moore's Persian
Gloss Enamel

High

Water supply lines, copper tubing with solder
fittings; Crane valves; Kohler fixtures, except
Briggs Mfg. Co. kitchen sinks
Copper-lined hot-water
mond Engineering Co.

HEATING

except

storage

tank- Rich-

Vacuum return steam system, Crane Co. copper convector type radiation
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CORNER

$ 9 40

P E R RO 0 M

UNIT

LAUNDRY

RECREATION
ROOM

•

•

UN EXCAVATED

•... !,;,.·

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
(Other Floors Similar)

BASEMENT PLAN

18'-0"

l

1ro··

17:0·

PORCH
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ARCHITECT

LAKE DRIVE APARTMENTS,
MIAMI BEACH, FLORID,4THE ARCHITECT of this apartment house has had to con·
tend with special soil and meteorological conditions. The
building stands on a natural sand ridge, compelling the use
of spread reinforced concrete footings. There is no cellar
because the high water level is only four feet below the
grade. The boiler room is placed in front of the building, its
floor about two feet below grade. For this type of struc-

SCHEDULE

OF

EQUIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

FOUNDATION

Spread reinforced concrete footings and
inforced concrete foundation walls

STRUCTURE

·wall bearing; wood ioist construction; reinforced concrete columns and tie beams around
entire building at each floor for stiffening only

EXTERIOR
Walls

Roof

Metalwork
Sash

Doors

ture, the local code requires concrete columns in the ex·
terior walls for stiffening. In addition, there is a reinforced
concrete tie beam entirely around the building at each level.
Ample ventilation has been provided for below floors to
prevent decay of the joists. It will be noted that the cornice
soflits are open to admit air under the roof and thus lessen
the intensity of the summer heat.

re-

Hollow concrete blocks, 8" x 8" x 16"; wood
furring
Wood rafters and sheathing; JO-year bonded,
3-ply built-Gp asphaltic roofing, gravel surface,
Carey Co.
Copper
T ruscon Steel Company steel casement sash
and screens; "8" quality double-strength glass,
Libby-Owens-Ford
Cypress with Barland weatherproofing thresholds and weatherstripping

INTERIOR

Flo-ors

Sealex standard grade linoleum in k:tchens;
semi-vitrified tile floors in bathrooms; odk elsewhere

Walls

Sheet rock iath reinforced in corners with
Clinton cloth; finish plaster U. S. Gypsum Red
Top with integral color pigment, slightly textured finish

PAINTING

Du Pont Company. Interior plaster walls not
painted. Exterior has a lime wash stucco paint,
with Crystex integral waterproc\ing·, 1\oors
shellaced and waxed

PLUMBING

Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Company
fixtures; soil pipes, cast iron; water supply
pipe, galvanized mild steel

HEATING

Gar Wood oil burning heating plant
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SUITES

MAYFAIR HOUSE,
NEW YORK CITY
'H.

I.

FELDMAN

; ARCHITECT

IN ADDITION to 113 suites of two to four rooms,
the ground floor includes five stores and two
large rooms for storing carriages. The laundry
123' x 35') is in the basement. The total cost is
38c per cu. ft.
Pl111tn /)\' Cos1110-Si/1·11 Co.

COURT

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

SCHEDULE

OF

E9UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

FOUNDATION

Concrete on concrete and steel piles

STRUCTURE

Steel and cind~r concrete arches, first floor
only; otherwise wall-bearing wood joist con-

INTERIOR
Floors

3fruction

EXTERIOR

Walls

C8lonial range
Lounsbury

face

brick,

Fredenburg

Roof

Nine-course Ruberoid roof

Trim

Semi-glazed terra
Terra Cotta Co.

Sash

Double-hung wood sash, except that
windows are steel casement by Croft

Doors

White pine

cotta,

Federal

&

Seaboard
corner

HARDWARE
INCINERATORS
KITCHEN
EQUIPMENT

Selected oak in living rooms and galleries laid
in French herringbone style: bedrooms laid in
strips with double walnut borders; public halls
and lobbies are terrazzo; tile in bathrooms
Associated Hardware Co.
Kerner Incinerator Co.
Stove, Waterman Gas Ranges,
frigerators

Frigidaire

re-

HEATING

One-pipe vapor system with Fitzgibbons Boilers
and Todd oil burners

ELEVATORS

Automatic push-button control, A. B. See Elevator Co., Inc.
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McCORNACK
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CEDAR CENTRAL APARTMENTS
CLEVELAND, OHIO
OCCUPYING a former slum are a of 18 acres, this PWA
housing development consists of 2,296 rooms . These are
rented for an average of $7.35 per room, including charges
for refrigeration, cooking, and hot water. Ch ildren's playground s and other recreational areas have been liberally
provided.
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TYPICAL of current modernization work
is this transformation of four obsoles·
cent structures into one rentable apartment house. Prior to improvement the
dumbbell flats were largely vacant or
rented for $25 a unit. Upon completion
it is expected that it will be possib le to
obtain a rental of $27 per room , with
no vacancies likely.

ARCHITECT

530 EAST 88TH STREET,
NEW YORK CI TY

SCHEDULE
FOUNDATION
STRUCTURE
EXTERIOR
Wa lls
Tri m
Ro of
Sash
Met a lwork
INSULATION
INTERIOR
Floors

OF

ECj>UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

Stone
Wall bearing, wood joists
Smooth brick of two tones
Precast stone
Wood, Ruberoid finish
Steel sash in living rooms; elsewhere wood
Copper
Rock wool-roof only
New strip oak with borders of walnut inlay;
bathrooms tile; linoleum in kitchens; terrazzo
in public halls

Wa lls
Doo rs
HARDWARE
STAIRS
PAINTING
PLUMBING
HEATING
ELEVATOR
ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATION

Plaster; tile wainscot in bathrooms
White pine
Colonial brass; wrought-iron railings
ped living rooms

in

drop-

Steel
Walls, three coats of lead and oil; ce iling,
casein paint
Standard Sanitary fixtures; brass water lines
National Radiator Co., concealed radiation;
oil burners to be installed
A. B. See, fully automatic
Wiring, rigid co nduit
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THE IMPROVEMENT of the facade indicates the great importance of this factor in every apartment house modernization program. Sales appeal conveyed
to the prospective occupant is largely
predicated upon a favorable appeal of
the new facade. In this instance the
fire escapes, and the elevation generally, have been done with restraint and
imagination.
PLAN PRIOR TO MODERNIZATION
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TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN !NEW>

AN EXISTING condition of different floor levels was
utilized in providing dropped living rooms in the
apartments on the left least) portion of the new
building. With larger rooms, new mechanical and
service equipment, better circulation and daylighting, the new apartments are considerably superior
to the quarters which they replace. It is, however,
regrettable that planning has not resulted in the
complete removal of the small flue-like courts that

were such a baneful characteristic of the old tenement. Both in size and placement, these are not very
much better than the narrow air shafts of the older
building. It will be notec!, however, that only the
bathrooms and kitchens now open on the court shaft.
Again the sunrooms, converted from the former toilet
sections, are inadequate both in window and floor
area; they appear also to shut off sunlight from the
adjoining room.
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Comparative Analysis of
Apartment House Heating Systems
By

THEO .

F.

ROCKWELL

d. Careful tenants are not obliged
IN THIS ARTICLE, the discusheated by a single heating
to bear their share of the heat
ion will be confined to apartments
system.
meeting the following specifications:
wasted by careless and incon2. Individual heating systems can
siderate tenants.
be installed for each suite.
1. Four to six rooms per suite.
e. Heat is saved when apartments
2. Not more than six suites per
The advantages and disadvantages
are temporarily unoccupied durof the first an wer are:
building.
ing the heating season.
3. Rent of suite to be between $50
a. The initial cost of the single
f. The initial cost is higher.
and $75 per month.
system is less.
g. More space in building is reThe tenant in such a building
b. The system may be operated by
quired.
want , and is entitled to, enough
one per on, who soon shou ld
The
proper evaluation of the preheat so that he can maintain a comacquire the experience necesceding
factors
depen.ds. material!:>'. on
fortable and reasonably uniform temsary for proper results.
perature during the heating seas~n.
c. Damage from freezing in va- local prices for bmldmg materials,
The tenant, however, should realize
cant apartments is less likely to fuel, and janitor service. Tt~erefo~·e,
that he is living in an apartment of
occur, altbrmgh this means it is well to introduce at this pomt
a concrete problem and analyze the
this kind in order to reduce his living
ome waste of heat.
costs by pooling certain of the excl. If plant i fired with soli d fuel, factors involved. Accordingly, the
penses with other tenants, wh~se
dai ly attention is required. The plans for an ap~rti~1ent of .the type
wishes must be given ome considincome from a single building specified and bwlt m the Pittsburgh
eration. It is improbable, therefore,
hardly warrant the services of district, together with several posthat the tenant is entitled to a high ly
a full time janitor who i com- sible designs for the heating system
refined temperature control in his
petent to do the woi-1< properly. are here presented (Figs. I, ~I, I~I).
apartment for 24 hours a day.
Therefore, unless several such Since this building is located m PittsThe owner, while he may desire to
bui ldings are buil t in a group. burgh, only conditions in that area
provide a high class heating system,
this condition is an argument are considered.**
A preliminary study restricted the
i confronted with an all important
in favor of gas or oi l fuel.
as follows:
.
scope
economic condition. After a tentac. Temperature control in the in1. A comparison of space reqmred
tive rental is established, his investdividual apartments wi ll not
by the respective systems fament (for land, structure, and equip.ahvays be satisfactory, even
vored a radiator system of heatment) may not exceed a certain figthough combu tion control at
ing.
ure or the venture wi ll lJe a fai lure.
the boiler is provided. Individ2. Hand-fired coal wa eliminated
That is, this figure cannot be exual apartment control or eve.n
in the case of the ingle system
ceeded unless :
individual room control 1s
because of the labor involved
possible, but the initial cost i
1. The additional investment proand becau e the results were innot warranted by the rental
duces a satisfactory return by
consistent with the standard
scale
already
established.*
a saving in operating costs.
originally set up.
.
2. The additional investment so
The advantages and disadvantages
3. Coal was eliminated for the 111increases the attractiveness of of the second answer are:
dividual systems because of the
the apartment that tenants wi ll a. Each tenant may control heatdirt and the space required by
ingly pay a rental highe1· than
.
ing to suit himself.
separate coal bunkers.
the rate prevailing in the lob. Full-time janitor service may
4. Local prices limit further comcality for similar accommodabe dispen ed with and the savpetition between fuel to tokertions.
ing applied to
fired coal or coke and natural
It therefore becomes the purpose
( 1) Reduction in rent.
gas.
of this article to show how study of
(2) Investment to make apartThe fir t step in the design of a
the problem at the time of designments more rentable.
heating system is the determination
ing the building can accomplish cerc. Rent may be lowered by differ- of load or the heat loss from the
tain saving in operating costs, proence between operating cost of building. The results of this are
duce more satisfactory heating consingle system and fixe_d c.h~rge
given in Table I. The los es for the
dition , and yet require no material
on additional cost of md1vidual uninsulated condition are for the
increase in investment.
systems.
building a built: that is, wood lath
The general solutions to the heatand pla ter, tuds, Y8" sheathing,
* I t is probable that .rr!ost tenant.s, l?roperly
ing problem present themselves at approached, would be w1Hmg to .assist m ~em
---;;;rhe same method would be followed in other
perature control by manual operation of radiator
this point:
locations, but different conclusions obviously are
valves, if they were satisfied that heat wo~ l d
1. The entire building can be always be available when valve was opened agam. possible.
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FIGURE 1
Typical Floor Plan
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FIGURE 2
Vapor Heating System
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building paper, and brick veneer in
the walls; wood lath and plaster without flooring in the top floor ceiling:
and weather-stripped windows. The
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;veather conditions assumed were
standard design conditions for Pittsburgh: inside temperature 70°F., outside temperature 0°F., and a 13 mile-
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FIGURE 3
Hot Water Heating System

per-hour wind velocity.
In line with the purpose of this
discussion. which is to recommend
a different distribution of funds
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HEAT

Table I

Uninsulated

LOSS

FROM

BUILDING
Ceiling & Wall
Insulated

Ceiling Insulated
B.t.u. per Hour

First Floor Suite

30,900

30,900

25,700

Second Floor Suite

55, I 00

34,200

29, 100

Front Hall

12, 100

I 0,200

I 0,200

184, 100

140,400

119,800

Total for Building

invested in contn1ction, the use of
thermal insulation is now urged.
Considering only return on investment (annual fuel savings), the greatest economies in a huilding of this
kind will accrue from insulation of
the second floor ceiling; hence insulation should first be applied here.
One method would be to use rock
wool 3" deep.
To determine whether such additional investment is vvarrantecl, the
dollar value of the fuel saved must
be estimated. At the present time
the cost of stoker coal delivered in
the bin, and including the cost of
power to operate the stoker, may be
conservatively placed at $4.00 per
ton. Natural gas in the quantities
demanded by a single boiler is available at an average price of 50 cents
per 1.000 cu. ft. The over-all seasonal
efficiency may be placed at 50% for
stoker-fired coal and 70% for gas.*
On this basis it costs 32 cents to produce one million 13.t.u. with coal and
67 cents with gas. The ceiling area
is 2300 sq. ft. and if placed at time
of construction, 3'' of rock wool could
be obtained for an added first cost
of $210.**
In Table II, the bids of a reputable
Pittsburgh heating contractor for the
various designs are tabubted. (Note:
-The coal-fired svstems include an
allowance of $45 t~ construct a coal
bin.) These figures indicate that a
saving of $164 in the cost of the coalfircd system may be effected by the
use of 3" of rock \Vool insulation in the
ceiling. Hence the net cost of the insulation would be $210- 164 = $46.
Kotes :-Estimated cost of 3" rock

* Seasonal efficiencies are assumed lower than
those obtained in short tests at rated capacity
because:
I. Boiler operates at approximately 1/3 rated
load a large part of the season.
2. Pressure control only is used on system
installed and considerable overheating results because tenant is wasteful.
3. Janitors employed in this class of apartments are usually not skillful in handling
stokers.
4. The coal consumption resulting from this
assumption is less than coal actually consumed in building similar to one shown
in Fig. I.
** Bid

received in
time of construction.

Pittsburgh for placing at

wool in cciling-$210. Estimated cost
of 1Y+" rigid insulation in walls$133.
Following a method outlined in a
previous article and published in the
ARCHITECTCRAL RECORD in July and
August 1933, the annual fuel saving
would amount to $37 for coal and
$73 for gas. The ceiling insulation
would therefore pay for itself in less
than two years even with low cost
coal as fuel.
A further reduction m heat loss
may be accomplished by insulating
the exterior walls. The value of fuel
saved by wall insulation is less per
dollar investee! for insulation than in
the case of ceilings; hence a different criterion for adequate wall insulation might be nsecl. To overcome the
chilling effect of cold walls (heat dissipation from occupant by radiation*) a
satisfactory wall surface temperature
(inside surface) must be maintained.
To do this, the exterior walls should
have an over-all coefficient of heat
transfer of .18 B.t:.1./hr./sq.ft./°F.
or less.
Such a coefficient will
result from the sub3titution of }4 11
rigid insulation for sheathing and 0"
rigid insulation for lath. According
to recent bids taker:. in Pittsburgh,
such construction \vould increase the
cost of the wall about 5 cents per sq.
ft. to a total cost of $133.
Referring to Table II again, we
sec that this insulation would permit

* Cold Walls and
ing of Warmth.
A.S.H.V.E. Trans.
Insulation.
T. F.
URAL RECORD,
Table II

Their Relation to the FeelHoughten &
McDermott.
1933. Selection of Building
Rockwell. ARCHITECTJuly. August 1933.

FIRST

COST

a further reduction of $70 in the cost
of the heating system, making a net
increase in cost of $63. The value of
the fuel saved by this insulation
would amount to $14 per year with
coal and $28 with gas. To pay off
this extra debt at 5 % interest would
require about five years with coal fuel
and three years with gas fuel. both
of which are reasonably short periods.
Thus it has been demonstrated that
by adding a net of
Ceiling . . . . . . . $46
Walls . . . . . . . . 63
Total ........ $109
to the initial investment (perhaps onehalf of 1 %) a reduction in operating costs is effected that is sufficient
to liquidate the debt in an average
time of three years. The proposed insulation is therefore justified on this
ground alone.
It is now advisable to studv comparative costs with coal and ,gas as
fuels. As the use of insulation has
been shown to be worthwhile. the
comparison will be based on the insulated construction. The results of
this analysis are shown in Table III.
Only the labor item, perhaps, will
need additional explanation. A single
building of this kind \vill not provide
enough income to employ a full-time
janitor for the usual duties of cleaning halls. caring for the lawn. and
tending to the heating system. To get
satisfactory results from stoker firing
attention is required at least twice
daily for cleaning fires, removing ash,
and refilling hopper. At present a
minimum charge for this service appears to be $20 per month or $140
for a seven-month season. The figures used in this analvsis do not assume a bin-fired stoke;-, but it is improbable that this method would
eliminate the twice-dailv attention
needed for handling bitm;1inous coal.
The labor charge of $25 for gas
is for starting and stopping the boiler
and for periodic inspection during the
heating season.
Table III clearly shows that it is
OF

HEATING

SYSTEMS

Uninsulated
Building

Insulated
Ceiling

Ceiling & Walls
Insulated

Vapor System-Fig. II
Stoker Fired Coal

$I ,887

$1,723

$1.653

Vapor System-Fig. II
Gas Fired

$1,703

$1,562

$1 ,472

Individual Hot Water Sy,;tem
Fig. Ill-Gas Fired

$2,234

$2,059

$1,959

HEATING SYSTEM
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Table Ill

ASSUMPTIONS

AND

ANNUAL

Stoker-Fired
Coal

ASSUMPTIONS
Unit Price of Fuel
Includes power for stoker
First Cost
Boiler, Control and Burner or Stoker
Cost of Coal Bin
Useful life
Seasonal Efficiency
Total Fuel per year
Interest
Repairs
Labor (Minimum wage per month)
ANNUAL CHARGES
Fuel
Hauling ashes
Labor
Current expense
Interest (Boiler etc.)
Coal Bin
Depreciation
Repairs
Fixed Charges
Total Annual Cost

CHARGES

Gas
.50 per M cu. ft.

$4 per ton
$557

$420

$45
15 yrs.
50%
19 tons
50'
lo
3%
$20

20 yrs.
70%
302 M cu. ft.
5%
1

12%

1

$152

$76
7
140

25

$223
$28
2
36
16

$223

$82

$82

$177
$21

$177

21
7

$305

$49

$49
$226

2. He would not be penalized by
the wasteful and inconsiderate
action of other tenants in the
buildings in connection with the
heating system, because an experienced owner will include a
charge in the rent to cover such
contingencies.
3. Supply of heat is not dependent on actions of a janitor.
The following advantages would
accrue to the owner if the individual
system were adopted.
1. Additional sales appeal because
of
a. Slightly lower rental.
h. Automatic temperature control in each apartment.
2. Reduction in waste of fuel from
overheating where apartments
are temporarily unoccupied.
Summarizing these results based on
relative fuel prices existing at the
time of writing, the following recommendations concerning the insulation
of the building and the design of the
heating plant are made:
1. The initial expenditure of approximately $350 for insulation
of the building is justifiable because:
a. It results in a saving of the
cost of the heating plant which
may be fairly credited to the
cost of the insulation.
b. Use of less fuel will pay for
balance in a few vears.
c. Better effective' temperature
conditions during both summer
and winter will reduce apartment vacancies.
2. If a building of this approximate size is to be built singly
and is insulated as clescribecl,
gas is the cheaper fuel.
3. If a group of five or more buildings is to be built, stoker-fired
coal becomes the cheaper fuel.
4. If the building is to be built in

the labor item that weights the an- initial cost of $1959 for the separate
nual cost of heat in favor of gas fuel. hot water systems for interest, deThe reader, therefore, is cautioned preciation, and other repairs amount
against extending these figures to un- to $5.13 per month per suite. If this
\1-arranted conclusions. As the an- method of heating \Vere adopted, then
nual fuel consumption increases the the monthly rental would include this
labor cost per ton of coal decreases amount of $5.13 in place of the charge
and a point \1·ould he reached where of $6.96 for heating with the single
coal would become the cheaper fuel. system, or a reduction of $1.83 per
month. The average estimated fuel
If five or six of these buildings
were built in a group, a full time costs based on twelve months are
janitor at $100 per month could be $3.50* per month for first floor apartemployed, and as tenants of this class ments and $4 per month for secare generally willing to pay a little oml floor apartments, which would
more rent for janitor service, that be paid by the tenant.
annual labor chargeable to heat might
Table IV indicates that the tenant's
fairlv be reduced to $50 or $60 per shelter expense would be increased
buil(ling, and assuming a further dis- about $24 per year. For this he would
count on quantity purchases of coal, have the following advantages:
the annual cost would then favor coal.
1. Full control over temperatures
To confine ourselves now to the
in his own apartment.
assumption that a single lmilcling is
* Based on higher rate for gas, because conto be built, the annual cost of heat is sumption per tenant will seldom exceed 15,000
cu. ft. per month.
(Continued on page 144)
then $226 or $56.50 per suite. On a
t\wlve-month occupancy basis the
rent should then include an item of
COMPARISON OF COSTS FOR HEATING TO TENANT
$4.71 per month for fuel and an- Table IV
nual charges on the boiler, plus $2.25
per month for annual charges on
One System
Individual System
balance of heating system or a total
Gas-Fired
Gas-Fired
Steam
Hot Water
of $6.96 per month for heat.
According to Table IT, the cost of
PER MONTH PER SUITE
individual gas-fired systems w011ld lw COST
Fixed charges paid by owner and included in rent
$3.27
$5.13
$1959 fo1· the construction with inFuel and current expense paid by owner and included
in rent
sulation in ceiling and exterior walls.
3.69
which is $487 more than for the gasTotal included in rent
$6.96
$5.13
fired single system. If the owner is to Fuel charge paid by tenant
3.75
make this additional investment. he
must make an additional charge in Total cost of heat to tenant
$6.96
$8.88
Average net increase for separate systems
the rent to care for it.
$1.92
The fixed charges based on the
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4. a neighborhood where the advantages previously listed for
the individual systems would
appeal to the class of tenants
expected, serious consideration
should be given to this method.
Final decision, of course, remains with the owner and will
be influenced by ratio of owned
to borrowed capital.
In support of some of the assumptions and assertions made in this paper the following data ·are presented.
It is the usual practice in this country to use 70° F. to 72 ° F. as the inside design temperature for homes,
and then in predicting the annual fuel
consumption it is assumed that such
temperatures will be maintained.
Such was the method followed in this
analysis.
It is well known, however, that
many people are not satisfied with a
dry bulb temperature of 70 °F. in an
uninsulated building when outside
temperature are below 25 °F. to 30°
F. The reason for this is that the
dissipation of body heat by radiation
to cold exterior walls and ceilings is

excessive and must be compensated
for by an increase in air Lemperature
wh ich reduce the convection loss
from the body. Hence occupants of
uninsulated dwellings wdl ma~ntain
temperatures of 74 °F. to 78 °F. during severe weather.
Inasmuch as the average outdoor
temperature for the Pittsburgh heating season is 4 1°F., the seasonal demand for heat is proportional to the
difference between 70°F. and 4 1 °F.
or 29 degrees. If it is assumed that
the actual inside temperature averages 75 °F., except for the nightly
drop, then the demand for heat is
proportional to a difference of 34 degrees, or an increase of 17 % for
about 16 hours per clay. This conc\ition is of course reflected in the annual fuel consumption.
The use of the proper amount of
insulation in exterior walls will result
in higher temperatures of the inside
surface of these walls during cold
weather. This, in turn, reduces radiant heat loss from the body, and
the occupant is satisfied with temperatures between 70° f<" . and 72 °F.

Part oi the cost of wall insulation is
justified by this reason, but the saving resulting from this change is difficu lt to predict with accuracy.
With the single heating system for
a bui lding, individual temperature
control for each apartment (i.e., other
than manual operation of radiator
valves) would add considerably to the
initial cost, and locating a single thermo tat in one suite is deemed to be
unfair to the other tenants. Hence,
the only control contemplated in addition to the usual safety devices is
a pressure-stat to maintain a maximum and minimum steam pressure.
A program clock is included to permit reduction of steam pressure at
night.
Local overheating is bound to occur with this method because of absence of the tenant or because of
neglect to close radiator valves. For
this reason, therefore. and because of
the inexpert attention the heating
system receives in a building of this
kind, it is felt that the respective seasonal efficiencies have been set as high
as they reasonably may.

Satisfy Urban Living
•
1n
the Apartment Hotel
By T. C. CAMP B ELL ,

Vice President of Fred F. French Management Company Inc., N. Y.

THE APARTMENT HOTEL combines to a certain extent advantages
of the apartment house together with
most of the facilities offered by a
transient hotel. This type of dwelling should be most popular in the
future, not only for the single person
but for families of two or three persons as well. I believe the apartment
should consist of 10, 20, or 30
rooms; the 10-room apartment
should consist of a living room approximately 14' x 23' with a small
kitchen scientifically planned to eliminate waste space. In the 20 rooms,
there should be a living room of approximatdy the same size, a bedroom
about 12' x 16' in area, and a kitchen.
In the 30 rooms the arrangement
should be such that the extra bedroom can be used as a dining room or

spare bedroom. In this arrangement
the kitchen should open directly into
the living room. The ideal plan would
be a living room, bedroom, and
kitchen, with a foyer entrance. In
fact, if the foyer entrance can be provided for even the 10-room apartment, it will be a decided rental asset,
regardless of how small it may be.
It is my belief that in new construction the installation of air conditioning should be seriously considerecl, since there is no doubt but that
it is here to stay as definitely as is
central heating.
Ultramodern bathrooms, with separate shower stalls, will be increasingly in demand. I believe that more
warmth in bathroom finishe and
decoration will be required. These
may incl ude substitutes for tile in

both wainscots and floors. Built-in
fixtures should be specified for all the
little improvements which simplify
housekeeping, such as soap dishes,
glass holders, flush-type medicine
cabinet . In general none of the protruding gadget-like fittings should be
installed. Adequate lighting fixtures
are an essential part of the modern
bathroom.
The kitchens should be given a
great deal of consideration. Although
the public has probably not reached
the point today where complete electric kitchens are a rental asset, I think
the trend is in this direction. For the
present, I believe that kitchens should
be equipped with three--or fourburner ranges, insulated-heat ovens
connected with a vent to carry off
cooking odors, etc. The refrigeration
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A corner of the roof 9arden available to tenants of
Tudor City Apartments, New York City

should h::ive a mmnnum of 4 cubic
feet of capacity in the smaller apartments, more in the larger ones. Great
stress should be laid upon noiselessness of operation; a large proportion
of tenant complaints are actuated by
the annoyance of noisy refrigerators.
.:\fore attention must be paid to the
number of lighting outlets. Practically all ceiling fixtures, vvith the exception of those in foyer, kitchen, and
bathroom, can be eliminated; where
tenants desire wall brackets, these can
be attended to individually. A desirable feature for the living room is a
master switch controlling all outlets
in the room.
The complete elimination of woodwork in the kitchen is advised. Porcelain or chromiwn-finished sinks and
drainboards arc essential. A linoleum floor, sanitary cove base, and a
hard plaster wall finish, will eliminate so far as possible the cracks in
which vermin hide away. Here again
adequate lighting fixtures should be
provided. scientifically arranged to

eliminate shadows. Light in the
kitchen is quite as important as in a
drafting room. A very small detail,
but an important one, is a small laundry drying rack, the type which takes
up very little space and is inconspicuously hung on a wall.
In planning an apartment hotel
building, sufficient incinerator facilities must be provided and should be
located in a space provided, with a
slop sink on each floor. Slop sinks
ancl incinerator closets should be
large enough to allow for bottle bins
and for objects too heavy or too large
for the incinerator. Corridors should
be provided with either linoleum, rubber tile, or some other comparable
material, eliminating carpet both for
reasons of sanitation and maintenance.
In my opinion it is very questionable whether apartment hotels should
have restaurants. These are rarely
income producing and have usually
been considered purely a rental asset.
\Vith complete facilities provided in

the apartment kitchen, the need of a
restaurant in the building is doubtful.
But if there is to he a restaurant in
the building, it :;hould b~ located on
the roof. reducrng the expense of
stacks and ducts and attracting greater patronage. Roof space is far more
valuable to the building as a whole
than a few studios or penthouses. The
rental price of such studios or penthouses is governed by the average
rental of the building. It is very
difficult to secure a $10,000-a-year
studio tenant in a building in which
most apartments are renting for
$1,200. On the other hand, the laying out of the roof space for the
advantage of all the residents of the
building enhances the rental value of
the individual apartment. For example, a space should be provided for
sun bathing or for the enjoyment of
evening breezes, thus making the roof
serve the purpose of a garden.
Almost any large apartment hotel
should devote a large portion of the
first or main floor to lobby space, and
if possible to a radio room and a reading room. Careful study should be
given to the laying out of the main
desk space and manager's office. The
rest of the main floor may be devoted to stores and shops.
Necessary services in an apartment
hotel are telephone, package room,
and delivery services, thereby eliminating all outside vendors or delivery
men. These services are also a decided rental asset. An adequate trunk
and baggage room in the basement
should be provided.
In the central zone of a large city,
I do not believe that it is necessary to
provide any recreational facilities
whatever for the tenants of an apartment hotel, since the vast majority of
them who can afford to live in this
zone will find their entertainment
right in the district in which they
live. Almost invariably when such
facilities have been provided they
have been little used. A swimming
pool is a decided advertising feature
-hut an advertising feature only.
In summation, I would say that the
trend of tenancy in many cities, for a
very large group of potential occupants, is definitely to the city centers.
This is evident in New York City
and elsewhere-and bec::mse of this
trend the apartment hotel offers a
fertile field for new building, making
possible one of the best returns on
invested monev. And for affhitects
it represents ,{ distinct building tyne
to be designed and constructed for
the satisfaction of special requirements.
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A FIREPROOF

BOAK

&

PARIS,

APARTMENT

H 0 USE,

INC.

ARCHITECTS

FIVE RIVERSIDE DRIVE
NEW YORK CITY
*Cost includes land.

SCHEDULE

OF

E(j)UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

FOUNDATIONS

Concrete

STRUCTURE

Structural steel and cinder concrete arches

EXTERIOR
Walls
Trim
Roof
Sash

INTERIOR
Partitions
Floors

Face brick, Fredenburg & Lounsbury; terra cotta
backing
Cast stone, New York Cast Stone Co.
Quarry file on built-up asphaltic
Steel casement sash, Detroit Steel Products
Corp.
Steel double-hung sash, Pomeroy Co.

WATERPROOFING Integral in foundation walls and basement
floor, A. C. Horn; Structural Waterproofing
Co. paint on interior face of masonry walls

HEATING

PLUMBING

KITCHEN
EQUIPMENT
ELEVATORS

Terra cotta, cinder concrete, gypsum
Oak, exceot linoleum in kitchens
Rubber in lobby and corridors
Steam, Orifice System of American Radiator
Co.; steel pipe, Bethlehem Steel Co.; valves,
Pratt & Cady
Hot and cold water lines, brass, Anaconda Co.;
Sloan Flushcmeters; Ohio Brass Co. valves;
Kohler Co. and Standard Sanitary Co. fixtures; United Meta I Box Co. ca bi nets
Slattery Co. gas ranges; Frigidaire refrigerators; Nappanee kitchen equipment, Cox and Co.
Car switch-operator control-A. B. See Co.
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!A/Jarfmenfs
com/:Jfefe
the 111ode-r n, scf1en1e
with

Sealex Linoleum Floo•·s and Walls
Tenant appeal! Lasting economy!
Both of these requisites have been
obtained through architec t Louis
Justement's specifications for Linoleum floors and wall Linoleum in the
new Falkl and Apartments. The
Standard Floors Company, Inc.,
Washington, D. C. carried out these
specifications with Sealex materials.
Prospective tenants are immediately won over by the distinctive beauty
of Seal ex materials ... by their smooth,
sanitary surface which is so remarkably easy to clean.
Owners and builders are impressed
with the rock-bottom economy of
Sealex Linoleum Floors and Walls.
Moderate in first cost, they also eliminate refinishing expense.
Installed by authorized contrac
tors, Sealex materials carry a guarantybond fully covering cost of materials
and workmanship. Write:
CONGOLEUM-NAIRN IN C.

KEARNY , N.).

*
One of the baths in the Falkland Apartments al
Silver Spring, Md. As practical as they are
beautiful, the Sea/ex Floors and Walls here never
need refinishing! Kitchens in this development
are floored and wa/lec; with Sea/ex Li11ole11m.

SEALEX LINOLEUM
TRADEMARK REGISTERED
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Is a New Social Science
By M. A. MIKKELSEN
Emerging?

sources Board, the creation of which was recommended
by the President's Committee on Administrative Management last January.

(Continued from page 80)

Commerce, and :\griculturc, and Bureau of :\Lines, the
Interstate Commerce Commission, rhe Social Security
Boards, and the \\'or ks Progress .\dministratiun. The
findings arc to be made available to the industry and
labor likely to be affected.
3. Science committees are to be formed in Federal
departments that deal with technical interests, for continuous study of trends in science and invention and of
their social implications. l~eports arc to go to the proposed National l\csourccs Board, to city, county, and
state planning boards and to the public.
4. Patent laws are to he studied by a group of social
scientists and economists with a view to articulating them
\\·ith social and economic needs.
5. The Science Committee of the National Resources
Committee, with such assistance as may be needed, is
to investigate existing activities in reporting inventions
and scientific discoveries and is to advise on the feasitility (a) of more balanced coverage, (b) of selecting
those more socially significant. and ( c) of assembling
such data in some central location or locations.
Ci. A permanent mTr-all planning board is to be
btablished. "Such a hoard is needed to give breadth of
consideration to the variety of factors which affect specific
plans. This hoard ,,·ould take its place in the governmental pattern as coordinator for the many special planning boards. of which there arc now 47 State hoards,
400 county hoards, and 1, l 00 city boards." The overall board in question is the contemplated ~Tational Re-

Unique Value of the Report

is in itself a demonstration of the nun11al
process by which scientific discoveries and social and
industrial inventions are achieved. Recognition of general needs is followed by search in many quarters for
means and forms. Taken singly, the ideas contained in
the report are familiar. This is because of long-standing recognition of the need for controlling the harmful
effects of industrial inventions and because long years
have been given to discussion of means. One school of
thought denies that means exist, except automatic forces
set in motion by economic laws. The unique value of
the report lies in two facts: it offers comprehensive proof
that means exist. in the hands of government, and it
officially presents a policy. program, or form hy which
control mav be exercised in a democratic countn·. If
the form i~ succesdul it will be a social invention of
momentous consequences to democracy. Possibly an
economy of abundance is not impracticable, after all.
About all that this n·viewcr can do in a limitl'd space
is to give a freehand rendering of the argument of
the report by keeping to a narrmv range of fact and
comment and to express a personal opinion regarding
the significance of the report as a \Vhole. It might seem
as if particular attention should be given to the competent chapter on Construction. Ho\\'cver, the revic\\·cr
notes with satisfaction that ARCHITECTCI~,\L RECORD
readers have been kept informed on technolqgical trends
in building.
THE REPORT

--------------~-----

-----

Miami Cabinets and Accessories are playing a major
part in bathroom transformation.
Not only do they
convey an immediate impression of the ultra modern, but
they add new usefulness and beauty.

•
MIAMI
ENSEMBLES
Miami Cabinets are produced in Combination
Units, in various shapes and
sizes, to conform to individual bathroom architecture and the family needs.

With a Lino that embraces the latest ideas in design,
color schemes, and construction • . • that ranges from
modest to the very finest cabinets . • . Miami enables
you to meet every requirement •
Miami designers and engineers will co-operate with you
in the solution of any unusual bathroom cabinet problem.
Complete information gladly sent upon request. See
our Catalog in Sweet's.

MIAMI

CHROMIUM

BATHROOM

MIAMI

"OXFORD"-Entirely different from

any other

cabinet.
Modern, distinctive. compact. Large recessed
mirror is flanked on each side by storage cabinets with

chromium-framed mirror doors hung on chromium piano.
type hinges.

Indirect lighting.

ACCESSORIES

Recessed and Projection Types

MIAMI CABINET DIVISION··

No. 5002-0ctagon Towel Bar

No.

6001-

Tumbler Holder

J/w PHILIP CAREY COMPANY,

Soau

No. 6004and Grab Bar

Middletown, Ohio.
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~alked

wif 11 Peeora

And More Than 300 Other Federal Buildings

Here's the Quick-Con'<- ersion Bur11liam
burning oil. A clzanqe of base anri
it burns coal with equal ct!icfr11c:.:.
1

~ it tait to
tie your elient do\Vll
to always Durning Oil?
UPPOSE the cost of oil goes up so high as
to make it out of line with coal? What
then? It has already "upped" some.

S

If your client's boiler is one of our Built-In Oil
Burning ones (or anyone else's), there's nothing
to do but keep on burning oil. To change to coal
means an out-and-out new boiler. That costs
money.

For dependable protection against weather damage-the conservation of fuel-the greater efficiency of air
conditioning-Pecora Calking Compound was selected
for a majority of the important new Federal structures.
Properly applied, it will not dry out, crack or chip.
Equally applicable to wood. glass, metal or stone.
Available in non-refillable metal cartridges of approximately one quart and one pint size for use in new
Pecora High Pressure Cartridge Calking Gun.
For further details see Sweet's Catalogue or write direct to us

PECORA PAINT COMPANY,
Sl•;CO"ND

S'l'.

&

J•;RIE

Member of Producers' Council, Inc.
Established 1862 by Smith Bowen

MOSAIC

BUT -and it's a big BUT-if they have one
of our Quick-Conversion Burnhams, it's only a
matter of a ne'" base. The whole job of shifting costs around fifty dollars.
As for economy with either fuel, that
long since established for this boiler.

1s

a fact

Don't you feel, therefore, it's a bit of foresight
on your part to anticipate the practical side of
a shifting of fuels for your clients?

BURNHAM BOILER CORPORATION
Manufacturers of Heating Equipment Since 1873

Irvington, New York

Zanesville, Ohio

Another
New Hendrick Crille
Hendrick is continually adding to its extensive line of attractive grille patterns.
The latest offering is the Mosaic design,
illustrated above.
The simple but pleasing design speaks
for itself and should suggest many interiors with which it will blend harmoniously.
On its practical side the design insures
the best conditions of heating and ventilation with an open area of 63%.
Write for literature which illustrates
the Mosaic and many other attractive
patterns.

Hendrick Manufacturing Co.
19 Dundaff Street, Carbondale, Pa.
Oflir·ps anti Hel)f('-:pntatiws in princ·ipal rities. See 'phone book,
~Jfrs. of \lit('O OpPn 8tt'('l Flooring-, ::\.litr·o Shur-~He Treads
and '.\!itC"o ,\rmorgrids, Iler)(lrick l'l·rforatcd ~Ietals and :O:creens.
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